LISTEN TO THE WORLD

Short wave radio is by far the fastest and most convenient type of communications for spreading the news about what is going on in the world. And for this reason TRIO's R300 is the right rig for those who'd like to listen to a live report of the Indianapolis Grand Prix, to Radio Peking or to follow the progress of a Himalayan expedition. The R-300 is the invisible bridge to other countries and continents and the bridge to the home country for many journalists, engineers and technical representatives working abroad. They all want a reliable and sturdy multiband receiver for home use and travel, a receiver working from mains voltage or batteries. And just such a receiver is TRIO's new R-300.

Outstanding Input Sensitivity—The dual-gate MOSFET front end assures excellent cross-modulation and spurious characteristics, as well as high input sensitivity. Between 18 and 30 MHz the R-300 operates as a double superhet, giving sensitivity of 1 µV for AM and 0.5 µV for SSB. For full details, contact the sole importers of the exciting TRIO range.

NEW. CL22 Antenna Coupler for the SWL.
Only £14 inc. VAT and postage

LOWE ELECTRONICS
Cavendish Road,
Matlock,
Derbyshire
LOWE ELECTRONICS LTD

PRICE LIST — JANUARY 1978

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price inc. VAT</th>
<th>Price Carr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5200 160-10m. HF transceiver 200W P.E.P.</td>
<td>£694.00</td>
<td>694.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFO820 External VFO</td>
<td>£120.00</td>
<td>118.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGI Digital readout to 100Hz</td>
<td>£120.00</td>
<td>120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D51A 15V. DC inverter</td>
<td>£40.00</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YGB58 CW filter b pole</td>
<td>£36.00</td>
<td>38.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP520 Matching speaker b ohm</td>
<td>£19.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV900 HF transceiver all solid state</td>
<td>£178.00</td>
<td>186.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSS Communications headsets, tailored response</td>
<td>£22.00</td>
<td>22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5200HF Transceiver 2400-30m.</td>
<td>£432.00</td>
<td>432.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5200-60V.</td>
<td>£405.00</td>
<td>405.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFO520 External VFO</td>
<td>£72.00</td>
<td>72.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW58 CW filter b pole</td>
<td>£19.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP520 Matching speaker b ohm</td>
<td>£178.00</td>
<td>178.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV900 HF transceiver all solid state</td>
<td>£22.00</td>
<td>22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSS Communications headsets, tailored response</td>
<td>£60.00</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK520 Conversion kit-all uses of DGS with T5200</td>
<td>£489.00</td>
<td>489.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5200S 1-8 MHz. SSB transceiver 200W P.E.P.</td>
<td>£680.00</td>
<td>680.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D51A 12V. DC inverter</td>
<td>£120.00</td>
<td>120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFO520 Remote VFO</td>
<td>£94.00</td>
<td>94.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP520 Matching speaker</td>
<td>£19.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG5 Digital display to 40 MHz</td>
<td>£36.00</td>
<td>36.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSS Communications headsets, tailored response</td>
<td>£36.00</td>
<td>36.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV900 HF transceiver all solid state</td>
<td>£178.00</td>
<td>178.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSS Communications headsets, tailored response</td>
<td>£22.00</td>
<td>22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR230 Conversion kit-all uses of DGS with T5200</td>
<td>£489.00</td>
<td>489.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JAPAN RADIO COMPANY

NRS05 Professional communications receiver c/w matching speaker | £1000.00 | 1000.00 |

CRYSTALS

We stock FM channels 50, 510 to 525, 532 (145/80) and all current reversed and repeat reversed channels for the equipment we sell.

Price per single crystal | £2.40 | 2.40 |
Price per pair | £4.80 | 4.80 |
Special offer on crystals for TR2200GX, TR7200, TR3200 and TR6000 only for £10.00 |
100 kHz marker crystal | £3.37 | 3.37 |
KF430 70 cm., 10W mobile transmitter fitted 9 channels. Auto T8. The ultimate mighty midget | £180.00 | 180.00 |

NIHON DENGYO

Liner 470, 70cm. SSB transceiver—Get ready for OSCAR 81 | £290.25 | 290.25 |
R11SE regulated psu for Liner 430 | £31.50 | 31.50 |
Below 70A 70 cm., 10W. fixed/movable telephone | £20.00 | 20.00 |
VOX3 Matching VOX unit (free with TS700G) | £464.40 | 464.40 |

VHF MARINE RECEIVERS

SR9 Tunable/crystal monitor 156-162 MHz | £52.50 | 52.50 |
AMR217B Scanner with 8 crystals. The best and most popular. Mains/battery | £106.87 | 106.87 |
Seiwa MS5 Scanner less crystals. 4 channel pocket scanner | £67.50 | 67.50 |
Seiwa MR2 Monitor less crystals. 12 channel pocket receiver | £63.00 | 63.00 |
Crystals for the above—each | £2.70 | 2.70 |

MARINE ANTENNAS

Daiwa M41AVI 4 m. wire gutter mounting with whip, clamp and cable | £8.46 | 8.46 |
MAI high gain marine antenna | £8.66 | 8.66 |
B&G/FP Bantex 2 m. whip c/w square hole base mount | £8.16 | 8.16 |
"J" Beam TAS fret 2 m. whip | £13.05 | 13.05 |

VHF AMATEUR RECEIVERS

MR86 Tunable/crystal 2 m. FM receiver. 144-146 MHz | £54.00 | 54.00 |
AMR217B Scanner with 8 crystals. The best and most popular. Mains/battery | £106.87 | 106.87 |
Seiwa MS5 Scanner less crystals. 4 channel pocket scanner | £67.50 | 67.50 |
Seiwa MR2 Monitor less crystals. 12 channel pocket receiver | £63.00 | 63.00 |
Crystals for the above—each | £2.40 | 2.40 |

MICROWAVE MODULES EQUIPMENT

MM070 4m. converter | £20.12 | 20.12 |
MMC120A/28 LO 2m. converter | £20.00 | 20.00 |
MMC120A/70 70cm. converter | £20.00 | 20.00 |
MM70/144 23cm. converter | £20.00 | 20.00 |
MVM120A/28 23cm. converter | £20.00 | 20.00 |
HS5 Communications headsets, tailored response | £12.50 | 12.50 |
LH5 Communications headsets, shorted response | £14.00 | 14.00 |

FILTERS

Trio LF20A low pass filter 1 kHz. 90 dB stop band rejection | £17.00 | 17.00 |
Trio LP20A, 80Hz band pass filter 144-146 MHz | £27.50 | 27.50 |
HSS Communications headsets, tailored response | £22.00 | 22.00 |
P56 Power supply Fitting P56 for use with TR5700 | £56.00 | 56.00 |
AT200 I 8 to 30 MHz antenna tuner | £60.00 | 60.00 |

TRIO OSCILLOSCOPE

CS150 Dual trace DC to 30 MHz | £464.00 | 464.00 |
CS151 Single trace DC to 15 MHz | £334.00 | 334.00 |
CS152 Single trace DC to 10 MHz | £270.00 | 270.00 |
HSS Communications headsets, tailored response | £22.00 | 22.00 |
P56 Power supply Fitting P56 for use with TR5700 | £56.00 | 56.00 |
AT200 I 8 to 30 MHz antenna tuner | £60.00 | 60.00 |

HF MOBILE ANTENNAS

"G" whip tribander helical 20/15/10 | £19.68 | 19.68 |
"I" whip mobile tribander 20/15/10 | £23.80 | 23.80 |
L.F. coils for the above-3 Special Whether tribander | £5.90 | 5.90 |
Telescopic whip for the above-J220000 | £3.00 | 3.00 |
Base mount for all "G" whips | £3.75 | 3.75 |
Extendor 40 booster | £9.86 | 9.86 |
LOWE ELECTRONICS LTD
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YHF/UHF "J" BEAMS

Price

SW-110 SWR/power meter 1-8-150 MHz. Two power ranges, 9-20 and 0-200 watts ...... 25.92
CS-201 Coax switch (SO239 sockets) Two way ...... 11.25
CS-20IN Coax switch (N type sockets) Two way ...... 15.75

5 Y7M 5 element yagi ..... 7.70
BY/2M 8 element yagi ..... 10.00
107Y/10 10 element para beam ..... 21.31
PM14/2M 14 element crossed yagi ..... 31.16
6X/2M 5 element crossed yagi ..... 6.99
BYX/2M 8 element crossed yagi ..... 19.91
10XY/2M 10 element crossed yagi ..... 36.32
Q6/2M 8 element crossed quad ..... 16.30
Q6/2M 6 element quad ..... 21.71
DS/2M 5 element crossed quad ..... 13.50
DB/2M 8 over 8 slot fed yagi ..... 18.22
UGP/2M Uni-pole ground plan ..... 7.03
MBH/2M 20m. Multi element ..... 51.65
MBH/B70M. Multi beam ..... 28.96
12XY/70M. 12 element crossed yagi ..... 29.70
TAS $2 2m. whip ..... 13.05
C7/2M. Collinear ..... 30.93
CB/70M, Collinear ..... 39.37
D15/1256 23cm. antenna ..... 23.06

PHASING HARNESS

PMH/2C for 2m, circular polarisation ...... 5.06
PMH/70 for 70 cms. ..... 5.90
PMH/40 for 70 cms. ..... 12.28

CD CE ROTATORS

AF40 (core cable required) ..... 51.75
CD44 (core cable required) ..... 106.87
Ham-2 (8 core cable required) ..... 145.12

RACK ANTENNAS

A-BXL. 80m. dipole 4kW rating ..... 12.15
AL-480 80/40m. trap dipole. Length only 28 metres ..... 23.43
2kW P.E.P. ..... 40.50
MDV-480 2m. to 10m. trap dipole. Length 23 metres. 1.5 kW P.E.P. ..... 40.50
Listener III SWL antenna. 24 metres overall. ..... 25.43
Listener I SWL antenna. Loaded wire ant. Only 5m. ..... 9.54
HD-28A Extendsable dipole. Tunable from approx. 70 cm to 4m. ..... 6.75

HY-GAIN ANTENNA---HF beams

TH2Mk3 2 element yagi for 20-15 and 10m. 1 kW rating ...... 117.56
TH3for 3 element yagi for 20-15 and 10m. 600W, P.E.P. ..... 121.50
TH3Mk2 3 element yagi for 20-15 and 10m. 1kW. ..... 167.62
TH6DX 6 element total 20-15 and 10m. ..... 201.37
Hymod 2 element quad. 95 db gain on 20-15m. ..... 182.25

HY-GAIN ANTENNAS---HF Verticals

I2AQV Trapped vertical vertical support for 20, 15, 10m. ..... 39.93
I4AQ/1V/WB Trapped vertical vertical support for 40, 30, 20, 15, 10m. ..... 56.19
18AQ TVB/1V/WB 'Trapped' vertical vertical support for 40, 30, 20, 15, 10m. ..... 81.45

VHF MOBILE WHIPS

Bantex BS/GF 2m. \$ whip c/w single hole base mount ..... 8.16
Magnetic mount for all Bantex whips ..... 10.40
Bantex UMT 70cm. coil, collinear ..... 28.53
"J" Beam TAS $2 2m. whip ..... 13.05
Daewoo MAF 2m. \$ wave gutter mounting with whip, clamp and cable. ..... 8.44
Gutter clamp. Accepts most whips ..... 2.81
70cms UMT collinear whip \$ over \$ wave whip with base ..... 16.28
Revo \$ whip ..... 18.50
Revo standard only for \$ whip ..... 1.50
Revo—whip and coil only ..... 5.00

CABLE (prices per metre)

5 core rotator cable for AR40 (60 £) ..... Up to Please use 20m.
8 core rotator cable for CD, HAM 2, TR44, HAM-M. Add 80p
12 core rotator cable—Heavy duty ..... 9.62
UR43 50 ohm coaxial cable, 4-3dB/100ft. at 100 MHz ..... 35.53
UR67/RGBU 50 ohm coaxial cable. 2 dB/100ft. at 100 MHz VAT above ..... 13.05

DAWA ACCESSORIES

CL-22 Aerial tuner unit. 1-600 MHz ...... 13.50
C5W/2M 2m. FUT with built-in SWR meter. 80m.-10m. 500W. P.E.P. ..... 101.30
CL-666 light weight power ATU. 160-10m. 2kW. ..... 171.31
CL-65 ATU 80-10m. 500W. P.E.P. 200W. CW ..... 54.00
AT-40000 8 core rotator (240v) ..... 41.04
SWX-787 De luxe SWR/power meter with "cross over" metering ..... 110.16
SW-410 SWR/power meter 144/432 MHz ..... 48.60

Please address all mail orders to Matlock

LOWE ELECTRONICS LTD
HEAD OFFICE AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT
119 CAVENDISH ROAD, MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE
DE4 3HE

Telephone: 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Matlock (0629) 2817 or 2430
Telex: 377482 LOWLEC G

Southen Sales Peter, GJZPB, Communications House, 20 Wallington Square, Wallington, Surrey. Tel. 01 669 6700.
Midland Sales Peter, GJWXW, Soho House, 362-364 Soho Road, Handsworth, Birmingham. Tel. 021 554 0708.
Northern Sales Tom. G4DYZ, 7 Cookridge Street, Leeds. Tel. 0532 451657.

In addition to the above shops which are open from 9 to 5:30 Tuesday to Saturday (Wallington shop closed Saturday afternoon) we have part-time agents who are available at evenings and weekends:

John, GJYYG 16 Harvard Road, Ringmer, Lewes. Sussex. Tel. Ringmer 812071.
Sim, GM35AN 19 Elliamuir Road, Bailleston, Nr. Glasgow. Tel. 041 771 0364.

So, wherever you are, we have a branch or part-time agent not too far away. At Matlock, the branches, or our agents you will see and can try out the very best in new and secondhand HF or VHF equipment, together with every conceivable aid or accessory for the complete station.

With new products coming along all the time, it is difficult to keep a price list up to date. If you send 50p, you will receive all current brochures, catalogues, prices and the antenna booklet that everyone is talking about.
WE WISH YOU ALL A

YAESU MUSEN

2-YEAR GUARANTEE
24 HOUR SECURICOR SERVICE

THE ROLLS-ROYCE OF TRANSCEIVERS

ARE YOU: OPERATIONAL ON HF OR VHF, ACTIVELY LOOKING FOR AN HF TRANSCEIVER, OR WAITING UNTIL THE RIGHT ONE—THE ONE WITH EVERYTHING, AT A REASONABLE PRICE ARRIVES? HAVE YOU EVER SAT BACK AND DRAFTED OUT THE SPECIFICATIONS OF YOUR DREAM MACHINE?

10-80m? No, lets have 160 as well, reception of WWV would be a nice addition.

SSB and CW are a necessity, AM for top band, FSK for RTTY, how about FM (with receiver squelch) for a 10m. net and for use with a transvertor.

Digital readout, of course (to a 100Hz), for accuracy but an analogue system to say, 1 kHz would give one a “feel” of position in the band, we are only dreaming, lets have both.

Mains or battery? Both, two power supplies and the transceiver? Messy! The power supplies must be built in.

Sensitive receiver, with a switchable attenuator (just in case), crystal filters for CW, SSB, AM—how about a tunable IF system with overlapping filters for continuously variable selectivity. A deep notch filter, and an audio peak filter, to complete our specifications.

RF speech processing, VOX, noise blanker, transmitter output level, and microphone gain as front panel controls. How about disabling the PA if we require a lower output only.

A clarifier of some sort is necessary, a potentiometer with zero in the centre! An on/off switch at one end or how about two push switches to bring the rotary into operation for any desired shift on RX and/or TX.

For CW, how about the latest in technology—a Curtis memory keyer actually built into the equipment. Its got to be clean, of course, RF derived feedback and to eliminate out of band spurious, what about a phase locked loop VFO—good idea? Why not then build in a memory that will hold any transmit, receive, or a transceive frequency and recall it in a moment.

STOP DREAMING OF TOMORROW’S TRANSCEIVER TODAY, IT IS HERE. THE FT901. FROM YAESU THROUGH SMC ; THE PEOPLE YOU CAN TRUST

THE HF MOBILE YOU CAN TRIUMPHANTLY FIT TO YOUR ROLLS-ROYCE OR MINI

With insight into the needs of HF mobile in ‘78 Yaesu offer the FT7, in stock in Totton around the end or February. This is a 10-80m. transceiver, VFO controlled (to 1 kHz accuracy) and with that useful crystal control facility. Selectable sidebands, CW, crystal calibrator, clarifier and an advanced noise blanker are some of the features packed into a cabinet only a few inches high, but through careful design the front panel remains remarkably uncluttered. Designed for a linear 10W. output consuming only a few Amps it eliminates 30A cables from the passenger compartment and the cooling problems of a massive heat sink. Need more power for a difficult contact? Flick in a FL1 10A (a 200W. PIP linear) installed in any suitable place in your car.

FOR VHF MOBILE THE FT227R

The new FT227R uses a “single knob” tuned digital synthesizer employing a photoelectric sensor or an optical coupled system which eliminates both noisy, unreliable rotary switches, and crystal banks. Full coverage of 2 metres in 5 kHz divisions with ±600 kHz shift plus a memory feature which permits recall of any entered frequency or particular offset.

Bright, large, digital readout gives unequivocal readout of the frequency in use. The receiver offers 0.3 µV (for 30dB 1-4 kHz) sensitivity into a ±6 kHz (at 6dB) bandwidth whilst maintaining a remarkable immunity to overload and image problems. The 20W, DC input transmitter features Hi/low power outputs, AFP, tone burst on repeaters and an out of band inhibition trip, etc.

FOR NEW 23 PAGE STOCK LIST, YAESU CATALOGUE, ETC. (A4) S.A.E. OR 30p STAMPS
Communications Ltd

HAPPY NEW YEAR

2M FM. NO NEED FOR SILLY STORIES OR INCOMPLETE COMPARISONS
WE HAVE THE RANGE AND THE STOCKS—GIVE US A CALL

THE NEW FM2015R FROM KYOKUTO

The 2015 transceives across 144-146 (Rx to 149 MHz) in 5 kHz steps tuned by coaxial switches. A major feature is the 4 channel RAM memory (with an internal Ni Cad back up) which may be programmed direct from the front panel by simply dialling in a frequency, no screw drivers, no soldering irons, no fuss. Frequencies can be recalled from the memory instantly or they may be scanned in either of two modes—searching for a vacant or an occupied channel. 3 split (including 2x and a -5 to 600 kHz for receive) allows for even triplers or more use. Multipurpose tone burst, RIT (centre off with "click"), modular constructions, centre zero meter, accessory socket, mounting bracket, microphone etc. are all provided. The scanner itself may be locked out by the DC supply. Sensitive receiver tuned by varicaps by the DC spur. FET's will then replace the tuning and therefore make the receiver spurri way down.

DIGITAL II from KYOKUTO

SCANNER AND CRYSTAL T.B. OPTIONS

The Digital I1 offers complete 5 KV step coverage across 2 metres and 25 kHz upwards covered in around 10 seconds. It offers full lock and lockout on all channels. The scanner steps on a required channel for 7 seconds, then unless locked moves on. The bright digital readout component LEDs. Selectable 10 or 1 watt output for simplex or duplex (up and down shifts), across 144-146 (Rx to 149 MHz) from a tiny 62 x 32 x 71". Easily underdash mounted with the supplied mounting bracket, or slipped in a glove compartment when in use. For handling, and low noise the R.F. mixer, first IF (16.9 MHz) second mixe" (and LO) are all FET's. The front end is tuned by varicaps by the DC spur. FET's will then replace the tuning and therefore make the receiver spurri way down.

ANTENNA? FOR THE RANGE CONTACT SMC FOR QUICK DESPATCH

JAYBEAM 70 (4m), 144 (2m). 79 (4m). £22.55 HAM II 50 (2m). £19.95 CD44 50 (2m). £49.00

CABLES RF FEEDERS (Carriage Extra) VAT 8%

UR67 50 ohm Heavy ... yd. 39p UR39 75 ohm Medium yd. 24p
UR37 75 ohm Heavy ... yd. 24p UR37 75 ohm Heavy ... yd. 24p
UR37 75 ohm Heavy ... yd. 24p UR37 75 ohm Heavy ... yd. 24p

LOOKING FOR A MAST THEN TRY THE

TELETOWERS

HATMOWS

TELESTATIONS

HATMOWS

TELESTATIONS

FULLY EQUIPPED WITH ALL ANTEQU'S/Antennas recommends the use of the same type of antenna with the same installation. Please give the installer your choice of antenna so that the installation can be done quickly and efficiently. The installer will provide you with a wide range of antennas, including various types of antennas, such as dipole antennas and Yagi antennas. The installer will also provide you with information about the best antennas for your specific location and needs. Please feel free to discuss this with the installer before proceeding with the installation.

Pleased to report that we have a wide range of antennas available for purchase. Please feel free to browse through the selection and choose the one that best suits your needs. The installer will also provide you with information about the installation process and costs. The installer will ensure that the installation is done quickly and efficiently.

Please feel free to contact the installer for any further information or assistance.

PLEASE TURN OVER FOR A SMALL SELECTION OF STATION ACCESSORIES

NORTHERN BRANCH

SMC (JACK TWEEDY LTD)

SMC NORTHERN BRANCH

SMC (JACK TWEEDY LTD)

Tel: Woodhall Spa (0526) 5279

Woodhall Spa, Lincs.

(0526) 5279

Colin Thomas G3PSM

203BA 20m. 3 element £111.95

2010... 10m fiber glass £29.95

40' £32.50 or L56.85 c/w rigging

50' £66.00 or L74.50 c/w rigging

10' telescopic heavily galvanised steel mast supplied with guy rings etc. or c/w full rigging

Carriage £62.00 ex-stock VAT 8%

30' £15.00 or £85.25 c/w rigging

40' £22.50 or £85.25 c/w rigging

50' £42.50 or £85.25 c/w rigging

G WIPH HF MOBILE (Carriage 90p) VAT 12.5%

Trailerboard 10-20m. (100W A.M. £26.50

Multimobile 10-20 + MM £26.50

Flexible whip (10-20) £12.00

Base mounted 10-20 £10.00

Please feel free to browse through the selection and choose the one that best suits your needs. The installer will also provide you with information about the installation process and costs. The installer will ensure that the installation is done quickly and efficiently.

Please feel free to contact the installer for any further information or assistance.

Pleased to report that we have a wide range of antennas available for purchase. Please feel free to browse through the selection and choose the one that best suits your needs. The installer will also provide you with information about the installation process and costs. The installer will ensure that the installation is done quickly and efficiently.

Please feel free to contact the installer for any further information or assistance.

Pleased to report that we have a wide range of antennas available for purchase. Please feel free to browse through the selection and choose the one that best suits your needs. The installer will also provide you with information about the installation process and costs. The installer will ensure that the installation is done quickly and efficiently.

Please feel free to contact the installer for any further information or assistance.

Pleased to report that we have a wide range of antennas available for purchase. Please feel free to browse through the selection and choose the one that best suits your needs. The installer will also provide you with information about the installation process and costs. The installer will ensure that the installation is done quickly and efficiently.

Please feel free to contact the installer for any further information or assistance.

Pleased to report that we have a wide range of antennas available for purchase. Please feel free to browse through the selection and choose the one that best suits your needs. The installer will also provide you with information about the installation process and costs. The installer will ensure that the installation is done quickly and efficiently.

Please feel free to contact the installer for any further information or assistance.

Pleased to report that we have a wide range of antennas available for purchase. Please feel free to browse through the selection and choose the one that best suits your needs. The installer will also provide you with information about the installation process and costs. The installer will ensure that the installation is done quickly and efficiently.

Please feel free to contact the installer for any further information or assistance.

Pleased to report that we have a wide range of antennas available for purchase. Please feel free to browse through the selection and choose the one that best suits your needs. The installer will also provide you with information about the installation process and costs. The installer will ensure that the installation is done quickly and efficiently.

Please feel free to contact the installer for any further information or assistance.

Pleased to report that we have a wide range of antennas available for purchase. Please feel free to browse through the selection and choose the one that best suits your needs. The installer will also provide you with information about the installation process and costs. The installer will ensure that the installation is done quickly and efficiently.

Please feel free to contact the installer for any further information or assistance.

Pleased to report that we have a wide range of antennas available for purchase. Please feel free to browse through the selection and choose the one that best suits your needs. The installer will also provide you with information about the installation process and costs. The installer will ensure that the installation is done quickly and efficiently.

Please feel free to contact the installer for any further information or assistance.

Pleased to report that we have a wide range of antennas available for purchase. Please feel free to browse through the selection and choose the one that best suits your needs. The installer will also provide you with information about the installation process and costs. The installer will ensure that the installation is done quickly and efficiently.

Please feel free to contact the installer for any further information or assistance.

Pleased to report that we have a wide range of antennas available for purchase. Please feel free to browse through the selection and choose the one that best suits your needs. The installer will also provide you with information about the installation process and costs. The installer will ensure that the installation is done quickly and efficiently.

Please feel free to contact the installer for any further information or assistance.

Pleased to report that we have a wide range of antennas available for purchase. Please feel free to browse through the selection and choose the one that best suits your needs. The installer will also provide you with information about the installation process and costs. The installer will ensure that the installation is done quickly and efficiently.

Please feel free to contact the installer for any further information or assistance.

Pleased to report that we have a wide range of antennas available for purchase. Please feel free to browse through the selection and choose the one that best suits your needs. The installer will also provide you with information about the installation process and costs. The installer will ensure that the installation is done quickly and efficiently.

Please feel free to contact the installer for any further information or assistance.

Pleased to report that we have a wide range of antennas available for purchase. Please feel free to browse through the selection and choose the one that best suits your needs. The installer will also provide you with information about the installation process and costs. The installer will ensure that the installation is done quickly and efficiently.

Please feel free to contact the installer for any further information or assistance.
HANSEN WATTMETERS (P&P 85p)
Flat 50-150 MHz. SWR ±0.5% (to 3:1). Power 20 & 200W, FSD (±10%), 2° x 4".
FS302M .. . .. £21.50 + 8% VAT
QUARTZ CRYSTALS LOW, PRICE
FT7550, FT10350, FT2250, FT3050, FT2325, FT2925, M20, M21, Combi. £2-20 each (+12½%), £22-£75 pair (+12½%). (P&P 20p)
2M. PRE-AMP WITH RF SENSING
Car or mast head mounting. Typically 12 dB gain, Bandpass characteristics. Handles 30W RF, 1V operation. SO239 sockets 5¼" x 1¼", £22-50 (+12½%), post free.
BOOM MICROPHONE HEADSET
600 ohm magnetic lightweight boom mic. Ideal for mobiles or contests. etc. (Post free but VAT + 12½%).
Microphone only .. . .. £9.75
Footswitch only .. .. £5.95
MD35 complete .. .. £14.75
LEADER WATTMETERS
LMP885 Through line (illustrated). 1.8-54 MHz. 20-200-1000W FSD (P&P 75p) £41.50 + 8% VAT
LMP890. Absorption. 1.8-500 MHz, 5-20-120W, FSD (P&P 95p) £64-00 + 8% VAT
TRANSISTOR DIP OSCILLATOR
LDM815 1-5-250 MHz on fundamentals battery c/w earphone and 6 plugs in 2 kHz modulation. 1-15 MHz Crystal facility, post free £38-50 + 8% VAT
LMP870 Antenna impedance meter 1-8-150 MHz, 0-1Kohm direct reading c/w load, post free £38-50 + 8% VAT
COAX SLIDE SWITCHES
Up to: 1kW, 1-5 GHz, 0-3dB less, 1:2:1 VSWR, SO239 or 50 ohm "N" mini plugs. £3.50 ex-Stock P. & P. 30p (VAT + 8%) EX STOCK
TWS120 1 in 2 out nickel SO239 ... £3.40
TWS150 1 in 4 out nickel SO239 ... £5.35
TWS220 2 in 4 out nickel SO239 ... £9.35
SWR METER TYPE SWR 25
With Power Indications SWR25
Twin meter. Up to 160 MHz, calibrated to 3:1 SWR, SO239 Connectors, £16.00 (+8% VAT) (P&P 40p)
COAX SWITCHES
ANTEX (KURANISHI) (P&P 20p)
1:0:5:1 VSWR, 0.2dB loss, 40dB isolation, 200W, handling all 150 MHz.
KSW1 3 SO239 sockets £7-70 + 8% VAT
KSW1A 2 SO239, 1 P259 plug £6-20 + 8% VAT
PM BOOSTER T293
88-108 MHz low noise pre-amp. Fitted flying leads (car plugs) up to 20 dB gain, 12 volts with LED indicator 1½" x 2½" x 2¼".
T293 £7-75 (+12½%) (P&P free)
CUSHCRAFT Collinear (illustrated right) EX-STOCK
ARX450 432 MHz Ringo Ranger £21.50 (+12½%) (post 65p)
ARX2 144 MHz Ringo Ranger 9½" 1½ lbs £21.50 (+12½%) (post 85p)
HANSEN REMOTE RF HEAD WATTMETERS (50-150 MHz)
Separate Directional Coupler 3° x 4½" x 1" and illuminated Indicator 5° x 2½" x 1½" c/w brackets etc. Power 20 & 200W. FSD (±10%) SWR to 3:1 (±2½%). (P&P 85p)
F571/V ideal for mobile £23.50 (+8% VAT)
CRYSTAL FILTERS (P&P free VAT 12½%)
Wide range small selection below.
YF10530 350 MHz F101 CW £16-20
YF30530 350 MHz F101 CW £19-85
YF30512 12.5 kHz F101 £13-90
YF9070 2-4 kHz £5-60
FT72-50 £15-90
ULTRA BAL 2000
Permed Balun 2-30 MHz 50/75 ohm 9 oz. Bond post terminals with 4mm socket, £14.75 (+8% VAT)
FM BOOSTER T203 L7-75 (+12½%) (P&P 20p)
FM BOOSTER T204 2-4 kHz £5-60
ULTRA BAL 2000
Swapped Balun 2-30 MHz 50/75 ohm 9 oz. Bond post terminals with 4mm socket, £14.75 (+8% VAT)
LEADER ANTENNA COUPLER
LAC895. 3-5-30 MHz. 50/75 coax (SWR ≤ 5) and single wire (10-250 ohms) feed transformed to 50 ohm. Wattmeter 20 and 250W. FSD, (SSB 500W. PIP) post free £72-00 + 12½%
COAX RELAYS
12v. DC from 240v. AC 3 amps. (5A peak) 2½ lbs. 3½" x 4½" x 6", £12-55 + 9%
500W. PIP. £21-55 + 8%
COAX RELAYS
12v. DC 50 ohm, Silver plated, P. and P. £200/FSD (VAT + 5%) Power 50 ohm crosstalk (at 500 MHz)
CX120 50W 50dB Cable entry £9-50
CX230 300W 40dB BNC sockets £17-90
CX600 600W 40dB N sockets £41-90
CX230 300W 40dB BNC sockets £17-90
CX230 300W 40dB N sockets £41-90
CX600 600W 40dB BNC sockets £17-90
CX230 300W 40dB N sockets £41-90
COAX RELAYS
12v. DC 50 ohm, Silver plated, P. and P. £200/FSD (VAT + 5%) Power 50 ohm crosstalk (at 500 MHz)
CX120 50W 50dB Cable entry £9-50
CX230 300W 40dB BNC sockets £17-90
CX600 600W 40dB N sockets £41-90
CX230 300W 40dB BNC sockets £17-90
CX600 600W 40dB N sockets £41-90
MICROWAVE MODULES post free
(Work-wide), TRANSVERTERS—10W output sensitive etc. (full converter and counter range stacked SAE).
MRT432/28 £17-90 (+12½%) £17-90 (+12½%) £17-90 (+12½%) £17-90 (+12½%)
MRT432/144 £17-90 (+12½%) £17-90 (+12½%) £17-90 (+12½%) £17-90 (+12½%)
MRT432/28 £17-90 (+12½%) £17-90 (+12½%) £17-90 (+12½%) £17-90 (+12½%)
MRT432/144 £17-90 (+12½%) £17-90 (+12½%) £17-90 (+12½%) £17-90 (+12½%)
MORSE KEYS FROM HI MOUND
HK707 (illustrated left) (P&P 60p)
Hand key 0.5 Kg ex-stock £7-90 (+12½%) £7-90 (+12½%) £7-90 (+12½%) £7-90 (+12½%)
BK100 (P&P 60p) (+12½%)
Mechanical Semi Auto Bug key £12-15 £12-15 £12-15 £12-15
Hand key marble plinth (1-1 Kg) £26-15 £26-15 £26-15 £26-15
LINEAR AMPLIFIERS AMPERE
2 or 70, Superb RF sensing and dc bias arrangements for all modes. C/w mounting bracket
12v. dc 10W drive 2½" x 5" x 7½" (±8-5%) (+ VAT at 12½%), free delivery.
APB82A 145 MHz 80W out ... £120-15 £120-15 £120-15 £120-15
APB872 432 MHz 80W out ... £169-00 £169-00 £169-00 £169-00
APB87A 432 MHz 80W out ... £216-95 £216-95 £216-95 £216-95
HY GAIN Vertical (illustrated right)
1B3Y 144MHz 10-800m.—wide band, 50 ohm, 1kW. Self supporting, 2½" trapped 1/2 or ground mounted, low radiation angle, vertical.
1B3Y/144 £72-60 (+5½% B.S. Delivery).
FULL HY GAIN, HY RANGE IN STOCK...
WILLIAM MUNRO (INVERGORDON) LIMITED
DISTRIBUTORS FOR NEC AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT

CQ301  CQ110E  CQ201

CQ110E Transceiver (ex stock). £645 plus VAT £80.63, total £725.63
(Price includes Securicor Delivery)

- Frequency Range: 10M - 15M - 20M - 40M - 80M - 160M
- Mode: LSB - USB - CW - AM - FSK - FAX/SSTV
- Power Requirements: 100/110/117/200/220/234 volts AC or 13.5 volts DC.
- Input Power: 280 watts PEP (240 watts on 28 MHz).

Digital Readout—Separate Crystal Filters for each of LSB, USB and CW.
AC and DC power units are built in. Switched metering for "S" meter, Relative Output, Plate Current and ALC for setting MIC Gain.

The following accessories are supplied with the Transceiver—Microphone, DC Power Cable, AC Power Cable 5 RCA Plugs, 2 Spare Fuses, 2 Jack Plugs, 2 Allen Keys and a 60-page instruction book. Built-in speaker with 3 watts output.

A hybrid design utilising the best features of valves and semiconductors is used to give a high performance. 7 Valves—49 Transistors—19 FETs—128 Diodes—25 ICs. The use of the RCA low noise beam deflection valve (7360) as receiver mixer gives the CQ110E high sensitivity combined with remarkable crossmodulation characteristics.

CQ301 2kW Linear Amplifier—10 to 160M with built-in power supply and 2 EIMAC3-500Z Valves.
(Ex stock) £760 plus VAT £95, total £855 (Price includes delivery)

We also stock Antennas and Accessories—Microwave Modules—Modular Communication Systems—Polar Electronic Developments—Antex Products—Components etc.

SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT—WE HAVE SEVERAL ITEMS IN STOCK
INCLUDING. YAESU FT30ID/FP301

NEC EQUIPMENT IS AVAILABLE FROM

THANET NORTHERN 64 High Street, Wombwell, Yorks. Tel. (0226) 756229.
CAMBRIAN COMMUNICATIONS 2 Joseph Parry Close, Llandough, Penarth,
(Tony Blackmore) S. Glamorgan, CF6 1PL. Tel. (0222) 702982.

TELEPHONE 0349 852351 100 HIGH STREET, INVERGORDON
TELEX ROSS-SHIRE, IV18 0DN 75265
ACCESS BARCLAYCARD HIRE PURCHASE INSURANCE
GREAT VALUE -- GREAT PERFORMANCE!
THE 2 METRE FM TWINS

QUARTZ-16
NOW £149.75 inc. VAT!
FITTED 7 CHANNELS

NEW MULTI-800D 25 WATTS!
2M FM SYNTHESIZED TRANSCEIVER

MULTI-II
23 CHANNELS + 4 AUTOSCAN
12 WATTS & THE HOTTEST RX

NEW MULTI-800D 25 WATTS!
2M FM SYNTHESIZED TRANSCEIVER

IN STOCK NOW
H.P. DEPOSIT £30
THE MOST ECONOMICAL CHOICE!
25 channel capability, 144-146 MHz with 12 watts output—automatic tone-burst—true "R" and "S" channel dial readings—2 priority channels—remote vfo/synthesise socket—microphone, power cord, mobile mount, fuses, plugs, etc., and English manual plus 12 months guarantee.

IN STOCK NOW
H.P. DEPOSIT £40
This is it, the hottest little rig around. No hidden extras or add-on units. Auto-scan is included for safer driving and a two-stage RF amplifier for superb weak signal reception. Its features are endless, ex monitoring, centre zero meter, RIT tuning, automatic tone-burst, wide/narrow filters, high/low power, APC, all necessary accessories and a 12 months guarantee. Act now and avoid price increases. 4-page brochure available. Channels fitted S8, S20, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7. Additional channels S21, S22 and S23 available at special price of £7.50 inc. VAT (6 xtals).

£199 inc. VAT (fitted 7 channels)

IN STOCK NOW
H.P. DEPOSIT £15
Remote Display £15

70 cms FM!
MULTI U-II OF COURSE
Now £129 inc. VAT! (fitted 2 channels)
or £249 fitted 10 channels

IN STOCK NOW
Now's the chance to join the fun on 70 cms. With the ever-growing number of 70 cms. repeaters coming on the air, it makes sense to consider 70 cms. as the ideal mobile band. Good strong signals, aided of course by the U-II hot front end and 12 watts output, no QRM and a lot of new friends to meet. The U-II has led the way from the start and is now regarded as THE rig for 70 cms. We can supply the U-II fitted with any of the following channels:

RB2, RB4, RB6, RB10, RB14, SU8, SU16, SU18, SU20 at £5.90 per channel.
MULTI-2700 Mk II
DUAL VFO CONTROL!

MULTI-2700—THE COMPLETE STATION

The FDK Multi-2700 is a front-line all-mode transceiver that incorporates every conceivable feature to ensure maximum enjoyment. In fact, apart from a mains plug and an aerial, there is little else we can sell to the owner of a Multi-2700. All in all it is an unbeatable transceiver at an unbeatable price.

ALL MODES — ALL OCCASIONS

All modes are provided AM, FM, SSB and CW. For SSB operation VOX is included and for CW, fast break-in is provided with completely adjustable side tone. The 2700 can be used at home with its internal 240v. AC PSU or taken out to the local high spot and run from 12v. DC. This really has to be the QSO machine that you will never tire of.

BEAUTIFUL TO OPERATE — BEAUTIFUL TO HEAR

The transmitted audio quality of the 2700 is second to none. Its crisp, clear quality reflects the manufacturing care and knowledge that a clean signal sells more products! The Optimised 16.9 MHz B pole crystal filter gives clean SSB signals and good selectivity. On FM, direct modulation of the VCO gives smooth but generating audio. Typical power output is 16 watts but the flip of a switch and you have 1 watt on all modes. (An internal adjustment permits the power to be adjusted from approx 1 watt to 6 watts for driving linears or transverters.) The Multi-2700 has a built-in receiver RF pre-amp—no problems here with a deaf receiver.

DUAL VFO CONTROL

Until you have handled the Multi-2700 you cannot appreciate the advantages of dual vfo control. The conventional analogue VFO with its dual speed silky smooth feel, permits accurate tuning on all modes with advantages of dual vfo control. The conventional analogue VFO with its receiver has a built-in receiver RF pre-amp—no problems here with a deaf receiver.

DUAL VFO CONTROL

Until you have handled the Multi-2700 you cannot appreciate the advantages of dual vfo control. The conventional analogue VFO with its dual speed silky smooth feel, permits accurate tuning on all modes with advantages of dual vfo control. The conventional analogue VFO with its receiver has a built-in receiver RF pre-amp—no problems here with a deaf receiver.

TM56B AMATEUR VHF MONITOR RECEIVER

230 volts AC
12v. DC
10 Channels fitted

12 CHANNELS
+
4 AUTOSCANN

IN STOCK NOW

Tune into the exciting World of Amateur Radio with this advanced monitor receiver. Listen to your local amateur radio stations both fixed and mobile, direct or through your local repeaters. From the comfort of your fireside chair using the built-in 230 volt AC power supply, this receiver will open up the whole new World of VHF Amateur Radio for you. Alternatively the necessary hardware supplied enables you to power the TM56B from your car radio battery for true mobile operation.

GREAT VALUE

Little wonder that the first shipments of these beautifully engineered receivers were sold out within weeks of the advertisements appearing. We really are amazed at their superb performance at such a low price.

SOUND DESIGN

The design is well and truly tried and tested, and the circuitry is almost identical to the receivers mobile transceivers. Both sensitivity and selectivity leave nothing to be desired and the auto-scan enables the popular calling channels to be continually monitored for activity.

NO HIDDEN EXTRAS

The receiver is supplied complete with all eads, circuit diagram, crystals for Channels 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, R3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 plus space for a further 6 channels making 16 in all. An additional matching desk top aerial is also available at £2.50 extra.

685 including delivery and VAT.

MAIL ORDER & HEAD OFFICE: Hockley Audio, 31 Spa Road, Hockley, Essex. Tel: 03-704 6335 (2 lines)

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

AGENTS: G3JTX J.R. Electronics, 198 Collier Row Lane, Romford, Essex.
Tel: Romford (0708) 668956
G3QOT Bredhurst Electronics, Willowbrook, School Lane, Bishops Stortford.
Cheshire, Tel: (Bunbury) 0829 260708
GM3GRX Eric Simpson, 6 Dossie Road, Falkirk, Stirlingshire. Tel: 0324 24428

Monday to Saturday 9 a.m.—5.30 p.m. Early closing Wednesday
TRY “SEVENTY” in “SEVENTY EIGHT”

with the

Western 70TV 432MHz TRANSVERTER

We have designed and built the 70TV up to a high standard. Not down to a price! Don’t buy a 70TV if you’re looking for a cheap unit. BUT if you want to hear signals that some others can’t... the 70TV is the answer!

- Fully stabilised AC and DC PSU
- Full 10W R.M.S. output
- Double conversion to minimise spurious outputs.
- Noise figure 2.5 dB typical
- Built-in 28 MHz attenuator 30:1
- Built-in relays
- Matches Yaesu styling
- Withstands infinity mismatch
- All units aligned on Hewlett-Packard Spectrum Analyser
- Can be driven by most 28 MHz Transceivers

this will be the new pacesetter!

Ex-Stock Now—ONLY £178.87 inc. VAT

★ ALL MODES (YES - EVEN FM) on ALL HF BANDS and 70 cms

WITH YOUR Western 70TV

and the NEW

FT901DM from

YAESU

The FT-901DM provides unique features far ahead of any other transceiver of its kind on the market today.

FEATURES

- Variable-bandwidth IF passband tuning. Not "IF shift," this feature superimposes two filters upon each other, then tunes one to make the bandwidth as wide or narrow as desired.
- Rejection tuning for elimination of particular interfering signal.
- Audio Peak Frequency tuning provides a narrow audio peak with steep skirts for single-signal CW reception.
- Built-in Curtis 8043 IC electronic keyer.
- PLL frequency derivation.
- Digital plus analogic readout.
- Unique memory circuitry allows storage of a frequency with recall for instant control of transmit, receive, or transceive frequency.
- VOX, semi break-in CW with sidetone, 25 kHz calibrator, advanced noise blanker, RF speech processor, receiver 20 dB RF attenuator and TX/RX clarifiers are built-in.
- Rugged 6146B final tubes. Toroidal output circuitry and RF negative feedback for maximum reliability and purity of emission.
- Plug-in printed circuit boards for ease of maintenance.
- TUNE button provides 10 seconds of "key down" condition, then automatic return to receive for protection of final tubes.
- All band (160 through 10 metres plus WWV/WWVY received) and all mode (LSB, USB, CW, FSK, AM and FM) coverage.
- Choice of supply voltages of 100/110/115/200/220/234 VAC or 13.8 VDC with no external power supply required.
- Diecast front panel and heavy-duty steel case for maximum protection from shock or vibration damage while travelling.

Price £842.62 inc. VAT
GET "PEP"ped UP on 2 METRES for the NEW YEAR!

with

WESTERN’S NEW PM2001

WESTERN—the firm who gave you the PM2000—the first direct PEP reading HF wattmeter—now proudly present the PM2001... the first direct PEP reading VHF wattmeter!

★ Direct measurement of SSB PEP output from 50 to 150 MHz
★ RMS power measurement for AM, FM or CW
★ Forward or reflected power readings at the flick of a switch
★ Full-scale ranges from 5 to 200 watts (RMS or PEP)
★ Accurate to within 7%
★ No calibration dials to set
★ Large, clear, easy-to-read meter scales
★ Can be left "in-line" at all times
★ Styled to match the WESTERN PM2000 HF PEP meter

These superb instruments are now available ex-stock at £52.92 inc. VAT

CHRISTMAS PRESENT MONEY TO SPEND? TRY THESE...

OSKER SWR-300

All the facilities of the long-established and well-known Osker SWR-200, but now with optional add-on couplers for accurate (10%) power and SWR measurements in the 2 metre and 70 centimetre bands. Basic instrument for HF—add couplers for VHF and/or UHF. Couplers not usable without basic instrument.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq. range (MHz)</th>
<th>Power ranges (W)</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Impedance (Ω)</th>
<th>PRICES (Inc. VAT, carriage free)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.5-30</td>
<td>0-20, 0-200</td>
<td>±15% FS</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>£43.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144-148</td>
<td>0-20, 0-200</td>
<td>±10% FS</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>£15.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420-450</td>
<td>0-2000</td>
<td>±10% FS</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>£75.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OSKER SWR-200

Almost too well known to need description. Power and SWR measurement 3.5 to 150 MHz. Accuracy ±15% FS; 50 or 75 ohms; ranges to 2 kW.

Price: £38.88 inc. VAT, carriage free

ACCESSORY CORNER

- Yaesu YH-55 phones... £9.00
- Yaesu QTR-24 World clock... £14.62
- Yaesu YD-846 hand microphone (50k)...
- Shure 526T desk microphone...
- Vibroplex “Original” Standard key...
- Katsumi CW101 Audio CW filter...

PAYMENT:
Cash or cheque, ACCESS (Mastercharge), VISA (Barclaycard), GIRO TRANSFER (A/c 288 6154) HP and Credit arranged DINERS’ CLUB

SEND SAE FOR CURRENT SECONDHAND/SPECIAL OFFER LISTS — — —
LEIGH, LANCS WN7 3EA

STEPHENS-JAMES LTD.
47WARRINGTON ROAD, TELEPHONE LEIGH, LANCs WN7 3EA (0942) 676790

Midland and North West distributors for the XR300 unique crystal controlled receiver. This receiver is designed to provide precision frequency tuning over the full short wave spectrum up to 30 MHz with exceptional frequency stability for both AM and SSB. Separate tuned whip antenna.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£145.-00 inc VAT</td>
<td>XCR-30 FM Receiver with FM band 87-S to 101 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TR2200GX PRICE £119.00 (3 ch.)
This is the FM receiver 2 metre FM portable rig which has won praise from all over the world. Over 2W, transmitter output with switched reduction to 400 mW for local contacts. High gain receiver with double IF filtering at 107 MHz and 455 kHz for razor sharp selectivity. The TR2200GX is supplied with all accessories including the battery charger for the optional Nimh battery, the removable telescopic antenna, the carrying case, the shoulder strap, external power lead, microphone and handbook. Fitted with 12 channels, the price is only £160 inc. VAT. If you wish to start out at a lower price, we can supply the rig fitted 3 channels for only £130. With all its performance, the TR2200GX is a must for the portable operator. At the price, it has to be the best around. Just look around at the next rally and see how many operators are carrying them. Also available are a mobile mounting bracket at £6.48, a matching 10 Watts amplifier for £45 and a flexible antenna. Send for full details now.

Secondhand Equipment
Drake R4C Receiver  £400.00
Drake T4X with AC PSU  £435.00
KV2000E Transceiver  £315.00
KV2001 Transceiver  £315.00
Drake R4C + 2 filters & N. Blanker  £475.00
Somerset TR200 Transceiver  £365.00
Adas 21DX Transceiver  £375.00
Adas 180 Transceiver  £385.00
Barlow Wadley XCR30 Receiver  £595.00
Heathkit SB330 Linear Amplifier  £315.00
Linier 235B Transceiver  £320.00
Yaesu Friois Receiver  £275.00
Edystone 940 Receiver  £140.00
Drake R4C Noise Blanker  £75.00
Yaesu FT22R Transceiver  £325.00
Yaesu FL101 Transmitter  £325.00
We have over 50 secondhand items in stock Send SAE for full details.

TR3200 PRICE £171 inc VAT. Ex stock
The newest FM handy transceiver from the ever expanding TRIO range. Superb performance for the 70 cm operator with all the advantages of portability and TRIO reliability. 12 channel capability in the range 432-436 MHz with three channels fitted (SUB, 18, 20). Transmitter output switched 2W/1000 mW and incorporating the exclusive TRIO 1750 Hz tuning fork access tone generator (does that mean you can ring for credit?) High gain S18 wave antenna for enhanced performance on transmit and receive. Supplied complete with all accessories as for the TR2200 GX and including the all important battery charger.

Other TRIO Models available
TS920 HF Transceiver  £645.00
DG1 Digital Display  £137.00
TS520 HF Transceiver  £489.00
TR200 VHF Transceiver  £486.00
TR700 VHF Transceiver  £542.00
TR7010 VHF Transceiver  £189.00
TR7000 70cm FM Transceiver  £237.50
PSS PSU with clock  £68.00
PSS PSU  £57.00
R39RD All mode HF Receiver  £403.00
VB1200X Mobile Amplifier  £495.00
HC2 World Time Clock  £15.50

Accessories
Single Meter SWR  £10.00
Twin Meter SWR  £15.00
50 ohm Dummy Load  £21.93
Twin Paddle Keys  £15.75
Yaesu YC100 MonitorScope  £9.30
B.W. Antenna Switch  £16.75
3 way Antenna Switch  £5.50
Standard Morse Keys  £7.75
UR43 Co Ax, Cables 18p metre.
TNC 2.0m FM Mic Holder  £5.00
Antenna Insulators  £1.00
PL259 Plugs  £1.875
SO239 Sockets  £1.875
Cable reducers  £1.875
Lp Line conn  £1.875
Alum. Con. Cables Plugs  £1.875
Hy-Mount Morse Keys  £8.75
Nye King Morse Keys  £6.75
Junkers Heavy Duty Morse Key  £5.75
Bauer Keing Paddle  £6.86
Kaisumi Electronic Keys  £6.75
Microphone plugs 4 pin  £7.00
Microphone sockets 4 pin  £7.00
All items despatched same day as order received.

COMTEK 2m. Linear Amplifier Models SSB - CW - FM - DFM Input: Up to 15 watts SSB Up to 5 watts FM Power output: 100 watts PEP SSB 60 watts FM Receiver Pre-Amp 12-18dB. Receiver Pre-Amp 12-18dB. KEF switching for easy control. Price £140-62 inc VAT

We carry a large range of stock which we cannot advertise in the space available. Send in stamps or postal order and we will forward you our latest price list and equipment information available. We shall credit your order over £5 for this amount.

Shop Hours: 9.30 till 5.30 Monday to Friday, 9.30 till 1 p.m. Saturday.
ACCESS and BARCLAYCARD facilities available Instant order on spot HP facilities
We are always looking for good clean equipment and spot cash will be paid for receivers, transmitters, transceivers, etc. If you have equipment surplus to your requirements we would be pleased to sell this for you on commission. Our secondhand stock changes daily.

If you require a specific piece of equipment, send us a SAE and we will let you know as soon as we have the model available. All our secondhand equipment is covered by three months guarantee.

PLEASE NOTE ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT at the current rate. Carriage, postage is extra. We can quote for delivery in any part of the world. We are located on the A574, Turn at the GREYHOUND MOTEL on the A50 (East Lancs. Road) 5 miles from the M6; 6 miles from the A66, Easy access from North, South, East and West. NO PARKING PROBLEMS.
ARAC 102 receiver, 28-30 MHz. 144-146 MHz. AM-SSB-FM-CW. Price £100.00.

ARIO Mosiet receiver. 28-30 MHz. Double conversion superhet. RF and amplifiers stages are gate protected mosfets for good sensitivity and low intermodulation. Noise limiter and squelch circuit. AM. SSB and CW reception. 12v. DC.

As sole distributors for the STE range of equipment for four years despite rising prices, we have maintained prices stable for over two years. Surely the finest value for money on the market. With the opening of the 28 MHz band the ARIO Receiver module is now one of our fastest selling lines. Demand for these is growing every month.

PRICE LIST in cluding VAT and postage.

AK20 FM Transceiver ... £165.00
AK20 FM Transceiver Kit ... £105.00
ARAC 102 Receiver ... £100.00
ARACI70 Receiver ... £127.50
ATAL 228 Transmitter ... £127.50
ASAP 154 AC PSU ... £37.50
AR10 Receiver Module ... £37.50
AA1 Audio Amplifier ... £4.10
AD4 FM Discriminator ... £5.00
AT22 Transmitter ... £50.00
AGI0 Tone Generator ... £4.50
AR20 C.C. Receiver ... £45.00
AT23 C.C. Transmitter ... £50.00
AS15 Stabilised DC PSU board ... £10.00
AL8 Linear Amplifier ... £27.00
AB40 Mobile 40 Watt FM Amplifier £55.00

AK20. STE. Latest model from the famous STE Milan range of equipment. 12 channel operation in the 144-146 MHz range. 11-15v. DC operation. 3 watts output. Sensitivity 0.2 uv AF input sensitivity 2mV adjustable to 50 mV.

S.W.R.200B. Switched 50 and 75 ohm. 3 to 200 MHz. 2000 watts at HF. 2-200 watts at VHF. £36.25

S.W.R.400B. Impedence 50 ohm. 144 and 432 MHz. 20 and 200 watt range. Insertion loss 0:2dB. £55.90

P.W.120B. Dummy Load Wattmeter. Impedance 50 ohm. 5-20-120 watt. Frequency 3-500 MHz. £36.25

D.L.120. 50 ohm Dummy Load. 50 ohm to 500 MHz ... £20.48

C.R.S. 110-B. 4-way coaxial switch ... £37.91

STEPHENS-JAMES LTD.
47 WARRINGTON ROAD, LEIGH, LANCs. WN7 3EA
telephone 0942 - 676790
THE IC-240 IS NOW £179 inc VAT*

*Prices marked thus have been reduced because of an extremely favourable rate of exchange at the time of purchase.

Sorry to have to bore you with even more comparison lists, but we have had so many phone calls that we felt that we should at least give you one more to compare with the rest! We still think, though, that the best way to choose a rig is to ask the owner of one for his opinion. Remember that ease of use and after sales service are probably the most important parameters.

Try this one:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>FT-227R</th>
<th>TR-7500</th>
<th>IC-240</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean number of clicks required to QSY...</td>
<td>100*</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need to remember to press extra button for all odd channels</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel spacing (normal use requires 25 kHz)</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>FRONT</td>
<td>FRONT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instant reverse repeat on all repeater channels without re-tuning</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES (Automatic select)</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to remain on frequency last used when set is switched off then on again</td>
<td>REAR</td>
<td>FRONT</td>
<td>FRONT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position of tone burst switch</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position of low power switch</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplied with all those channels in the FM portion of the band which are used 98% of the time**</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanner available to cover all 40 FM channels plus electronic tuning outside this range</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can be arranged to have the most frequently used channels next to one another</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price (seems to vary a bit)</td>
<td>180/189</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* or 50 if you confine yourself to the band ** our guess, but it may be nearer to 99.5%.

So there you are folks—the decision is up to you, but if you do buy ICOM from us we will guarantee you the best after sales service we can possibly give.

All data is correct to the best of our knowledge and is collected from adverts and other enquiries.

DON'T FORGET THE PORTABLE TWINS

IC-215  IC-202
3w FM    3w SSP
8Ch £149  *£162

Both provide the best in portables in their field, with crisp, clear modulation, a healthy 3 watts of output, large sensible batteries and an excellent receiver.

Introducing ‘SLIM JIM’ SJ2

An omni-directional 2 metre aerial developed by T & T from a design by F. C. Judd (G2BCX). Derived from the "J" the SJ2 is a free space aerial with better than 50% greater efficiency than conventional ground plane types due to the very low angle radiation field. The aerial is slim and compact (58 inches long) and as there are no radials it is unobtrusive and has low wind resistance. Supplied complete with mast clamp. £15-50 inc. VAT (carriage 70p).

FOR ALL MAIL ORDERS AND SALES DURING BUSINESS HOURS

ICOM FROM THANET ELECTRONICS
HERNE BAY (02273 63859)
THE LEADERS IN SYNTHESIZED TRANSCEIVERS

YOU CAN HAVE IC-211E

—Giving you FM/CW/USB/LSB all produced from the amazing ICOM synthesizer and patent LSI chip. Frequency read out is to the nearest 100 Hz and it is amazingly stable and accurate. You can use the two frequency stores as separate VFOs or for any repeater shift required. The tone burst is automatic, of course, and reverse repeat is available at the flick of a switch. Add a keypad (we will give you the circuit to make your own or you will be able to buy one shortly) and find a new facility which is quite impossible with old fashioned rigs. The original waiting list has now been dealt with and you can now have one from stock.

AND THE IC-245E

This truly amazing little box get you mobile on FM, USB or (if you really think it a good idea) CW! The synthesizer is the same as the IC-211E and can be tuned to the nearest 100Hz, again with amazing accuracy. Of course such a versatile little box will often be used as a base station and facilities such as keypad operation can be added. They are now ex-stock—but only just!

BUT NOT THE IC-701 (YET)

—Because there is only one in the country at the moment—as far as we know—and it’s here at Herne Bay being put through its paces. This is going to be the HF rig to beat them all and is going to be bought by the man who wants the best. These are some of the features which you get with the BASIC rig: There is a full synthesizer with digital read-out to the nearest 100 Hz so amazing accuracy. This has two frequency stores which enable you to store a frequency in one while tuning the band with the other—yes, you CAN even look at and tune another band while waiting for the juicy DX to finish his QSO and then switch straight back to his frequency, or alternatively you can work split frequency either way round providing they are in the same band. There is an RF speech processor built in of course, AND a CW filter, pass-band tuning to help cut down the QRM VOX, semi break-in CW, self cancelling RIT, AGC and a noise blanker. There is no PA tuning and loading to do—just find your man, press the button and talk. (Think of the extra contacts you would make if you didn’t have to waste precious time tuning up!) The PA is solid state and will run 100 watts of R.F. out all day continuously. (How many valve rigs will do that?). A quiet little fan discreetly comes on if it gets a bit hot. There is PA protection of course for the man who is incapable of providing it with a proper aerial (though this is sacrilege with a set like this). A double balance schotky diode mixer is used for both transmit and receive and, just to finish the perfection, ICOM have decided to supply an electret desk microphone with each set. Of course it will run from either 12v. DC or the mains, and an external mains PSU is included. This makes it compact and light for use when mobile. For the keen top band man that bit of the spectrum is covered also. The extras to come will be things like a key-pad to key in any frequency, any band, and a few spare memories. We have had great fun testing our Demo model and have received extremely complementary reports on the mod which is so crisp and clean that it sounds more like ICOM’s famous clear FM than SSB. Like the Rolls Royce this sort of quality will not be cheap—it may well top the £1 mark! If you seriously think you may want one put your name down now. For those who collect letters contacts so far, barefoot, include ZL, VK, W6, PY, JA, KA6, and a few other locals.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRIO EQUIPMENT</th>
<th>inc. VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TS520 160-10 metre HF transceiver, 200W, pep</td>
<td>£845.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YF090 External VFO</td>
<td>£112.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D51A 12v. DC inverter</td>
<td>£40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YGB2 CW filter, 500 Hz 8 pole</td>
<td>£36.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP520 Matching speaker unit, 8 ohm impedance</td>
<td>£19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV502 2 metre transverter. All solid state</td>
<td>£780.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H53 Tailored response communications headsets</td>
<td>£22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS520 HF transceiver, 240v, AC/12v, DC, 80-10 metre</td>
<td>£432.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YF050 External VFO unit</td>
<td>£22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW520 CW filter, 500 Hz 8 pole</td>
<td>£36.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP520 Matching speaker unit</td>
<td>£19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV502 2 metre transverter. All solid state</td>
<td>£178.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H53 Tailored response communications headsets</td>
<td>£22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG3 Digital display. Frequency counter to 40 MHz</td>
<td>£132.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW520 CW filter, 500 Hz 8 pole</td>
<td>£36.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H53 Tailored response communications headsets</td>
<td>£22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS99D 160-10 metre all mode receiver, CW/USB/LSB/AM</td>
<td>£403.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS99S De Luxe HF transmitter, 80-10 metre, CW/USB/LSB/AM</td>
<td>£383.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP99 Matching speaker unit, 8 ohm impedance</td>
<td>£18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C229A 2 metre converter for R99D</td>
<td>£20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H53 Tailored response communications headsets</td>
<td>£22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS700G 2 metre transceiver, CW/USB/LSB/AM</td>
<td>£226.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOX3 Tailored response communications headsets</td>
<td>£22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP700 New matching speaker unit</td>
<td>£18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS700S De Luxe 2 metre all mode digital transceiver.</td>
<td>£542.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YF0700S External VFO unit. Full facilities for split frequency</td>
<td>£63.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR7010 New matching speaker unit</td>
<td>£18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P55 Matching AC power supply/digital clock</td>
<td>£50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR7200G 10W FM mobile fitted 10 channels, auto tune burst etc</td>
<td>£109.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YF030G Matching VFO with repeater shift</td>
<td>£62.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS5 Matching AC power unit/digital clock</td>
<td>£58.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR7400A 2 metre 30W. FM mobile transmitter, 800 channels</td>
<td>£329.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR7500 2 metre 10W. FM mobile transmitter, 40 channel PLL</td>
<td>£225.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P56 Matching speaker and AC power unit</td>
<td>£57.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR2200GX 2 metre PM handy transceiver CW battery charger, microphone, carrying case, fitted three channels</td>
<td>£139.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR2200GX As above but fitted twelve channels</td>
<td>£169.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA1 Helical rubber antenna for TR2200GX</td>
<td>£650.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB1a Quick release mobile mount (also fits 2200 and 2200G)</td>
<td>£97.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR3100 Spare external power lead for 2200G and 2200GX</td>
<td>£1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR2200GX Mobile 10W amplifier with SWR protection</td>
<td>£45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR8300 Spare whip antenna (also available for 2200 and 2200G)</td>
<td>£1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR3200 70cm, PM mobile transmitter. Fitted 4 channels, auto TB etc.</td>
<td>£237.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR7500 70cm, PM handy portable fitted 3 channels. All accessories supplied as for TR2200GX</td>
<td>£138.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB1a Quick release mobile mount</td>
<td>£9.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR9100 Spare external power lead</td>
<td>£1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB1a Pack of ten rechargeable batteries</td>
<td>£9.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VQ300 Mobile 10W amplifier with receiver preamp. Case size as TR2200</td>
<td>£95.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R300 General coverage receiver. 170 kHz-30 MHz. Bandspread for the international broadcast bands, 240v. AC or battery operation</td>
<td>£104.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H53 Spare AC mains lead for R300</td>
<td>£1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H53 Tailored response communications headsets</td>
<td>£22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL922 De Luxe 2 metre all mode digital transceiver.</td>
<td>£689.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC2 World time clock. Instant readout of time anywhere in the world. Invaluable accessory for amateur or SWL</td>
<td>£15.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC10 Hand microphone with PTT, 50K impedance. Available in 500 ohm</td>
<td>£9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC50 De Luxe dual impedance desk microphone</td>
<td>£98.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF30A HF low pass filter, 1kHz rating. 50dB stop band rejection</td>
<td>£17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPF2A 2 channel band pass filter. 144-166 MHz, 100W, pep</td>
<td>£27.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC3 Tailored response communications headphones</td>
<td>£23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIO TEST EQUIPMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS1570 Dual trace oscilloscope. DC-30 MHz</td>
<td>£646.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS1560A Dual trace oscilloscope. DC-15 MHz</td>
<td>£324.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS1562 Dual trace oscilloscope. DC-10 MHz</td>
<td>£270.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF81 Station power meter. In line measurement with three ranges. Accurate SWR readings.</td>
<td>£64.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO1303D Single trace oscilloscope. DC-5 MHz. Ideal small service scope</td>
<td>£108.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO1303G As above but including station monitor and two tone oscillator</td>
<td>£129.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM800 Dip resonance meter</td>
<td>£43.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM301 FM stereo generator for workshop use</td>
<td>tba</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRIO at Radio Shack Ltd.

TRIO EQUIPMENT: TR-7500 The Sensible One!

TRIO PRICES: inc. VAT

TR-7500 The Sensible One!
YOUR ROUTE TO 70cm REPEATER OPERATION

We are extremely happy to announce a new version of our 144 MHz to 432 MHz double conversion linear transverter, the MMT432/I44R.

The MMT432/I44R, based on its predecessor, features a 1.6 MHz shift, specifically included for U.K. repeater operation.

The 1.6 MHz shift is achieved by the inclusion of two separate local oscillators (101 MHz and 101.4 MHz), which produce two ranges at 70 cms. (LOW RANGE: 432-434 MHz, HIGH RANGE: 433.6-435.6 MHz), both for an IF of 144-146 MHz.

The switching of these ranges, which is accomplished by appropriate linking of the 5 pin DIN power plug, may be wired to allow standard repeater operation, reverse repeater operation etc.

Please note that a suitable toneburst signal must be generated by the 144 MHz transceiver to allow repeater access.

FEATURES

★ 1.6 MHz REPEATER FACILITY OR SIMPLEX
★ HIGHLY STABLE REGULATOR-CONTROLLED CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR STAGES
★ PIN DIODE AERIAL CHANGE-OVER RELAY WITH LESS THAN 0.2 dB THROUGH-LOSS
★ EXTREMELY LOW NOISE RECEIVE CONVERTER
★ BUILT-IN AUTOMATIC RF VOX WITH OVERRIDE FACILITY
★ SEPARATE INTERNAL PA COMPARTMENT ENSURES EXCELLENT ELECTRICAL AND THERMAL STABILITY
★ USE OF LATEST STATE OF THE ART POWER AMPLIFIER TRANSISTORS PROVIDES RELIABLE
★ 10 WATTS CONTINUOUS POWER OUTPUT

SPECIFICATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREQUENCY COVERAGE</th>
<th>SELECTABLE OFFSET</th>
<th>INPUT FREQUENCY RANGE</th>
<th>POWER OUTPUT</th>
<th>OUTPUT IMPEDANCE</th>
<th>RELATIVE 404/405.6 MHz OUTPUT</th>
<th>OTHER SPURIOUS OUTPUTS</th>
<th>RECEIVE CONVERTER GAIN</th>
<th>RECEIVE CONVERTER NOISE FIGURE</th>
<th>FIRST OSCILLATOR</th>
<th>SECOND OSCILLATOR</th>
<th>D.C. POWER REQUIREMENTS</th>
<th>CURRENT CONSUMPTION</th>
<th>RF CONNECTORS</th>
<th>POWER CONNECTOR</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>432-434 MHz (LOW RANGE)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.6 MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50 OHM</td>
<td></td>
<td>10 dB TYPICAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>116 MHz</td>
<td>28 MHz</td>
<td>11-138 VOLTS, 12.5 V, NOMINAL</td>
<td>2.5 AMPS, PEAK</td>
<td>50 OHM BNC SOCKETS</td>
<td>5 PIN DIN SOCKET</td>
<td>187 x 120 x 53 mm.</td>
<td>975 g</td>
<td>£151 + VAT (£169.887 inc. VAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433.6-435.6 MHz (HIGH RANGE)</td>
<td></td>
<td>144-146 MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>101 MHz or 101-4 MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.5 V, NOMINAL</td>
<td>2.5 AMPS, PEAK</td>
<td>50 OHM BNC SOCKETS</td>
<td>5 PIN DIN SOCKET</td>
<td>187 x 120 x 53 mm.</td>
<td>975 g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MICROWAVE MODULES LIMITED
BROOKFIELD DRIVE, AINTREE, LIVERPOOL L9 7AN
TELEPHONE: 051-523 4011. TELEX: 628608 MICRO G
AMATEUR ELECTRONICS UK

MAIN AGENT
ATLAS RADIO INC.
SOLE AGENT
SWAN ELECTRONICS PLUS

YOUR KEENEST BUY FOR YAESU MUSEN!

AS DIRECT IMPORTERS WE OFFER YOU...

1. LOWEST PRICES
2. LARGEST RANGE
3. HIGHEST STOCKS
4. TOP AFTER-SALES SERVICE
5. BEST DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

MANY THOUSANDS OF AMATEURS AND SWL'S HAVE FOUND IT PAYS TO DEAL DIRECT WITH THE IMPORTER WHEN IT COMES TO PURCHASING TODAY'S SOPHISTICATED AMATEUR GEAR—NOT ONLY DO THEY GAIN BY HAVING THE AFTER-SALES BACK UP THAT ONLY A MAIN AGENT CAN PROVIDE BUT THEY ALSO OFTEN SAVE A SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNT ON THEIR PURCHASE!

THIS IS THE FABULOUS FT-227R
Designed for the man who prefers true frequency read-out rather than CB type channel identification—after all it's the frequency you put in your Log:OM!

£2.50 FOR 25 PENCE!!
25 pence brings the latest Yaesu catalogue with our Credit Voucher for £2.50—A couple of stamps obtains the FT227R, SWAN or ATLAS leaflets or our used equipment list.

HOW TO REACH US (EASY PRIVATE PARKING ON OUR 70ft. FORECOURT)
FROM SOUTH AND EAST. We are located approximately two miles from Junction 5 of the M6 from which follow signposts to Birmingham. Within 1 mile turn right at Clock Garage and proceed towards city. After one mile look for traffic lights at Fox & Goose and immediately over the lights take minor left fork into Alum Rock Road. We are located one mile from this point.

FROM NORTH. Leave M6 at Junction 6 (Spaghetti) and follow left fork down to traffic island beneath motorway complex. Take third turning off to Lichfield. One mile further on follow A4040 to the right and within 100 yds. turn again to the right, approximately one mile further on brings you to the Fox & Goose. Turn right and see preceding directions.

FROM THE WEST AND SOUTH/WEST. Follow M5 then M6 to Spaghetti Junction (see above). Alternatively, leave M5 at Junction 4 or 3 and proceed to inner ring road. Turn South on ring road and leave on A47 (East). We are located three miles from this point.

STOP PRESS—New Atlas 350XL now in stock.

Hours: 9.30-5.30 Continuous including Saturdays—Early closing Wednesday, 1 p.m.

BRANCH: AMATEUR ELECTRONICS, UK—COASTAL, CLIFTONVILLE, KENT. KEN McINNES, G3FTE, THANET (0843) 291297. 9 a.m. - 10.30 p.m.

BRANCH: AMATEUR ELECTRONICS UK—SCOTLAND 287 MAIN STREET, WISHAW, LANARKSHIRE. GORDON MCALLUM, GM3UCI. TELEPHONE WISHAW 71382. (EVENINGS CARLUKE 70914.)

AGENT: WALES & WEST—ROSS CLARE, GW3NWS, CAERLEON 422252.

508-514 ALUM ROCK ROAD
BIRMINGHAM 8 021-327 1497
Telex 337045 6313
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YAESSU PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
1980's RADIO TODAY:
THE FT-90IDM HF TRANSCEIVER

The Ham's dream—to have the best—is now reality.

Advanced receiver features include rejection tuning, dual-filter variable-bandwidth IF passband tuning, and audio peak frequency tuning for sharp CW reception. Unparalleled receiver selectivity is yours.

Built-in Curtis 8043 IC Keyer! Provides reliable operation and superb immunity from RF interference.

Famous Yaesu quality workmanship throughout. Toroidal output circuitry and RF negative feedback for maximum reliability and purity of emissions. Rugged GE 6146B final tubes.

Memory circuitry allows you to store a frequency, then recall it with the push of a button for control of transmit, receive, or transceive frequency. Digital plus analog frequency readout. PLL frequency derivation.

VOX, calibrator, noise blanker, RF speech processor, and 20 dB attenuator are all built in, not expensive accessories.

Modern computer-type plug-in circuit boards for quick servicing and clean layout.

The FT-90IDM will be available soon. See your dealer for a colour brochure on the FT-90IDM and other Yaesu products.
EDITORIAL

Pleasure

Over the years, we have had occasional correspondence first with SWL Luxton, then with Jesse Luxton, G8GMI, and now with Jesse Luxton, G4GOF. Jesse is an invalid member of RAIBC, and to pass that Morse test he listened to the stuff for two hours daily over four solid years, logging over 3000 stations in 1977 up to the time of his letter. So what, you may ask. Just this: Jesse had asked if at North Foreland Radio there was somewhere his wife, who had to accompany him, could wait while he did his test. The result was that the examining officer from North Foreland came to the railway station in his car to collect them, gave them a cup of tea after the test, and then drove them back to the station—courtesy going far beyond the call of duty.

It is a pleasure to hear that in the midst of all the turmoil and politics that is amateur radio today, North Foreland Radio have shown us a bit of what we used to call the Spirit of Amateur Radio. We have a lesson to learn from it in most cases.

As soon as he has got his AR88D and DX-100 pasted together, the eighty-metre gang will be able to welcome G4GOF and know a little of the history which led to him being on the air.
High Power

IT is no secret that for many years some amateurs have been licensed to run one kilowatt input on VHF when wishing to conduct E-M-E experiments, for example. A letter received recently by a reader holding such a licence seems to suggest that the Home Office will not consider any further applications of this nature. Its reasoning is that the new, comprehensive licences are sufficiently "liberal" to obviate the need for any further special requests of this kind to be considered.

One reason appears to be the amount of time taken up by consideration of individual applications. It does seem illogical, therefore, that a recent announcement on the GB2RS News Service asked listeners wishing to take out special event callsigns to send their requests to the RSGB as the Home Office was prepared to issue these again.

Several E-M-E experimenters are very keen to attempt such contacts on the 2m. band and the use of something more than 150 watts input would enable a less monstrous aerial system to be employed. That a few radio amateurs are prepared to go to the immense trouble of engineering a system to attempt such communication would suggest that they really are acting in the spirit of using their stations, "... as part of the self-training of the Licensee in communication by wireless telegraphy..." to quote from clause 1.(1)(c).

The tone of the aforementioned letter suggests a scant understanding of E-M-E power budgets and another reply to an earlier request from another reader bears this out. Amateurs in many other countries are able to carry out E-M-E research unfettered by the low power restrictions of the U.K. and with the active encouragement of their national societies.

Assuming there is somebody in the amateur licensing department in the Home Office who could actually understand what some amateurs wish to attempt and why, then it seems high time a meeting was arranged with those highly responsible amateurs as a group. There seems to be an idea that the Home Office will only deal with a couple of RSGB council members on these matters. That is so much rubbish since we are all licensed individually. Perhaps it is time for those genuinely needing to run high power for E-M-E work to band together and insist on dealing directly with technically qualified Home Office engineers. They would be best qualified to present their case rather than two amateurs, neither of whom has expressed any enthusiasm for this most challenging facet of our VHF hobby.

VHFCC Awards

Archie Hoggan, G8ASX, from Bournemouth has won 2m. VHFCC certificate No. 290 and found the return QSL rate "very grim." He was licensed in 1966 when the G8's were restricted to 427 MHz and above. The first station was an all valve affair employing crystal controlled AM. The present station comprises a Trio TS-700 with a 14-ele. Parabeam at 35ft. Archie's interests include RTTY using both FSK and AFSK with a home built ST5 terminal and a Creed 47 tape printer. A VDU is planned for the future.

2m. certificate No. 291 was awarded to David Mappin, G4EDR, from Filey in N. Yorks. who submitted a list of cards from DL, F, PA, ON, OZ and SM stations only. David was first licensed in 1973 as G8HWQ after two years as an s.w.l. The first station consisted of a "G8AEV2" watts AM Tx, Solid State Modules converter and an Edystone EC-10 tunable IF. A Belcom Liner-2 was used for a time but the present station comprises a YAESU FT-200 transceiver with an SSM Europa transverter to a 5-ele. Quad aerial.

Beacon News

The 10.1 GHz beacon GB310W on the Isle of Wight is off the air indefinitely due to gale damage. The 2m. French beacon FX0THF in A146h has now changed its frequency to the more appropriate one of 144-895 MHz. During October, Peter Mathews, G3BPM, pen recorded its strength at his Sunbury-on-Thames QTH. Usually it was 1-3 dB above the thermal noise, occasionally 8 dB over.

Satellite Topics

The launch date for A-O-D, which will become Oscar 8, has been confirmed as March 5, 1978. It has now passed all its environmental and electronic tests and is ready for blast off. Looking more to the future, the model of the casing for the first Phase 3 satellite is undergoing vibration tests.

The 1978 Orbital Predictions for 0-7 should be available now from G3AAJ. AMSAT life members need only send a large s.a.e. AMSAT members should send a remittance of £1.50 (mentioning their membership number with a large s.a.e. for their copy to:-R. Broadbent, 94 Herongate Road, London E12 5EQ. The calendar is available to non-members for £2.00 plus s.a.e.

For much of the time now, 0-7 has been in Mode "A" i.e. 2m. up, 10m. down, due to the possible potential damage to the batteries caused by anti-social QRO Mode "B" vandals. From Jan. 1, the operating schedule will be revised to: Jan. 1, Mode "B," Jan. 2 Mode "C" (this is Mode "B" QRP, 10 watts e.r.p. maximum); Jan. 3 Mode "A" and so on. As before, every Wednesday is reserved for special experiments authorised by AMSAT. Please do not use the satellite if you hear it on as you will likely interfere with an experiment.

New stations heard/worked recently include EA8FB on 29-480 MHz CW; EL2FE on 29-459 MHz SSB and OH1JN on 29-450 MHz SSB and 29-478-29-490 MHz CW. Don't forget the new band plans for the downlinks from January 1—see last month's issue, page 612.

Some satellite noises have been heard on 435-9702 MHz lately. These originate from a non-amateur satellite in a sun-synchronous orbit of 120 minutes period and are harmonics from a lower frequency.

Super DX

Some quite incredible DXs are being spanned on 2m.
stations in the Caribbean and South America. The fact that these possibilities are now being realised and exploited is a direct fall-out from the amateur space programme since the folk involved are QRV on 2m, primarily for satellite operation. On Oct. 29, YV5ZZ in Caracas worked LU1DAU, 50 kms south of Buenos Aires. The first QSO over this 4,446 kms path was on CW at 0230 GMT followed by an SSB contact at 0310. 2 minutes later LU7DJZ made it with the Venezuelan.

Now we have a report that on Nov. 17 LU3AAT in Buenos Aires heard KV4AD on 145.9 MHz while the latter was operating on 0-7 Mode “A.” The distance is about 5940 kms! It seems that at last we have evidence of Class-2 trans-equatorial propagation at 146 MHz. The geomagnetic equator is midway between KV4 and LU’s in Buenos Aires in these longitudes, and peak occurrences are between 2000 and 2300 local mean time. TEP is a seasonal phenomenon and the maximum number of occurrences is around the equinoxes. Regular tests between KV4AD, KV4FZ and the LU’s are being set up. It is a pity that we in the U.K. are too far north to ever be likely to enjoy contacts propagated by this mode. To put this distance in perspective, it is the equivalent of a London station working into Gabon in West Africa!

**Contests**

“This year’s VHF RTTY contest was acclaimed by many of the British competing stations as ‘the best yet!’” Thus begins the letter from G3OZF enclosing the results of the September event. Clear winners were the Martlesham Radio Society, G4BPO/A, led by Alan Melia, G3NYK, with 363 points from 45 contacts, all on 2m. Their best DX was 563 kms. G3PLX was second with 197 points from 30 QSO’s and G8AWN/A was third with 191 points from 24 contacts. 22 stations submitted entries and a further 43 stations were active. There was considerable activity from F, ON, SM, LA and YU, as well as from PA and DL. G3PLX was using 30 watts output to an indoor aerial at sea level!

The next contest is the 70 MHz CW event on January 22. When our scribe telephoned RSGB headquarters to ask the times, nobody could help. One assumes it may be 1000-1500 GMT as last year.

**News from the Azores**

A most interesting letter has been received from David Jarrell, CT2BS, concerning VHF propagation from the Mid-Atlantic. Dave confirms many U.K. FM stations in Band 2 vice E-layer reflection being received, “.. . many able to completely capture the receiver and cover up the local station.” Although the local station is only three blocks away, its 100 watts was no match for these foreign FM stations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTH Locator Squares Table</th>
<th>23 cm.</th>
<th>70 cm.</th>
<th>2 m.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G8FUF</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3JXN</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8HYY</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3COJ</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8GML</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2AXI</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8LEF</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4BAH</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4DHIZ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3OHC</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4DKX</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8IWA</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3FJU</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I4EAT</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4M4CXP</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4BWG</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8HHI</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4FCO</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G38AAZ</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8GII</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4AEZ</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4GEE</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3XCS</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3BW</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4ERX</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8IFT</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8BKX</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8ITS</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8JYEO</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8KUC</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G91CD — 6 120 126
G4FBK — 5 72 77
GMSNCM — 2 52 54
G8LHT — 1 70 71
G8KLN — 1 62 63
G8LLG — 1 38 39
G8JAH — 1 35 36
G3POI — — 204 204
G3CHN — — 148 148
G3FPK — — 140 140
G4DEZ — — 98 98
9H1BT — — 94 94
G6UW — — 85 85
G91C — — 83 83
G4AWU — — 80 80
G8BJR — — 79 79
G8JHX — — 74 74
G4GET — — 69 69
G4C1K — — 62 62
G4GCQ — — 61 61
G3KPU — — 60 60
G8KGF — — 60 60
G8KSP — — 60 60
G8JEF — — 58 58
G8KSS — — 58 58
G5F4JK — — 57 57
G5Z1Y — — 53 53
G4EYL — — 41 41
G8JKG — — 34 34
G81AJ — — 24 24
G8JKA — — 21 21

Starting Date January 1, 1975. No satellite or repeater QSO’s. “Band of the Month” 70 cm.

He goes on to say, “The local people have informed me that the DX VHF stations and TV are enjoyed on an everyday basis here during the summer. I have watched several programmes on the BBC TV, including Monty Python, a horse show, etc.” On Sept. 4 at about 1200 GMT, he noticed some weak signals on the 2m. band. By 1430 they had built up to S3. At 1447 he worked CT1PQA through the Lisbon repeater. Dave writes:-

“What followed was a pile-up that was peaking 20 dB over S9. The local people were definitely enjoying their DX VHF stations. I noticed many U.K. FM stations in Band 2 over this 4,446 kms path, and many U.K. FM stations in Band 2 were using 30 watts output to an indoor aerial at sea level!”
At 0400 GMT the following morning the 2m. band seemed dead but Dave found he could access at least half a dozen repeaters. Between 0852 and 1209 there occurred, "... another pile-up to shame Field Day." The total for 24 hours operation was 186 QSO's, some through repeaters, some direct using FM and SSB. The gear was a *Yaesu FT-221* and a *KLM* 14-ele. Yagi, and Dave never thought to switch on his 200 watts amplifier.

**CT2BS** ran a programmed beacon during the summer but only received one reception report—from West Africa. Dave is to be stationed near Brechin in Tayside this January, leaving only two Azores stations on 2m. CT2BB on FM and CT2BU on FM SSB. **CT2BD** is buying a transverter.

### Twenty-three Centimetres

Bill Hodgson, G3BW (Cumbria), has at last got planning permission for his tilt-over Versatower now being a Quad Loop device for 23 cm. along with a 68-ele. Multi-beam for 70 cm. and a 10-ele. long Yagi for 2m. But he admits that 23 cm. is a bit of an unknown quantity at present since he cannot hear any beacons. His three QSO's have been with three countries, however:—GD2HDZ, GM8BJF/P and GI3VPK/P, not even one G yet! Bill queried the 23 cm. beacons. GB3AND (ZL63b) on 1296-87 MHz runs 50 watts *e.r.p.* omnidirectionally; GB3DD (ZL08e) on 1296-89 MHz and GB3WRN (YM28g) on 1296-91 MHz both run 2 watts *e.r.p.* beaming due north.

### Seventy Centimetres

Jeremy Royle, G8ACN (Essex), sent along a picture taken by a Dutch TV enthusiast who received a good picture on October 15. G8ACN uses a 4CX250B amplifier running 150 watts peak synchronising level to a 64-ele. stacked array, horizontally polarised on 436 MHz. Transmissions are standard 625 line BBC/ITV monochrome.

G3BW found conditions during the last three weeks of November, "simply abominable—even the *cumulatives* were not really very outstanding." Jack Hum, G5UM (Leicester), reports an enormous increase in activity now that the three local repeaters are in service since mid-October. They are GB3DY (ZN73c) on RB10, GB3LE (ZM24j) on RB4 and GB3NM (ZM05a) on RB6 and give coverage along the M1 from south of Leicester to north of Derby. Jack reports a high standard of operating. Although most contacts are through repeaters, there are some simplex QSO's. In Edinburgh, GB3ED on RB14 came into full service on November 2.
Two Metres

Kevin McMahon, G8JJR, advises of an "AM Revival" in the Doncaster area. Calls are welcomed from AM addicts on Wednesdays and Sundays at 2230 GMT on 145.65 MHz. Chris Baker, G8JKG, has found it hard going lately from his QTH in central Chelmsford. He is really pleased with his 6-ele. Quad on the 60ft. tower and can arrange to get on in an hour from 1425 GMT, nothing else was heard. The opening on the 27th was in progress when Derrick got home at 1727. The first phase ended at 1930 during which period GI's, DL, GM, GW and SM6 were worked at QTF 045-050°. The second phase began at 2310 and was still in progress at 0110 GMT, this producing QSO's with PA, ON and G stations at 070-080° and with GM's at 045°. GB3LER was again auroral on 1657 on the 30th for a few minutes.

The Grafton Radio Society's three hour contest on Nov. 20 attracted some activity but some participants reckoned the James Bond film on TV was a rival attraction! Conditions were pretty flat and the scoring fairly low. Bryn Llewellyn, G4DEZ (Oxon.), made 58 QSO's worth 198 points. Steve Marsh, G4BWG (London), had 31 contacts and George Zittertten G8ITS, (City of London) managed 21 QSO's.

Activity was quite high in the four hour, 2m. leg of the Verulam ARC's contest on Nov. 27. Ian Offer, G4FDX (Beds.), scored 4408 points and John Lemay (Hornchurch), G8KAX, had 57 exchanges with 19 counties. At G3FPK, 29 counties were worked including Antrim and Grampian, Cornwall and Durham so conditions could not have been all that flat. An unexpected aurora happened on Dec. 2 which apparently began around 1757 GMT but your conductor did not realize it until a phone call from G4FRX. SM5FRH was worked at 1850 RSTST7A on QTF 025° in HT80f. SM4AIQ (HT51j) was 56A at 1847 and G3BW at 53A was called at 1906 a few minutes before fade-out.

There was only time for a little listening on the Fixed Contest on Dec. 4. John Nelson, G4FRX, and Steve Low, G8FE0, took John's TS-700 and big amplifier to "The Langham" and put G8BMC on the air concluding 216 QSO's. Other high scoring stations included G3HCL (Weybridge); G4ASR (Essex); G3YEG (Bucks.); G4BWG (London); G4FBK (London) and G8AHK (Guildford). Some signals were a bit rough but several, although tremendously strong at G3FPK, were exceptionally clean and narrow, including G8BBC and G4AVV. Conditions seemed rather poor to the north with GM8FFX barely detectable at the usual noon skirt time, but a number of participants were working PA's.

Four Metres

Jack Hum, G5UM, reckons Class "A" men are missing a lot by neglecting 4m. which provides nationwide coverage under any conditions more reliably than 160m. and without all the noises. Sunday mornings on 70-2 MHz will find cross mode SSB/CW QSO's along with AM and some FM. A Yagi beam is very helpful in increasing the e.r.p. and it would seem that an HBCVC design would provide a very compact means of getting a few dB gain.

Moon Bounce

The big, fixed rhombic at G3PIA (Harwell) has pulled in signals from W6PO in San Mateo, California. Bob uses 1 kW to a 160-ele. collinear array. W7FN has also been copied and he uses sixteen 7-ele. Yagis. All this on 2m. It is unlikely that any precise measurement of the gain of the G3PIA rhombic can be made but it is probably over 20 dBd.

Final Miscellany

Angus McKenzie, G3OSS, mentioned a crazy proposal for an SSB repeater with an output around 144-175, in the Sheffield area. As there is active consideration now to utilise this part of the SSB allocation for meteor scatter use, it is suggested that indignant readers communicate their opposition to the whole idea of any repeaters in the exclusive section of the 2m. band to the RSGB VHF Committee.

Deadlines

Sorry the deadline for copy for this issue had to be brought forward. All your copy for the February column by January 5 please along with your final claims for the Three Band Annual table. The March deadline will be Feb. 2, rather early. Everything to:-"VHF Bands," SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EQ.

Happy New Year and 73 de G3FPK.
A WARBLING FREQUENCY STANDARD

G. C. DOBBS, G3R.IV

HOW does your frequency measuring equipment measure up to the recommended requirements of the Home Office? In the Leaflet “How To Become A Radio Amateur” Appendix F, Frequency-Checking Equipment in Amateur Stations, section 4(b) reads: “Hetrodyne wavemeters and crystal calibrators. When used in conjunction with a general coverage receiver, a 100 kHz crystal is usually sufficient for checking frequencies up to 4 MHz. For higher frequencies the spacing between 100 kHz marker points is too small for accuracy, and a crystal of 500 kHz, or preferably 1 MHz should be used in addition.”

An amateur with such a receiver, therefore requires 1 MHz and 100 kHz points for “sufficient” accuracy. This calibrator provides both, with the addition of 10 kHz points.

A conventional, and convenient, way to provide such market points is to use a 1 MHz oscillator with digital divider circuits to give the smaller spacings. The circuit shown in Fig. 1, provides such an arrangement, although one problem about such a circuit is that it is often difficult to differentiate between the calibrator “pips” and other signals present on the frequencies being checked.

This circuit provides for modulation of the output to give a distinctive warbling tone to the required signal.

The circuit uses the inexpensive 74 range of TTL IC’s, and the oscillator is a multivibrator based upon two gates from a 7400. Feedback is controlled at the required frequency by the 1 MHz crystal X1 with a series trimmer Ct. Ct may be in the order of some 20 to 30pF and a 3-30pF beehive trimmer was used with good results in the prototype. Ct should be large enough to maintain reliable oscillations, but small enough to enable X1 to oscillate at the exact frequency. A method of checking this is described later.

IC1(C) acts as a simple buffer and the 1 MHz output is taken to S1B to give the 1 MHz points. IC1(D) acts as an output buffer. It will be seen that IC1 alone will produce a simple 1 MHz standard if this is all that is required.

The division of the signal is performed by 7490 IC’s. The 7490 is a versatile IC which is normally used to

Table of Values

| IC1 | 7400 |
| IC2 | 7490 |
| IC3 | 7490 |
| IC4 | NE555 |
| R1  | 2.2K |
| R2  | 2.2K |
| R3  | 680 ohms |
| R4  | 33K |
| R5  | 15K |
| Ct  | See Text |
| C1  | 0.01 µF |
| C2  | 1000pF |
| C3  | 1µF Tant. |
| C4  | 0.1 µF |
| C5  | 100pF |

Fig. 1. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR WARBLING FREQUENCY STANDARD
divide an input by 10, but can also be used to divide by 2 and by 5. In this circuit, two divide by 10 units are used: IC2 and IC3 are both wired in a divide by 10 mode. The usual quoted upper frequency limit for the 7490 is some 20 MHz, but in practice outputs were found to go beyond the top end of the 28-30 MHz band.

The divided outputs appear at pin 12 of each divider IC and go to the 100 kHz (IC2) and 10 kHz (IC3) contacts of S1B. S1A provides a simple on-off facility in one common switch action with the required calibration points. All outputs are buffered by IC1(D).

The modulation is provided by a single 555 timer IC in the astable mode. The 1 MHz signal and the warble tone are mixed at IC1(C) to give a modulated output at pin 11; the frequency of the modulation could be changed by altering R4 and C2, but the named values gave a pleasant and distinctive tone.

The unit requires a nominal 5 volts for operation; this may be reduced to 4.5 volts by using a cycle lamp battery. In the prototype a three terminal regulator type LM309K was used to provide the power source, which in this case was a PP9 battery, but any voltage from 7 to 10 volts fed into the LM309K would be suitable; the arrangement for the regulator is shown in Fig. 2.

Because of the high speed switching of the dividers, a high harmonic output is produced. These harmonics may extend well above the desired frequencies and the prototype out of its case produced patterns on a UHF TV screen. It is therefore important to mount the unit in a screened case with a suitable screened output socket. It may be desirable to decouple each IC: this may be done by adding a 0.1µF capacitor between the positive supply pin of each IC and the earth rail; the capacitors should be mounted as close to the pin as possible. Capacitors on pin 5 of IC2 and IC3 should provide protection in this way.

The exact frequency of the output may be adjusted using Ct to beat against a suitable standard frequency. An obvious standard is the Radio 2 signal which provides an accurate 200 kHz point; it should be sufficient to beat the output to zero beat, with Ct against Radio 2 on a broadcast receiver.

The final unit provides the amateur with a simple unit which can either be built on 0.1in. pitch board or a PCB may be made to any convenient layout. It is also important to have good mechanical stability in the mounting of X1 and Ct.

**The Month with the Clubs**

SOME of our space this time has had to be taken for the MCC report elsewhere in this issue so we must not waste words needlessly; we hope the result of this constraint will be readable without too much taste of sawdust—and we wouldn’t object to some feedback on the matter, come to think of it!

Help!

We have a letter from a gentleman who writes on behalf of his son who is disabled and home-bound, but spends a lot of his spare time tinkering around with radio. If there is anyone within contact distance of Aldborough, near Hull, willing to help, will they please write to your scribe as a matter of urgency. One senses that a little theory and a little practical plus a lot of encouragement would be the task.

The Mail

The top of the pile this time is UK FM Group (London), which is notable for containing in its Newsletter an Editorial which is by way of a direct attack on G6JP and G2BVN in their respective capacities in the RSGB organisation. Now, as we have said so many times before, we don’t hold any briefs for other people; but in this case, we hope that at least the editor concerned (G8CKT) will have had the decency to send a copy to the people concerned. If the guts of his moan is simply that these two have acted when they have felt it necessary, and that he doesn’t agree with what they have done, then the worst crime he can accuse them of is trying to use initiative to keep things rolling: if every decision was referred to a committee, and left to lie till that committee had got around to meeting, debating, maybe referring back, and so on, then nothing would ever be done. On the other hand, it could just possibly be read another way, in which case some hard facts are called for.

South Manchester have every Friday at Sale Moor Community Centre, Norris Road, Sale, and in addition every Monday night sees them occupying the club shack at Greeba, Shady Lane, Baguley.

First Tuesday and third Thursday each month at Lancastrian Boys School, Basin Road, Chichester. The main item of note in their Newsletter was an obituary, that of Tom Streeter, G5CM, a real OT who will be much missed in the area.

The programme at Sutton & Cheam gets a bit complicated out of term-time, and so for January we find but one meeting laid down, this one being January 12, at Sutton College of Liberal Arts, Cheam Road, Sutton.

Its a case of “every Friday” at Coventry, says the new Hon. Sec, whose address appears in the Panel. The venue is Baden Powell House, 121 St. Nicholas Street, Radford, Coventry.

Harrow are another “every Friday” type group, the venue being the Roxeth Community Centre, Scott Crescent, West Harrow, Middx. Incidentally we notice January 20 is the AGM date.

Over to Reigate where they have Natter sessions
the Marquis of Granby, on January 5 and 31st; in between is the main meeting on January 19, for which we are told G3RZP is the speaker, but not where the venue is —so, refer to the Hon. Sec. at the address in the Panel.

Bristol (Shirehampton) have surfaced again, and seem in good heart; they have Hq. at Twyford House, High Street, Shirehampton, where they may be found on any Friday evening. The programme is still, it would seem, being made up so no doubt by the time of your visit, they will have something fixed up.

On to Verulam, where the main meetings are in the Market Hall, St. Albans, on fourth Thursdays, in this particular case January 26 —Slow-Scan TV by G3KRC is the entertainment mentioned. They also have an informal at the R.A.F.A. Hq. on the second Thursday in each month —go to Victoria Street to find this venue.

Now to Nottingham where the venue is the Sherwood Community Centre, Woodthorpe House, Mansfield Road, Nottingham; they will be there every Thursday with Love Electronics giving them the talk/demonstration 26th. If you want to attend the National- Westminister Bank Computer Centre visit in February, you had better on 26th. If you want to attend the National-Westminster with Lowe Electronics giving them the talk/demonstration Road, Nottingham; they will be there every Thursday Community Centre, Woodthorpe House, by the way, is in Knutsford.

At UK FM Group (Western) the main interest FM and repeaters, naturally, and it seems they have well list of names before the date. get on to the Hon. Sec. quickly as he has to give them a Bank Computer Centre visit in February, you had better on 26th. If you want to attend the National —Westminster Bank Computer Centre visit in February, you had better quickly as he has to give them a list of names before the date.
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It is Eltham United Reformed Church Hall, 1 Court Road, if you want the Cray Valley, where the pattern seems to be to take the meetings on the first and third Thursdays; usually the first date is the "main" meeting while the other one is the informal or natter session; but on occasion they may reverse the order if it helps to get a stranglehold on a specially wanted speaker.

Now to Chiltern where the date is January 25, for the AGM, the Hq. address of which this is to be held being 42 Castle Street, High Wycombe, in the conference room.

A.R.M.S. this time carries an Obituary notice of Sylvia Margolis who died in September; we recall that while she and Maurice, G3NMR, often caused a certain amount of dismay within the amateur radio fraternity, one has to say that Sylvia put into Amateur Radio an enormous amount more than she ever got out of it, as indeed did Maurice in his lifetime. She will certainly be missed by those who recall her work for ARMS. As to ARMS itself, this is the group for the /M operator or enthusiast, wherever he may be in the world.

Newsletters

They come in all sorts, shapes, and sizes; from the single duplicator sheet which the Hon. Sec. wields on the kitchen table and containing almost nothing save the essential information—which type are usually the most long-lasting—right through to the really professional—
looking job turned out by a member who is a frustrated journalist at heart. Most of them could do to see the results of others' efforts, and the Amateur Radio News Service is one of the props for many of the better newsletter efforts, containing as it does so much useful material with which to fill out the pages when the locals can't or won't stump up with some news of their own doings. Although it is an American organisation, ARNS is international in scope, and G3FPK is Vice-President International; Norman in fact handles the U.K. end of things, so any club scribes who would like more information can get in touch with him at the address in the Secretaries Panel.

Back to the clubs again now; to Echelford at their Hq. address, The Hall, St. Martin's Court, Kingston Crescent, Ashford, Middlesex. As for the dates, the pattern is the second Monday and the last Thursday of each month.

For Surrey one gathers they have their dates booked on the first and third Wednesdays in each month; and on January 7 in addition they have the Annual Dinner, at "The Grapes," High Street, Sutton. The normal Hq. is at T.S. Terra Nova, 34 The Waldrons, South Croydon.

Ever since they have been reporting in, your scribe has wondered about the same of the Hq. of the Walsall group—"The Hame-Maker" inn in Blue Lane, where the lads can be found on alternate Tuesday evenings; this is one club that reckons to cater for the BC listeners on the SW bands.

On down to Cornwall, where they have a booking on the first Thursday in each month, usually at the SWEB Clubroom, Pool, Camborne, starting at 7.30.

At Acton, Brentford & Chiswick the Annual General Meeting is on January 17, at the usual Chiswick Trades & Social Club address, 66 High Road, Chiswick. It will be followed by a general discussion.

The informal for Crawley will be on January 17, at G3SYD, but the main meeting, as always, is down for the United Reformed Church Hall, Ifield—and oddly enough it is again an AGM, this time on January 25.

Another club to have the informals at members' homes is Crystal Palace; January 10 at G8HAX. As for the main meeting, this is at Emmanuel Church Hall, Barry Road, East Dulwich, speaker G4AVV. One would feel that if you are in either of these last two clubs areas and intending to pay a visit to the informals, it would be courteous to contact the Hon. Sec. first—see Panel.

Its the first and third Fridays in every month at Hereford, but the Newsletter we have to hand at the moment doesn't give details far enough ahead. However we can say that they usually try to fix up something on one or other of the meetings in a given month; the Hq. is at County Control, Civil Defence Hq., Gaol Street, Hereford.

Brighton have a Newsletter in which there isn't an indication of the Hq. address, so we have to steer you in the direction of the Hon. Sec. at the address in the Panel. As to dates, from here it rather looks like the first and third Wednesdays.

Mid-Sussex have their place at Marle Place Further Education Centre, Leylands Road, Burgess Hill, and for them it looks to be the first and third Thursday.

Now to Grimsby, where they have dates of January 5 and 19, the first being to G3RG on PCB's, and the second, provisionally at the date this is being written, for a Dinner. However, again the snag is the lack of details as to the Hq., for which we must refer you to the Hon. Sec.—see Panel.

One of the few twice-weekly groups is at South Birmingham, where they have Fridays for Construction and Morse classes, plus Thursdays for HF operation from the Shack, at Hampstead House, Fairfax Road, West Heath.

The same "fist" passes on the news from Midland, who have a Construction and Shack session at Brasshouse Centre, Broad Street, Birmingham on January 10, but go to Room 110 at Aston University, Gosta Green for an evening of "New Year Resolutions."

On November 7 last, an old-timer and respected member of Torbay passed on: Frank Wadman, G2GK was a founder-member of Torbay in 1946, and in the pre-war years he was a member of the Thames Valley group. Eight of the club members were at the funeral, the memorial service being at All Saints, Babacombe. To turn now to the club's affairs, we see their next date is for January 28, when there will be a lecture, details of which were awaiting confirmation at the time of their letter. The Hq. address is at Bath Lane, rear of 94 Belgrave Road, Torquay.

"It's all happening" is the word from York, who are to be found on every Friday except the third one in each month, at the United Services Club, 61 Micklegate, York. We might note in passing that January 27 is an important date, it being set down for the AGM. Peterborough have their place at the Scout Hut in Occupation Road, on Friday, January 20.

As will be read elsewhere, the Cheltenham Association had been in being just two days when they set out after fame and fortune in MCC, using the call G5BK. The new arrangements are that the combined outfit now have two meetings each month, on the first Thursday and the third Friday. There is a proposal for a dinner in late January, of which no doubt details may be obtained from the Hon. Sec. The address for all normal meetings will be the Old Bakery, Chester Walk, off Clarence Street.

January in Stourbridge means an informal at the Shrubbery Cottage pub., in Heath Lane, Oldswinford on January 4. The evening before is down for a constructional session, and on January 17 they have the annual constructors contest; both these two dates at Longlands School, Brook Street, Stourbridge.

New Formations

We have a couple of these to mention this time. Our first comes from the East Coast, namely Harwich. The
club foregather at the home of G4BBH, 8 Marine Parade, Dovercourt; his telephone number is Dovercourt 4000. The routine is "every Thursday" and we would feel it would be a good thing to contact either G4BBH or the Hon. Sec.—see Panel—for the go-ahead to join before actually turning up; houses are such un-elastic places!

The Youth Centre, Bromsgrove Street, is Hq. for the newly formed Kidderminster group. On January 4 they have a demonstration of the use of lecher lines for frequency measurement, and on 18th they have an "on the air" night.

Turning back to the old-established customers, we have Northern Heights, who have Hq. at the Peat Pitts Inn, some four miles North of Halifax Town Centre, where they are "in residence" on alternate Wednesdays. January 4 and 18 are the normal sessions, but in addition this month they have the West Yorkshire Dinner and Dance, on January 28, at the Laithe Restaurant, Ogden. And, while we are with this group, we have to congratulate G3U1, the Minutes Secretary, who has received the Queen's Silver Jubilee Medal for services to the ATC; and also to G3USH, Paul Allen, for his very fine model fair-organ (electronics inside, of course!) that was one of the major exhibits at the Bradford Model Engineering Exhibition.

Down to Bournemouth, where they have bookings on January 6 and 20; the former was down for a talk on Coast Guard Communications, but this has had to be postponed, and G4EMN advises he is fixing up some lectures on technical topics instead; the 20th is down for G3MXJ to give a talk on them on the IARU and WARC 1979.

We like some of the things that appear off-the-cuff in the mail now and again—this time it is Bristol City RSGB group, who described their AGM as the "Annual Arm-Twisting!!" If you want to watch the fun—or to allow your arm to be twisted—January 30, Queens Building, University Walk, Clifton, Bristol at 7 p.m. If the arms are suitably compliant, there will then be a Bring and Buy Sale.

At West Kent, the main evenings are at the Adult Education Centre, Monson Road, Tunbridge Wells, with a Junk Sale on January 6, followed by G3XPX talking about reflected power on 20th. In addition, on the Tuesdays after the Friday meetings, they have an informal at the Drill Hall behind Marks & Spencers. Incidentally, and as a reminder to all club scribes, one thing we just can't do is to "carry over" material for several months at a time—there is too much chance of error and the whole thing becomes too cumbersome to be, as it were in today's jargon, "cost-effective."

It's AGM time for Greater Peterborough on January 26, and to help oil the wheels of election, they will be using up time left over after the AGM to get into the club project of a two-metre FM Portable a bit further. The venue is the Stanground School.

At Edinburgh and District the venue is the Observatory of the Edinburgh Astronomical Society at Calton, on Tuesdays; and it is interesting to note that there is some astronomical activity in the radio context to bind the two groups of hobbies together.

Yeovil have weekly dates, every Thursday evening. The month of January is almost all taken up with talks on various aspects of aerials and transmission lines, save for 12th when they will be enjoying a show of the slides of members on subjects connected with radio. The venue is not given this time, so we must refer you to the Hon. Sec. for this.

Next we have Blackwood, who have Friday, January 13 for their date; starting at 2030 at Oakdale Community Centre, near Blackwood, Gwent, they will be hearing from GW4DWN of his recent adventures as GW4DWN/VE8, complete with slide show.

Nofolk are one of the few groups on the East Coast and they have a permanent place at Crome Community Centre, Telegraph Lane East, Norwich, every Wednesday evening. Perhaps the main event is the Surplus Sale on 18th; 11th and 25th are down for informal plus CW tuition.

Finally this month we have the IRTS Newsletter, and in it we find news of various EI clubs and individuals; all sorts of things seem to be happening over there, both in the group and the individual contexts—details from the Hon. Sec. at the address in the Panel.

Wind-Up

Which says we have mentioned all those who wrote in for this month—or overshot last month's deadline! This time the deadline will be December 30—by which time you should have had time to receive and read your January issue. However if you are one of the unlucky ones who have trouble getting your copy, either through postal or newsagent delays (or both), the next date you can make will appear in the "box" in the body of the piece. Address, as always, to Club Secretary, SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

MARCONI 75th ANNIVERSARY

The Cornish Radio Amateur Club is setting-up and operating on behalf of the RSGB, an amateur station at the Poldhu Hotel, Cornwall, to celebrate the 75th anniversary of the first two-way radio transmission across the Atlantic on January 18th, 1903—by Marconi.

The station, with the callsign GB3MSA, will be in continuous operation from 1200 hrs. GMT January 14 1978 to 1200 hrs. GMT January 21 1978 and working 20/15/10 metres (A3J and A1), 80/40 metres (A3J and A1) and 2 metres (F3, A3J and A1); it will be manned by shifts of amateur operators supplemented by any visiting holders of an amateur licence who wish to operate. During its operational period the station will contact amateur stations all over the world, including other special stations set up at historic sites linked with Marconi—-in particular, one set up on behalf of the ARRL at South Wellfleet, Mass. (the site of the American end of the original link).

It is also hoped to use SSTV and RTTY communication, if possible; in addition, a display of historic items and photographs has been arranged by the Poldhu Hotel in association with Marconi Electronics Ltd.
R.A.E. Q. & A.

SUBJECT NO. 765, MAY 1977—ANSWERING

ALL QUESTIONS

ONCE again we present, as for so many years past, a set of "model" answers to the previous May's RAE. Before a candidate for 1978 looks at them may we add a few, hopefully useful, comments.

While these model answers take a lot more than three hours for us to prepare, the written draft is done in the specified time—we then tidy up the spelling, the drawings, pick out any bad bits and rewrite them if they are felt to be less than clear. For the candidate, the two problems are simple: firstly, he/she is probably out of practice at writing school compositions on specified topics—and that is just what an RAE answer is!—and secondly there comes, in the examination-room, the difficult question of what to tackle and what to leave out. You must do both the questions in Part I, as the paper instructs; but in Part II one has the choice of any six from eight questions. Note that if you do seven questions in this part, instead of six, you won't get any more marks; so you might as well cross one of your seven out as being poorer than the one has the choice of any six from eight questions. Note is just what an RAE answer is!—and secondly there comes, in the examination-room, the difficult question of what to tackle and what to leave out. You must do both the questions in Part I, as the paper instructs; but in Part II one has the choice of any six from eight questions. Note that if you do seven questions in this part, instead of six, you won't get any more marks; so you might as well cross one of your seven out as being poorer than the others—but better still devote the time to doing a firm six questions, carefully chosen when the paper is first opened and you are into exam. time. As to which question to kick off with, it doesn't matter a jot; but if you can contrive to find one which to you looks to be easiest, then do that one first, while your examination nerves calm down and concentration takes over.

For the rest, it ought to be superfluous to tell you to take along with you the tools, namely pen (or ball-point) checked before setting off to have enough ink to see you through (indeed a spare is no bad idea), pencil, ruler, rubber, maybe a set-square and compasses, and above all a watch, with which to time yourself to not one minute over twenty for any one question until you have done all that is called for, even if it means stopping in mid-sentence. That way at least you guarantee yourself the best chance of getting most marks, and after this is done and checked, you can always turn back to the one you hadn't completed, write under it "continued on page whatever-it-is" and go back to the end of the paper to add "question whatever-it-is, continued" and get on with finishing it as far as time permits. It is axiomatic that you can do a perfect answer to one question but you cannot possibly secure a pass if you only answer one question! Therefore you must at least have a stab at the total number of questions you are called upon to answer.

RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION, MAY 1977

This examination is divided into two parts; failure in either part will carry with it failure in the examination as a whole.

Each question in Part I carries 15 marks; each question in Part II carries 10 marks.

Answer EIGHT of the following ten questions as follows: BOTH questions in Part I, and SIX questions from Part II.

PART I—Answer BOTH questions in this part.

Qu. 1. (a) State the qualifications required by applicants for the Amateur (Sound) Licence A.

(b) Give the form of callsign assigned to a United Kingdom amateur radio station.

(c) State the prefix letters used to indicate EACH of the following countries.

(i) Channel Islands
(ii) Northern Ireland
(iii) Isle of Man
(iv) Scotland
(v) Wales.

Answer 1

(a) Applicants must be over 14 years of age, and must provide valid evidence of British Nationality. In addition, an RAE pass is required, plus a pass in the Morse test which must be not more than twelve months old at the time of applying for the licence. In addition the licence fee must be paid, initially and thereafter annually.

(b) A prefix letter, G or as shown below, a number which is currently 4 for an A licence and 8 for a B; plus the actual call-letters of which there will be three, allocated to new licences in alphabetical order.

(c) Respectively, GU and GJ, GI, GD, GM, GW.

Qu. 2. (a) What are keyclicks in a radio transmission?

(b) What effects may they have on other services and stations?

(c) How can they be minimised?

Answer 2

(a) Keyclicks are the signals radiated at the beginning and end of Morse dots and dashes, due to the over-abrupt switching on and off of the carrier, which have significant energy on frequencies other than that of the carrier. They should not be confused with the effects of sparking at the keying contacts which are normally only apparent very locally, whereas the true key-click can be, and often is, a world-wide signal.

(b) Heavy keyclicks cause a signal to be radiated at the beginning and end of each dot or dash which will be heard as interference on signals many kilocycles on either side of the carrier frequency, either CW or telephony reception being affected, particularly if AGC is in use, when other receivers may be desensitised to the point of loss of their wanted signal; more selectivity in the receiver concerned is no solution, and the clicks may be radiated outside of amateur bands.

(c) We require to slow down the rate of change of the output signal; zero rate of change equals either a continuous carrier or continuous non-carrier condition, while the keyclick condition approximates the other extreme of an infinite rate of change. We require to reduce the rate of change such that the click-level is acceptable and yet the dots-and-dashes are still clearly readable, at the speed at which they are being sent, by the distant receiver. This slowing of the rate of change is achieved by the presence of a circuit having a time-constant, either L and R, or C and R, as may suit the keying method used. Fig. I shows a typical keying method and the circuit required to cut the clicks to an acceptable minimum; values may best be found by trial and error to achieve the best compromise on the individual transmitter.
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Fig. 1 To go with Q2

“Grid-block” keying. Resistor R1 has the normal value for the grid resistor of such a stage. C serves, with R2, to determine the keying characteristic; the product R1 (K-ohm) x C (µF) should be from 5 to 10, and will determine the “make” characteristic. R2, shown as nominally 47 K-ohm, may be adjusted to alter the “break” characteristic.

The nominal 200-volt supply must be capable of (a) ensuring the valve is completely cut off, and (b) of delivering the current drain through R2 when the key is down—in this case about 4 mA.

Qu. 3. (a) Explain what is meant by the term “capacitance” in an electrical circuit, and define its unit.

(b) A capacitor of 12 microfarads is connected in parallel with one of 6 microfarads. What is the total capacitance?

(c) What would be the total capacitance when they are connected in series?

Answer 3

(a) Consider Fig. 2. Two pieces of conducting material are separated by an insulating material. If the combination is connected through a switch to a battery, when the switch is closed, current flows in the wires momentarily until one plate carries an excess of electrons and the other a shortage of electrons (i.e. a positive charge) such that the potential difference is equal to the battery voltage, when current ceases. Thus energy is stored in the capacitance, the amount being dependent on the area of the plates, the nature of the insulation between them (the dielectric), and the voltage impressed on the capacitor. The capacitance is given by the relationship C = KA/d where K is the dielectric constant of the insulator (K = 1 for air, up to several thousands for certain ceramics), A is the cross-sectional area of the plates, assumed to be equal on both sides, and d is the spacing between the plates. For a given capacitor, the energy stored in joules is equal to 1/2 CV^2 where V is the voltage between the plates. The unit of capacitance is the Farad (usually microfarads or picofarads in practice), where a capacitor of one farad will have a voltage of one volt between the plates when charged by one coulomb of electricity or 6 x 10^18 electrons.

(b) The relationship is C = C1 + C2

Thus C = 6 + 12 = 18 microfarads.

(c) The relationship is:

1/C = 1/C1 + 1/C2

Thus 1/C = 1/12 + 1/6 or 3/12

Inverting, we get C = 12/3 or 4 microfarads.

(Ed. note: It is interesting to note that the farad is not formally defined in either the ARRL or RSGB “Handbooks.” The definition given above was taken from Chambers’ Twentieth-Century Dictionary; the Shorter Oxford Dictionary is not so clear. However, we feel the question to be quite fair, and thus the “standard reference works” on amateur radio available generally are at fault in not giving a definition.)

Qu. 4. (a) What is meant by “resonance” in an AC circuit?

(b) What value of capacitor would be required in series with an inductor of 100 microhenries in order for the combination to resonate at 1 MHz?

Answer 4

(a) Resonance is the condition which arises in a circuit having inductance and capacitance in series (or for that matter in parallel) when the inductive and capacitive reactances become equal, which will occur at some calculable frequency. At such frequency, since the two reactances cancel out, we are left in a series case with only the residual R of the practical case to stop the current from being infinite; likewise in a parallel case, where a perfect capacitor and perfect inductor at resonance would cause zero input current or infinite resistance.

(b) XL = 2πFL and XC = 1/2πFC

(1) At resonance XL = XC and we are given L and F. Transposing Eqn. 1 above we get:

C = 4π^2F^2L farads (L in henrys and F in farads).

Inserting figures we get

1/C = 4 x π^2 x (1 x 10^6) x (100 x 10^-6).

Inverting both sides:

10^12

C = x 9.86 x 10^12 x 10^-4

4

cancelling through, we get

10^4

C = x 9.86 (making π^2 = 9.86)

4

C = 253 pF

Qu. 5. With the aid of a circuit diagram explain the action of a frequency changer stage for a superheterodyne receiver.
Answer 5

See Fig. 3. Essentially, when two frequencies are passed through a stage having non-linearity present, there will be in the output the original frequencies $F_1$ and $F_2$, harmonics of $F_1$ and $F_2$, and products such as $F_1 + F_2$, $F_1 - F_2$, $2F_1 + F_2$, $F_1 + 2F_2$ and so on. In a frequency changer such as is used in a simple broadcast receiver, let $F_1$ be the signal frequency and $F_2$ the local oscillator frequency. By ganging the output of the local oscillator to the signal frequency such that $F_2 - F_1$ is a constant, we can follow the mixer with an amplifier resonated at the frequency of the constant ($F_2 - F_1$), in which we can shape the frequency response to the desired bandwidth, and embody most of the receiver's gain. In order that the input port shall be capable of coping with large unwanted signals without distortion of the wanted (probably very small) input signal, careful attention must be paid to mixer circuit design, and to the relative levels of $F_1$ and $F_2$.

![Diagram](Fig 3)

A good mixer circuit with few components. Note how the diodes are connected—*not* like a bridge rectifier! The diodes should be matched or, preferably, hot-carrier diodes. Note the high injection at the local oscillator input—this is important for best response and good overload characteristics. This mixer will have a few dB of insertion loss and should be preceded, above 144 MHz at least, by an RF stage.

Qu. 6. Fig. 4 (overleaf) shows the circuit of a low-power transmitter for use in the 144-146 MHz band. *(Ed. note: Our Fig. 4 is in fact Fig. 1 of the examination paper itself).*

(a) At what frequency could the oscillator operate, and how is this converted to 144 MHz?

(b) What modes of emission are available?

(c) What method of speech modulation is employed?

(d) State the type and impedance of a typical microphone suitable for use with this transmitter.

Answer 6

(a) The oscillator is a harmonic type, using the crystal in its parallel mode. Such a crystal may have a fundamental frequency in the 8, 12, or 16 MHz range; in the first two cases the oscillator tuned circuit could be at 36 MHz, and in the third at 48 MHz. Thus, the second stage would in the first two cases multiply by four and in the third case triple, to give the RF output transistor drive at 144 MHz.

(b) A3 telephony (double-sideband AM) and A1 CW.

(c) Audio from the microphone is amplified and connected to the base and the collector of the RF output transistor, modulating the RF voltages on those electrodes.

(d) A high-output, high-impedance crystal microphone would be suitable.

Qu. 7. With the aid of a block diagram describe the principles of reception of single-sideband suppressed carrier transmissions.

Answer 7

See Fig. 5. The receiver front-end is conventional and not shown. The IF output from the mixer is passed through an IF strip having gain, and bandwidth suitable for an SSB signal to fill the bandwidth, having steep sides (*i.e.* an IF strip having correct bandwidth and shape factor of 2:1 or better). This gives IF output to a mixer stage (often a so-called "product detector") into which is also applied an RF signal at the frequency of the suppressed carrier in the IF strip. The output of this mixing is at various frequencies, as discussed in Question 5 (*q.v.*), of which one is at audio and carries the intelligence; this is passed on to the audio stages while the others are decoupled away. (It is of interest to note that the "image frequency" of this detector is the opposite sideband which has been suppressed at the distant transmitter, and is in any case not passed through the IF selectivity, so that a double-sideband suppressed carrier is in fact received as a single-sideband one. If in such a circuit as we have shown, we connect the aerial in place of the IF, and adjust the aerial and local oscillator signal frequency in gang, we have obtained the simple homodyne or direct conversion receiver.)

![Diagram](Fig 5)

The front-end of an SSB receiver can be conventional and is not shown. IF signals are amplified in the selective stages before going to a mixer ("product-detector") stage. The AF output goes through an amplifier and AGC may be audio-derived as shown. Carrier re-insertion is by way of the BFO, which is set to be at the "carrier frequency" when the signal is correctly centred down the IF amplifier.

Qu. 8. (a) What is meant by the skip distance of an HF radio transmission?

(b) Describe the part played by the ionosphere in this phenomenon.

Answer 8

(a) When considering an HF radio transmission which is being propagated by way of the ionosphere, there will be a short distance from the transmitter along which the signal can be heard by way of the ground wave. Once this is lost, there will be some—usually quite considerable—distance before the signal again becomes
Fig. 4

This is Fig. 1 of the actual examination paper.

audible. This distance, between the end of the ground wave and the nearest point at which the sky wave is heard, is the skip distance. Since the ground-wave range is so small, the skip distance is often taken as the distance between the transmitter and the point of the first return of the sky wave.

(b) Above the earth’s surface are several layers of ionised air, the ionisation being due to the presence of the sun’s rays. In simple terms the lower D and E layers are only present in daylight and act as absorbers of signals, particularly at the lower frequencies. The higher F (or sometimes F1 and F2 when splitting occurs) are those where refraction of the signal path occurs, and here the ionisation is more long-lived, falling to its minimum just before dawn; when the F1 and F2 layers are both present (during the day) it is the F2 layer which refracts, otherwise the F. Thus, at low frequencies such as 1.8 and 3.5 MHz, ground-wave signals in daylight permit relatively local propagation by ground wave, the longer-distance contacts being confined to darkness paths. On the other hand 14, 21, and 28 MHz tend to be "daylight-only" bands, and indeed at low sunspot levels 28 MHz may behave purely as a VHF band for two or three years, 21 MHz be open only occasionally, and 14 MHz open most days but closing at dusk; 7 MHz under these conditions may show propagation under both dark and daylight conditions. However, when the sunspot count is high, 7 MHz behaves more like 3.5 MHz, 14 MHz becomes on occasion open for all the 24 hours, and 28 MHz open to East-West propagation on most days.

Qu. 9. (a) Describe ONE of the following aerial systems (i.e. aerial, feeder and tuning unit):
(i) half-wave dipole
(ii) half-wave folded dipole
(iii) zeppelin
(iv) loaded whip.

(b) Describe the polar diagram of the aerial chosen in (a) and state its advantages and disadvantages for use in an amateur station.

Answer 9

(Ed. note: Although we are commenting on each of the aerials in question, a candidate in the examination would not do so, of course.)

See Fig. 6 for a drawing of each aerial. The half-wave dipole will have a length of \(\frac{468}{f}\) where \(f\) is in MHz and the result in feet, and its feedpoint impedance (nominally 73 ohms in free space) will lie between about 50 and 100 ohms at normal heights, falling considerably as the height drops below about \(\frac{1}{2}\)-wavelength. It is in essence a balanced aerial and should therefore be fed either with balanced feeders of 50 or 75 ohms nominal impedance, or by coaxial feeder with a balun having a transformation ratio of 1:1 in impedance. The folded dipole displays a higher feed impedance—around 300
Fig 6.
(i) Half-wave dipole—see text.  (ii) Half-wave folded dipole—see text.  Note that this aerial is made of twice as much wire as the simple dipole, shorted at the ends and spaced by spreaders.  A short length of 300-ohm balanced feeder is shown, but in practice the balun in (i) and (ii) would be right at the “eye” of the aerial for mechanical strength.

(iii) (a) End-fed Zeppelin.  To set up, disconnect aerial and hoist feeders to final position alone.  Load Tx into dummy load, then switch to ATU.  Adjust ATU for maximum current in each leg with RF ammeter, and note the settings.  Connect aerial slightly over length, hoist, check ATU tuning; trim aerial length until maximum current in feeders is at same ATU and Tx settings as already noted for feeders only.  On other bands, tune for maximum and equal feeder current.  (iii) (b) Centre-fed Zeppelin.  Adjust ATU for equal and maximum setting of current up feeders.  (iv) Loaded vertical.  Loading coil should have enough inductance to make the aerial radial system resonant at desired frequency.  If the upper section is an extendable whip use full extension for the LF band-edge, then shorten whip to resonate to frequencies higher up the band.

For the Zeppelin we come to an entirely different situation; the aerial may be made half-wave length and fed either (a) at one end, with only one feeder wire connected at the top, the other being insulated, or (b) at the centre; in either case, the feeder is operated with a high VSWR and is usually of open-wire construction.  The presence of a high VSWR on the open-wire feed line makes the presence of an aerial tuning unit an essential (the first two types, as described, need no ATU).  The trade-off is that, against the penalty of high VSWR and the need for an ATU, the aerial system becomes a multi-band device, if the half-wave length is chosen for the lowest band in use; indeed a 3.5 MHz end-fed Zeppelin aerial can be used on 1.8 MHz by shorting the bottom of the feeders and operating it as a Marconi aerial against earth.  Reverting to the Zeppelin properly fed, either at the end or the centre, it will almost certainly be found that the feeder length will need to be “trimmed” to some degree if a multi-band aerial tuner is used to make this aerial operate on five or six bands.

The loaded whip is, in essence, a shortened version of the quarter-wave Marconi aerial, used in conjunction with a ground connection to provide the “mirror image” which completes the aerial.  The aerial is at ground level (or, if elevated is used with quarter-wave radials to simulate the earth connection) and so is rather prone to pick up man-made interference which is usually of a vertically-polarised nature, as well as suffering from absorption of the signal in surrounding brickwork and buildings; again, the vertical is very apt to suffer from “rain static” as compared with a horizontal aerial.  On the other hand, it requires a much smaller investment in real-estate to set up, and as will be seen below, has a different polar diagram.

(b) Assuming the Zeppelin to be of half-wave length, either centre or end-fed, the first three aerials will have a polar diagram as shown (Fig. 7) in plan.  A three-dimensional polar diagram may be imagined as a doughnut with the aerial element in the hole in the middle and poking through at each end.  The loaded vertical will have an all-round polar diagram in plan, the dimen-
To "look at" an amplitude-modulated signal on an oscilloscope one can use various methods. Perhaps the simplest requires an oscilloscope with a "Y" amplifier bandwidth a little greater than the frequency in question. A sample of signal is collected and injected into the "Y" amp. input terminal through a 10:1 isolating probe—a convenient method is to fit an extra terminal on the aerial matching unit, with a wire from its rear taken to be close to the coil as a pick-up aerial so that the 'scope does not detune anything. Setting the time-base to repetitive sweep at a convenient speed and talking into the microphone will result in the modulated RF signal appearing on the trace; adjustment of controls and of the pick-up will enable a good trace amplitude without overloading the 'scope. Over-modulation will be shown up instantly by small bright patches along the centre-line of the trace where the modulation has "broken the carrier.

To look at the CW waveform with a 'scope one can use the method already outlined; it may be better to use a triggered timebase rather than a repeating one if such is available. An alternative is to pass the signal from the pick-up terminal through a suitable diode probe, and apply that to the "Y" amplifier input terminals of the 'scope. Set the transmitter to its CW condition, and plug an electronic keyer into the appropriate socket. Set up the speed of the keyer suitably, and run off a string of dots the while locking the trace. Once it is locked, in either case the shape of the dots should show a "rounding-off" of the square wave form at the corners but no tendency for the dots to "run into" each other when the keyer is sending dots at the maximum speed it can sustain.

The diode probe method is also applicable to AM signal monitoring and should be used whenever the 'scope does not have bandwidth to cope with the RF band frequency.

(b) Monitoring is always advisable in practice, in that there is then no reason why a problem on the outgoing signal cannot be noted and dealt with before it can become a nuisance to others or contravenes the terms of the licence. In addition, when keying and using the diode probe, one may often be able to spot mild parasitics in the PA stage; there is not enough feedback to sustain them, but at transients the waveform seen will become blurred, the leading and trailing edges of Morse dots being a perfect example and easiest to examine.

Qu. 10. (a) Describe the use of a cathode ray oscilloscope for:
EITHER (i) Monitoring depth of modulation of an amplitude modulated wave (including over-modulation) OR (ii) Monitoring the keying waveform of a Morse telegraphy continuous wave transmitter.

(b) Why is monitoring advisable?

Answer 10
(Ed. note: we answer both parts of the question here; the candidate will of course not need to do so, only to answer his chosen alternative.)
NOWHERE is it as true as in SWL, that “one man’s meat is another man’s poison.” One SWL will insist on general-coverage, another on amateur-bands only, a third will have no interest in anything but the broadcast bands; and the fourth may not be interested in any of the hobby save in the fact that it enables him to hear a language as spoken by a native user, so he can correct his own pronunciation and improve his fluency. All these are listeners—and they don’t even take into account the fraction who are constructors and often only listen to a receiver when it is completed or to compare it against a standard, or to while away the time listening to the local net while the tin-snips and the soldering iron are doing their work.

Talking of home-brew, one can extend the description to the work of J. W. Grice (Castleford) who seems to have finally extracted the gremlins from his dial-drive; this allows him more time for playing with aerials, in which he is most interested. On a different tack, in his letter Jim mentioned that Ken Whiteley was in hospital; let us hope he is fully mended by the time this comes to be read—best wishes from us all, Ken.

Next we have a letter from a happy amateur station, in the shape of Dr. H. Squance, who is now G180JG and doubtless getting to know and work all the locals in Bangor, Co. Down.

B. T. Mackness (Dagenham) has set himself a target of 1000 prefixes, at which time he intends to go out and buy a beam aerial—one way of stimulating progress when time is at a premium! Brian of course is still up to the eyes in studies, so SWL activity is pretty rare outside of holiday times.

That DX-petition to Haiti was heard by R. Towlson (Nottingham) and queried. Perfectly OK, it was a gang of W’s going to a rare spot with a view of “cleaning out” the winning trophies in the CQ WW DX Contest in the Phone leg.

On to H. M. Graham (Harefield) who is understandably rather pleased to have at last topped the thousand on the HPX Ladder. Maurice is a bit startled, though, at the number of W, K, N and AA calls about, followed on the HPX Ladder. Maurice reckons that the 14 MHz band was not its usual self—most of the savvy chaps had gone HF!

K. Kyezor (Irchester) seems to have had a good month, with some 85 new ones to add to his tally—but we have to deduct one, for a “G17RG”—possibly a leprechaun, but not a properly licensed one!

R. Griffiths (Ventnor, I.o.W.) only writes in when he is on the sick-list, at home with time to spend on SWL: which doesn’t stop him having an AR88D, an Eddystone 840C, a 640 from the same stable, and a Heath “Mohican,” plus VHF converters from T.W. and Microwave Modules, and an NR-56! For 144 MHz the aerials are an eight element Yagi, plus a 4-ele. vertical, and an eight-element broadside array. Bob is also interested in SS-TV the cheap way, having been scared out of his wits by the price of commercial gear! Anyone with some “gen” please pass direct to your scribe; he also has a mild interest in the subject and the same feeling about costs. There is of course the possibility of using a SS/TV adaptor for use with an ordinary scope, but the problem here is that unless it has a tube which is available with a P7 phosphor you can’t get to see the picture, which means you have to improvise a camera on the oscilloscope using black-and-white Polaroid film, developing as you transmit your own tape. With the price of Polaroid film that seems a good way of spending more money, but no doubt one could hook up something which will cut down the cost by using separate segments of one piece of film.

D. W. Waddell (Herne Bay) wants to know how he can do measurements on aerials without a transmitter. This is not too difficult but will always result in some radiation from the aerial. Instead of the usual type of reflectometer or VSWR indicator left in line while transmitting, the SWL has to turn to much more sensitive devices: one useful device is the noise bridge. The recipe is simply to take a Zener diode and work it on the noisiest part of its characteristic; amplify the noise with a transistor or two until you get more than enough noise up to the highest frequency in which you are interested. This noise is then used as the excitation to a bridge of which two arms are the centre-tap to either end of a low-value carbon potentiometer of the best quality you can obtain—a cermet pot would be far better. Of the other two arms, one is provided by a resistor (you may switch two or more ranges) and the fourth by the aerial under test. The sensing device is the station receiver. If you set things up, you will find that the noise will give you an S-meter reading or you might use your ear; just twiddle the pot until the noise dips down, hopefully to almost zero, and there you are. Clearly then, if you have a reasonable stack of metal-oxide or a high-stability (not wirewound) resistors which can be measured, they can be used to provide a series of points for a scale to be drawn around the knob of the pot. The scale should certainly hold good to around 30 MHz or better, the quality of the null being best if there is little or no reactive component. Another such useful device is an “antennascope” as described by W6SAI in his Beam Antenna Handbook, this being usable with a GDO as excitation, provided it is done with care.

Despite all he has said in the past, A. Glass (Plymouth) still has to put in a score—he’s hooked! Seriously, for Bert it was a great pleasure to hear 28 MHz showing up just like it used to—well, nearly! Certainly it is quite a long time since we have heard North Americans active...
There seems to be quite an upsurge in amateur activity in Bangor, Co. Down, as is demonstrated by R. Evans who has a SR-550 receiver which doesn't work on 28 and 21 MHz, although it covers the American 6-metre allocation, and all the lower amateur bands. For an aerial, recourse is made to G3KHC's aerial shown in the January 1977 issue of Short Wave Magazine, but considerably modified: it is found to be much better than the old end-fed 60-footer which was used previously. At the moment SWL Evans is in the R.A.E. class locally, so we wish him the best of luck.

E. W. Robinson (Bury St. Edmunds) found a good 'un in VK1FT in Canberra; his first VK since he started into the SWL game back in 1968. Another one of interest was CT501AL, claiming to be some sort of special prefix but receiving the frozen mitt in answer to his CQ calls. He subsequently disappeared and was not heard again; probably a pirate disappearing to think up a more enticing call!

Enclosed with E. W. Robinson's letter was one from his son, D. A. Robinson (Felixstowe) who has an AR88D, used with an end-fed wire or dipoles at HF, and as the tunable IF for a two-metre converter. The beam rotary is made of the tuning drive out of an 1155, which is turned by a worm-wheel which in its turn is driven by a reversible 110-volt motor; indication is by a linear pot driven from the "works" and having its output fed to a one milliammeter for direction indication. All good stuff and a lot cheaper than a commercial job. Incidentally, reader Robinson's HPX list must be unique in that it includes the call of his employer!

A particularly satisfying time for K. Burch (Plymouth) in that he heard 9L1SL in the CQ WW contest—Ken is one of the smart lads who realise just how many people try for a top award by going to some rare location as a first step. The query about the N callsigns we have already mentioned.

That CT501 call mentioned earlier is also mentioned by Gerard Brazil (Dublin 11) who copied it as CT501AL, and also found a CTOUA. Like us, Gerard also wonders! K. Rogers (Ulliesthorpe) has been listening on 21 and 28 MHz, activity which has caused him to hear his first /AM station, and also to hear Russian stations using the R series of prefixes, RA, RB and so on. Ken finds it a little startling that 28 MHz should be regarded in Russia as part of VHF. A good point, but of course it is true to say the border line between the areas of MF, HF and VHF (3, 30 and 300 MHz respectively are the upper limits) is an arbitrary one: it is also true to say that for most of its time, 28 MHz behaves in a manner more typical of VHF than HF.

Another supporter of the idea that there should be some articles on modifications to the 9R59 series of receivers is H. A. Jones (Dartmouth). Harry is a pensioner and doesn't get about any too well, which means his AR88LF is too heavy for him to pull about for realignment even if he had a signal generator, so he has to stick with his 9R59DS. Harry knows a bit about the practical side of things, having started with his father in the crystal set days, progressing through various kits, and he would like to hear of any interesting articles on this receiver. One of the snags about such a definite request as this is that one has to find someone who knows the receiver, has done some useful mods., and then is game to write it up for everyone's benefit. However, if your scribe might interject a word here (from the point of view of a professional engineer who has spent half a lifetime in the design field), he would strongly advise a mite of caution. For example, an article is recalled in which a change of front-end from a 6BA6 valve to an EF183 was offered: one questions whether such a modification would in fact do more than to significantly down-grade the receiver performance, from even a cursory examination of the characteristics of the two types. Again, the addition of a further IF stage, while practicable, is a good way of making the receiver have a lower performance. The only time when any significant modification to a receiver is justified, is (a) when the IF selectivity is lacking and a crystal or mechanical filter can be found to install without too much pulling-about of the works, and (b) if (and only if!) extreme sensitivity is wanted for copying the Oscar downlink on Ten, to use a low-noise pre-amplifier, provided the band is closed to anything in the nature of a big signal. An outboard front-end attenuator is of help between the ATU and the receiver, stabilisation of the valve heaters and the HT (either crammed into the receiver, or preferably by taking the PSU out to a separate case): and, most important of all with any valve receiver, a few judiciously-placed holes in the bottom of the case, in the chassis and in the top of the case, as an exercise in getting the whole works to stabilise more quickly and at a lower temperature. Just recall that hot air rises, and ask yourself how does the hot air accumulating under the chassis of a receiver get away—it doesn't, it just heats up all the metalwork, which in turn causes all sorts of funny things to happen.

P. Rooney (Chester) seems to have surfaced after his lay-off, starting with a bash at the CQ WW Phone contest, during which he had a ball on Ten on the Sunday morning. KA6KN, heard at 0908 on the Saturday morning, was the only Far East signal and was suffering from a definite "echo" effect while working Europeans. One would guess that the most likely cause of this was that the signal was being heard at a half and then one-and-a-half times round the world; the simultaneous short and long-path reception theory is hardly tenable if only because of the distance; it would be interesting to know...
if someone heard him around this time on a beam, which would prove or disprove the hypothesis.

S. M. Phillips (Dukinfield) enquires whether a PA station heard counts as a new one because he was using the suffix J—presumably a Jamboree-on-the-Air station. Sorry Stuart—that would involve a very definite bending of the rules, and would set a rather hairly precedent.

Another query to do with HPX comes from H. A. Londesborough (Swanland) who opened his copy to find his CW score updated but not the Phone one—shame on us, let’s hope we get it right this time!

On now to K. Kniveton (Brierley Hill) who has been enjoying all the going-on on 28 and 21 MHz; he comments on how useful the Geoff Watts Prefix List is for any keen SWL. We couldn’t agree more—and the layout, which leaves room for additions for a long time to come, means that a copy can be falling to bits before its usefulness is past, if you keep it up to date.

The Old Maestro, S. Foster (Metheringham) and his 9R59 are still at it; when he got back from Leicester (where we never did get round to that natter over a pint we tried to organise!) he spent the next day DXing in the CQ WW Contest, for seven new ones in the day. One small correction Stew points out, is the IK prefix which is being used by any and all the I stations as a special to mark the ARI 50th anniversary between September and December 1977.

A couple of queries from P. Ramsay (Stevenston), of which the first is how to send a QSL to VP8PL—try sending it to VP8PL, Stanley, Falkland Is. The second is the question of a S-meter for the AR88D which will prove or disprove the hypothesis.

Just a last word on Grayham’s letter—“Listening on transmitters RF, and only then to start listening in earnest. The tune-up procedure is always to offer the ATU to the signal source, coupled into the “receiver” terminals of the ATU, and a field strength meter tuned to the proper band. The first check is to see that the F/S meter is tuned to the same frequency of the GDO by bringing it near enough to the GDO coil to get a deflection (and while you’re about it, check that the GDO signal is in the band, somewhere near the middle). Now plug a length of coax into the receiver socket of the ATU, put a one-turn link on it, and couple the link to the GDO; connect aerial and earth to their proper terminals. Next systematically go through the combinations of setting until you begin to see a reading on the F/S meter (and probably a dip in the GDO to a greater or lesser extent). Make a note of the settings which give the best results at the carrier level, and so meters which responded to the AVC line did all that was required of them. With SSb we’ve thrown it away at the carrier and put it back with the BFO—so the S-meter only tells us the strength of the BFO, which isn’t a great deal of help! The answer is to use some form of audio-derived AGC of the “hang” type—a good read through G3VA’s “Amateur Radio Techniques” would provide much food for thought. Perhaps the easiest thing to do would be simply to leave the existing AGC components in place, disconnecting the line from the AVC diode at the switch; then the new AGC circuit could be built up on a tiny bit of Vero-board (if you use npn transistors the “HT supply” could be taken from across the output stage bias) and take the output of the new audio-derived AGC to the place on the switch just rendered vacant.

G. Passmore (Stackpole) built Dr. Squance’s ATU as described in the July issue of the Magazine, but was somewhat surprised to find that “my JR-310 doesn’t like it at all!” Don’t blame the receiver, rather go through a routine of tests to see what happens. Grayham has already done the obvious and checked his wiring and layout, so one is left either with the operator or the aerial in use. It must be said in all fairness that there could well be an aerial length that just won’t perk on one band or another. Ideally in such a situation, you can put a transmitter on it, a reflectometer in the lead to the rig, plus a tuned RF field-strength meter for luck; then you can keep a note of each of the settings. In this case, one can probably attack the problem best by using a GDO as the signal source, coupled into the “receiver” terminals of the ATU, and a field strength meter tuned to the proper band. The first check is to see that the F/S meter is tuned to the same frequency of the GDO by bringing it near enough to the GDO coil to get a deflection (and while you’re about it, check that the GDO signal is in the band, somewhere near the middle). Now plug a length of coax into the receiver socket of the ATU, put a one-turn link on it, and couple the link to the GDO; connect aerial and earth to their proper terminals. Next systematically go through the combinations of setting until you begin to see a reading on the F/S meter (and probably a dip in the GDO to a greater or lesser extent). Make a note of the settings which give the best results at mid-band also at the band-edges, always checking the GDO with the receiver to see that it doesn’t “pull” too far. Repeat for each band. If you aren’t sure, try for the centre of one band, and then check with a receiver. It must not be forgotten that, for instance, the pi-network is essentially a low-pass filter, and so in some cases the ATU may seem a bit “flat” on the LF side of the peak, making it not so easy to tune—which doesn’t detract from its usefulness! J.C. must admit that even though he has the settings all written on the cover of his log, his normal tune-up procedure is always to offer the ATU to the transmitter RF, and only then to start listening in earnest. Just a last word on Grayham’s letter—“Listening on

### HPX Ladder

#### (All-Time Post War)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SWL</th>
<th>PREFIXES</th>
<th>SWL</th>
<th>PREFIXES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D. Taylor (Harborne)</td>
<td>1421</td>
<td>J. Aspinall (Leeds)</td>
<td>509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Rooney (Chester)</td>
<td>744</td>
<td>R. Towson (Nottingham)</td>
<td>1090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Gibson</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>F. Roche (London)</td>
<td>612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. T. Bowen (Kippax)</td>
<td>641</td>
<td>I. Wilkinson (Llandudno Junction)</td>
<td>1231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. L. Shakespeare</td>
<td>1866</td>
<td>M. Jackson (Warwick)</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. A. Phillips (Devises)</td>
<td>1395</td>
<td>A. Glass (Plymouth)</td>
<td>1338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. J. L. Nordson (Swanland)</td>
<td>1554</td>
<td>H. A. Londesborough</td>
<td>1434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. J. Rosling (Bakewell)</td>
<td>1457</td>
<td>A. F. Roberts (Kidderminster)</td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. T. Mackness (Dagenham)</td>
<td>1576</td>
<td>P. L. Shakespeare (Foulness)</td>
<td>1378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. H. Smyth (Hartlepool)</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>G. M. Smith (Kidderminster)</td>
<td>562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. T. Ludlow (Gt. Missenden)</td>
<td>1620</td>
<td>P. Ramsay (Stevenston)</td>
<td>1829</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Minimum score for an entry 500 for Phone, 200 for CW. Listings in accordance with HPX Rules and only include recent claims. A “Nil” return is permissible to hold a place.
two-metres is the best incentive to pass the Morse test!"

Our next "newcomer" is ex-G3BVW, QRT since 1948, retired to Okehampton after 37 years in the Royal Air Force; C. P. Townley started as an "untrained Wireless Operator" and ended his time as Flight Lieutenant in the Electrical Engineering Branch. So—he knows a bit about the technical stuff and knows his Morse, we guess! As he has been out of action since 1948, the first move was to drag out the old faithful AR88, and tune around the CW and SSB bands to see what it was all about; lots and lots of CW Russians were found, SSB /M stations of almost unbelievable signal strength, and a range of commercial gear that he finds quite astounding, more so when he thinks back to his old B2 transmitter and CR-100 receiver. Pat is now wondering what to do about a new, first-class, receiver and we would strongly suggest that rather than obtain a general-coverage receiver, he goes for something amateur-bands-only, keeping the AR88 for the general-purpose type of listening—if only because a good AR88D is as good as most modern receivers if it is in good nick and properly driven. A classic design in fact, as can be noted by the very few articles offered on the modification of them.

A. Cuthbert (Jarrow) has a long letter full of questions (and interest too!). He has an Inoue receiver, and seems to have a little trouble in sorting out some snags with it; and we suspect from the way he words his letter that the problem is the old one of how to obtain best results in worst conditions! On the big signals, one can drive it; and we suspect from the way he words his letter that (and interest too!). He has an Inoue receiver, and seems very few articles offered on the modification of them. As most modern receivers if it is in good nick and properly of listening—if only because a good AR88D is as good as most modern receivers if it is in good nick and properly driven. A classic design in fact, as can be noted by the very few articles offered on the modification of them.

For B. Hughes (Worcester) the last few weeks have been a pleasure, with his favourite 21 MHz band really doing its stuff—all W call areas, and just about all continents with the exception of Africa—but that omission was handsomely rectified on Ten, where they were prominent. On 14 MHz Bernard now has a score of 325, of which some 310 are confirmed—not a bad state at all!

"Curses on postage-stamp gardens!" says Dave Hill, of Crawley, having had to "chat up" some four neighbours in order to get a 132-foot wire out, which he couples through ATU. During the CQ WW Contest, Dave heard various odd prefixes, and he notes how the Russians are using the 4J prefixes for contest entries. It's a good scheme for a contest station to have a "different" call; and while the Americans can fairly easily do this by a trip into the Caribbean or up to FP8, the Russian contest groups haven't anywhere quite so easily accessible, so they opt for a change of prefix plus a shift into one of the less populated parts of their enormous country.

M. Shaw (Huddersfield) wonders why he isn't shown in the November HPX Ladder—but he is, at 419 in the 1977 Table, his score for the November entry to take him to 508 not having surfaced at this end. So this time we are accepting his 508 for the moment, plus another 48, less a deletion of the YU3/X (not a different series, just an ordinary YU3) and his EB9, which we reckon is a mis-copying of something or other (and not a contest call) to give him a nice round total of 555.

The Rest

This is where we acknowledge letters which have not been singled out for mention in the piece, or scores sent in without comment—which is not to say that we haven't read them all with interest; we have—as always. So, thanks to J. H. Rosling, Bakewell; L. Stockwell, Grays; B. Shepherd, Staines; M. J. Quintin, Wotton-under-Edge; D. Taylor, Harborne; H. A. Londesborough, Swanland; R. Elwyn Thomas, Corwen; M. Shaw, Huddersfield; M. Law, Chesterfield; N. A. Phelps, Devizes; M. Roberts, Harwood; I. Mackay, Dingwall.

Finale

It will be near to January by the time you come to read this, so your letters for the March "SWL" piece should be well coated with some protective such as Bostik or RTV silicone rubber to prevent this; when it occurs, it manifests itself as an increased noise level in the receiver long before you have mechanical failure. As for the bit up in the air, one is usually stuck with a Marconi-type, which in effect means an overgrown mobile whip, as high as may be, and loaded at around the centre to get it on frequency.
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It will be near to January by the time you come to read this, so your letters for the March "SWL" piece should be well coated with some protective such as Bostik or RTV silicone rubber to prevent this; when it occurs, it manifests itself as an increased noise level in the receiver long before you have mechanical failure. As for the bit up in the air, one is usually stuck with a Marconi-type, which in effect means an overgrown mobile whip, as high as may be, and loaded at around the centre to get it on frequency.
IN view of the increasing amount of interference to our signals by man-made noise, it will be of interest to readers to note that new legislation covering RF Interference (RFI) will become law by the end of May 1978. The relevant directive is contained in the Official Journal of the European Communities, Vol. 9, No. L336 (76/889/EEC) dated December 4, 1976. Article 1 states that the law will apply to "household appliances, portable tools and similar equipment" while Annex I.1 also adds "office equipment." The relevant BS-800 is understood to be updated, and at this moment your scribe is awaiting the arrival of a copy. We also note that a directive covering industrial, scientific and medical equipment is being considered. Limits are given for conducted interference between 150 kHz and 30 MHz, and also for radiated interference in the range 30-300 MHz. This being so, it is strongly recommended that readers get a look at BS-800 in its revised form and wave it around the local radio, TV, and 'white-goods' dealers, also making quite sure your own neighbours know about it and buy only goods that comply. It might also be added that, if only because he stands to gain so much from it, the licensed amateur would be well advised to look at his own rig with a view to cutting down unwanted radiations, whether it be commercial or homebrew.

The Bands

Like the weather—wintry. On the other hand, the sunspot count is most definitely up, so things are better than they were this time last year, at least on the HF bands.

Let's make a start with Top Band; and of course what better way than by going through W1BB's Bulletin?

"First-Timers" this year should note that the first ten minutes of every DX'er's hour are reserved for the chaps who have not yet "made it" over the Atlantic, in either direction. Europeans 1825-1830 kHz, W's 1800 to 1807 kHz. So—try a call, and then listen on the other side. Slipping sideways to W1WY in this context, Frank's "Contest Calendar" this month asks the writer to request all G's playing in the Transatlantics or, more particularly in the CQWW Top Band affair, to indicate the frequency on which they are listening—nothing so annoying as hearing good DX and not knowing where the chap is listening! Yes, we know, "old hat" to the regulars but in every year there are some more newcomers. To come back to W1BB, we notice that this year the KH6 chaps have 1800-1810 kHz in addition to their lump at the other end of the band. Those who have been on Top Band a while will recall WITX, Roy, who joined the ranks of Silent Keys on July 11. Three weeks before his death from cancer, Roy went up his tree, cleared away some of the branches, and returned to take photographs of his tree aerial—a vertical, using radials at the bottom, and the loading-coil wound on the tree-trunk as a former; with luck we should be able to run the picture and the schematic drawing next time out.

It is of interest, noting W1BB's Bulletin, to read that it is reckoned K1PBW, Ernie, who has given so many G's their first contact, is at this moment probably the possessor of greater DX capability than any other station, taking into account his two phased verticals with many radials, his quiet location, miles away from the man-made noise, and having six Beverage aerials for reception. WA1RFM/VP9 and W4EV/VP9 live within 300 feet of each other, so they have organised themselves a common aerial; a vertical complete with an adequacy of radials, plus coaxial cables to each shack, and suitable relay change-over arrangements, so that either can use the beast while the other is otherwise occupied. A fine idea indeed!

It seems G8PG must have touched a spot with his piece on trees as aerials (October issue); we have already mentioned the WITX effort, and now we have a letter from G3BRL (Chesham), who found the article "rang a bell" and began searching. Eventually he traced the memory down to "The Radio Experimenter's Handbook" published in 1922 by the Wireless Press; where P. R. Coursey—a name so familiar to anyone who has studied the history of our pursuit—writes up some notes on a US Army Signal Corps series of experiments along the same lines as those we mentioned in G8PG's article. And, surprise, surprise!—two pages earlier that same book discusses the germ of the GM3RFR Broomstick antenna (November issue!)

"CDXN" deadlines for the next three months—
February issue—January 5th
March issue—February 2nd
April issue—March 2nd

Please be sure to note these dates!

G2HKU (Sheppey) seems to have been a bit more active than usual on Top Band, despite his other commitments; SB9 yielded the regular sked contacts with PA0PN while CW accounted for OH1VP, DJ2RE, GM4GK, OL9CGL, YU2HDE, OK1BGWP, OH2KA, OK1DDL, DJ6TK, 4U1ITU, GM3PFO, GW3KOR, OK2BUV and OL8CGI.

G4FUP (Horsham) had the domestic receiver die on him, so he was forced to use the Panda Cub plus TCS-12 receiver on the LF Bands; Top Band gave (during one of the contests some fifty stations in five hours) the calls so raised of DJ3ZX, F6CNI, EI2BB, G131VJ, and GM30XX/A.

A report comes in from Colin Squires, G3XCS, who reports that he is handling the QSL's for his old pal Ian Forse, G4DHA, who is Radio Officer on MV Tugela, plying between South Africa and the Seychelles and QRV all bands 160 to 10, and signing ZS5IB/MM. That sounds like "possibilities" in the 160 context.
G8JHK has now successfully turned himself into G4FUU (Addington). For Top Band, the aerial has some eighty feet wrapped around in the loft, plus forty feet outside; the latter being rolled up and hidden away by day, and joined to the garden shack after dark. It has been quite reasonable on Eighty but a couple of days on Top Band resulted in contacts with G3XTZ, G4FGQ, G3TDQ/A, G3YMC, GM3WTA, OK1DDS, DK5PD, DK4FM, OK5TLG, DL0JS, CW from a K.W. Vesper Mark 1 and received on a Yaesu FR-50B. Mole reckons that there must be hope even for people like him who live at the bottom of a valley; and old ‘KFE agrees, in fact the best Top Band sites are almost always places where the ground is damp and the water-table high.

**Eighty**

G3KPO now has an eyrie perched high—300 feet—above Shanklin Bay in the Isle of Wight, and from there he has worked ON4TB who was using one watt for a 589 report: Douglas, however, still has his 100 watts on the HF Bands, although he has QRP on VHF.

G4FUP says it was quite good until some idiot in the government put all the DX an hour earlier! However, the first Transatlantic contacts were made, to VE3AKG, N2DU, VE1DS, K8LX and W3SQ all on fifty watts of CW.

G2HKU seems to have been exhausted by his exertions on Top Band, because he just had enough energy left to dust off the top of the QRP machine and then fire it up for a CW QSO with SM7MS.

G4FUM operated /A during JOTA, for the Ardnavalley Venture Scouts and with some considerable degree of success overall; on Eighty we note SK7CL/MM, PA66SN, PAOVST/JI, HB9BAJ, OK1ONA, N2NT, K3UA and K2EL, all SSB.

Eighty isn’t easy from the Shetlands, opines GM3RFR from his hideaway up at Baltasound, especially with QRP; nonetheless he is within sight of his target of 100 countries confirmed with five watts of SSB, there now being some 84 in the log of which 49 have QSL-ed. During the current period the band wasn’t used much, and so Sam only worked G, GM and LA.

Our next reporter is G2NJ (Peterborough) who seems to be much more active now, using his HW-8 and sticking pretty closely to the noon period, when he worked GM3XNE who was under the double handicap of 500 milliwatts input to an aerial blown down by the gales(!), G2CP, GW5TW who, G2NJ says, is an expert at rigging-up QRP gear from the junk-box, G3URU who now has an improved aerial system, G31V, G3BWX and G4FJF, of whom the latter was the most powerful with five watts input. A QRO station noted was F6DJK, who spent a Sunday afternoon picking off the QRP stations one by one, and giving them much appreciated reports. Prize of the month, one supposes, must go to G2CAS though, out /P again with 100 feet of wire strung out between two trees by the river at Ilkley.

Eighty has picked up after a bad start, says G4DMN, who used his SSB to tangle with CT3AB, EA6BW, FP8DX, JX9WT, HR3JIR, IT9PWV, JA6BSM, J3AG, K5MS, K8UR, LG5LG, M1C, OB40 (an OA in disguise), OHOJN, OHONA, OY2A, PY2ELZ, PY2WAM, PY7BXC/1 (Fernado do Noronha) S1JWL, UF6HE, VE2AUF, VP2VAT, W4EY/VP9, VP2MRJ, W7KW, W0MJ, OE6DK/YK, ZL4AP, ZL4OY, ZL4AV, ZL4QL/A (Campbell Is.), SM4EIG /4U, SH3KG, 8R1AG, 9H1CE and 9Y4NP.

G3CED (Broadstairs) complains that his rig remains unused owing to business QRM—work was ever the curse of the drinking classes!—but he forwarded on the log from G4EVO who appears to have made a recovery from the state in which he was in last month in quite spectacular fashion, and, at 76, he is back happily punching the old key, fighting the QRM, and going after the DX with five watts to a Joystick. One gets the feeling that G4EVO only looks at Eighty these days as a substitute for the better DX to be found on the other bands—and if the log says what it seems to, he has tried all bands from 1-8 right the way through to 21 MHz with some fair amount of gusto. Thus, on 3-5 MHz it was very largely a matter of G’s and Europeans, and a bare handcount at that.

Another one not to have worked-over the seam that is Eighty is G4GIE (Gt. Moulton), but in John’s case it is the very simple fact of working most of the time away from home during the week and finding many domestic chores to be done at the weekend.

**Forty**

7 MHz saw G4FUD getting over to the States on another band, W2QKN being the lucky chap; otherwise the only real activity was knocking off a goodly string during the OK DX Test.

It was SSB all the way for G2HKU, who talked to HPIXYA, and LU501, just to keep his hand in. Ted makes an interesting observation that in ZL the Poltava Thing seems to be a bit different from our home version—the gas-engine pounds away around 14270 kHz, at which it is several S-points higher than around the 14100-14150 area. Odd!

Up there in Unst, GM3RFR used his Broomstick aerial to some effect on Forty, and came up with G, GM, LA, SM, OH, DL, UA and U49 with five watts of SSB.

Having flogged his heart out on Eighty and the HF bands, G4DMN (Wirral) had only a small amount of time or enthusiasm for 7 MHz, so that SSB with HPIXYA and VK5BC were the total contribution.

For G4GIE there wasn’t a lot of interest in the band, but he did spend an hour there on one day, so that three DL types and an F6 were recorded for posterity.

**Contests, Awards and Things**

Don’t forget our CCA Award starts on January 1, 1978; those counties need to be collected, if Top Band is to still be available to us in the years to come. On the matter of the “informations,” SWL Hill felt this to be a retrograde step, as he feels that few amateurs will wish to QSL SWL reports on this band. Of course they will—provided only that the SWL report is good enough to warrant a QSL, which means that having found his man, the SWL must stay with him and note those things of use to the recipient.

The DL AGCW Summer QRP Contest results are with us, from which we note that G3DNF was
fifth, GM3OX, twelfth (but top scorer on 14 MHz), G3UY, 16th, and G3NEO, 22nd (but top scorer on Top Band). The contest attracted the highest-ever number of entrants, with the best geographical distribution around the world to make it all the more interesting. For 1978 the Rules are unchanged, the winter one being slated for January 21-22, and the summer one July 15/16.

We seem to have contrived to miss the ARRL 160m. dates; but January 27-29 are not to be overlooked, this being the weekend for the CQ WW 160 Test, with Rules as last year.

However that one goes, we must now for a moment turn back to the 1977 Bermuda Contest, to note and congratulate G4CNY for being the winning G; VE3KZ was the winner of the VE section, the top W man was K2UR, and VP9IG the Bermudan winner.

Returning to the future and the French DX Contest (which is another to overlap the CQ WW 160) we notice that in the F Contest Rules, their entrants may use CW only and that on a spot frequency of 1825 kHz, so you can keep an ear on that spot during the Top Band contest. If you are in the Top Band affair, the two digits the F's will be sending after their call will indicate the department, of which there are some 95 "home" ones plus the overseas ones and French Territories.

Looking forward a little, we come to the BARTG Spring RTTY contest, from 0200z March 25 to 0200 March 27; this gives the Faithful a chance to drop a line to Ted Double, G8CDW, 89 Linden Gardens, Enfield, Middlesex with an SAE—a big one—for a copy of the detailed Rules.

Ten Metres

First in the lists here is SWL Wittaker, brother of G3IGW and organiser of those ten-metre activity periods which did so much to keep Ten occupied during the sun's low. Looking at the October/November period, we find that the first DX signal to be heard was U18FF, around 0600. 0700 saw VK signals both in October and November, though oddly enough 0800 showed none; but U18, U17, UG6, VU2DK and OHOAC were all logged. By 0900 the VK's were back, joined by a UF6 in October and KH61AA in November. 1000 saw SU, an OE signing /VK in October (while December adds AP2P and D4CBS). The going was then fast and furious until 1700, when we see 9G1JX, 8P6FV, CX4FG, 9Y4NP and HK3AXT in October but nothing of interest in November, while the next couple of hours was North/South contacts in October but nothing in November. It sums up as: all continents heard in October and November, and some 114 countries in 1977 using just the end-fed bit of wire.

G2ADZ (Chessington) monitored down at the CW end and found that during November Ten settled to a fairly consistent pattern, opening around 0900 and closing again around 1500 and, since Bill has dealt firmly with his gremlin he can work them again: W1-5, VE1CD, ZS6ME, U49's, UI8JCQ, UM8NMM, UL7AAA, 4L6M, HC2SL, ZS1W, ZE1CB, VK's, EL2ET, VU2LO, C5AT, and varied Gotaways. Bill wants to know how to QSL C5AT, and it looks as though the correct route is to send them to OH2BFJ. Only at week-ends has G3NOF, D4DMN was not able to try things during the week, but the week-ends offered A2CZV, K5DUT, KSOVC, OD5AQ, VK5NIT, VP8PC, VP8PM and 5B4EI.

G3MRIF managed Europeans plus ZS6 and PY, from his spot up in Shetland—and of course those of us down South should always remember the difference in the time of sunrise and sunset, which are a handicap, quite apart from the QRPer.

During JOTA, G14FUM managed to find ZS6BNO on the first day, plus DL and YU; and from the home QTH there were contacts with WD5EEL, W5DU, W4JQN, KP4EFP, Z51KZ, YU3TPM, I30BO and HB9BEI.

21 MHz

There has been over the past few months quite a flight from Twenty, some to Ten but most to Fifteen; and of course activity begins activity, making the band sound even livelier.

G14FUM found short-skip on the first day of JOTA, G3AYO/A, G3SAD/A, G5YC, G6HH and GW4AC5/A; on the second day there were DJ6VM, OK3CFS, OZ2NBY/A, ZC4AJ, UA6LAX and IK5HTM. When the short-skip allowed G14FUM/A picked out W1GG, W2AG, W3I, K4MSU, W5IO, WD9AEX, YBOACP (apparently off the back of the beam), KZBSA (The Boy Scouts of America Hq. station in Nashville, Tennessee), H18JAF, 9Y4NP, VP2JMD, VE1MMM, VE3DFH, VO2WL, ZS1's ZS3BOY, ZS4KSA, 9J2WR, and C5ABAB. From home HR3JJR, N8RA, HC1RE, ZF1SW, VP2M, VP2VDH, 9H4L, 9J31WR and KZ5AS—all on SSB.
GM3RFR has a phased vertical two-element array on this band, the feedpoint being some eight feet above ground, plus a 10 ft-wavelength vee-beam: so, disregarding the Europeans, there were VE4J, WJ-4, VP2M, YV, LU, ZP, EA8, 4Z4, JY, TR8, UA9.

Although it's not been quite as good as it was during the autumnal peak, it has still offered openings in the afternoons to the American West Coast. Thus G4DMN, who mentions contacts with HR3JR, KG6JHW, PY8BXC/O, TJ1BB, VK5NIT (the N stands for Novice, incidentally), VK6HK and 4S7TE.

The band opens about 0830 with long-path JA and VK, turning round to the short path at about 0930 until noon. The Americans start about 1130 and continue till the band closes just after dark: VU's were noted among the later VK's, and a few Africans were noted in the mornings. Contacts were made to J3AH, JA1FRE, JA4MCS, K5ECJ, N6VF, UK0AA8, VK2NAQ, VK2NHS, VK3NAC, VK3NBJ, VK3NCF, W00EV (Colorado), W0OUX (N. Dakota), WA2UNO/MM, W5MLT and 4X4JU.

Now on to G4EVO, who seems to have had quite a time on the HF bands; it is amusing to note how the contesters nowadays never give any report other than 599—

Twenty

We may as well stay with G2CP at this point, to note that Henry used the same rig as already described on 14 MHz, where VE7UBC and W6UA demonstrated the worth of the little rig.

G3RCA (Wigan) seems to have been a mite out of luck; the month before last he was QRT for aerial repairs, and this time a week was lost due to a damaged balun up in the eye of the beam, which has duly been mended. For the rest of the time, Tom found it "long-path season," with quite a few knocked off thus. CW found mornings ZL1YL / Kermadec, KG6SW, JT1KAA, VK9NJ (Norfolk Is.) to go with breakfast, followed by HL9KL, P29CC, TT8HV, for morning coffee. At Lunch-time there was CE0ZE, while afternoons saw QSO's with FB8WE, 3D6AC, EA9FK, VS5XU, J28AP, XE1AK, YB1ADL, L12B/Y1 (this one is our old friend from the "Kon-Tiki") and "Ra" off on his travels again), FR7B, FB8ZL, VU2BEJ, and J28BA. Turning to the "after work" period we see HH5HR,
Readers of the many popular electronics magazines cannot have failed to have noticed the interest aroused recently by the microprocessor and its applications in everyday life. A complete description of the technical features of a microprocessor is neither possible nor appropriate here but, in essence, it is a digital integrated circuit which by reference to pre-encoded instructions can perform logical and arithmetic functions and, in addition, communicate with the outside world.

The uses of these devices are many and varied and they are now creeping into every home in many disguises; these include washing machines, television games and even sewing machines. The microprocessor is now also finding applications in the "shack" and these are limited only by the imagination of the user and can make operating much more enjoyable by relieving the operator of some of the more mundane tasks. This article deals with one application which would benefit all of amateur radio community; namely the "Microprocessor Controlled Beacon."

Firstly, it should be stated that the idea of a microprocessor performing control functions of a beacon is not really revolutionary: the new OScars carry an on-board processor to control the telemetry, codestore etc. Beacons at present serve several functions; since they are active 24 hours per day, they act as a useful signal for aligning receivers, as a calibration point and serve as a guide to propagation conditions. However, they simply radiate a carrier with the callsign in FSK every n seconds. This has now become a waste of resources and it is not now difficult to enable the beacon to carry useful information as well as providing a signal source.

General Principles

The overall design, together with the present design for comparison is shown in Fig. 1. Clearly, the only difference between the two is that the electronic keyer has been replaced by a microprocessor system—that is the microprocessor itself, memory and input/output interfaces. This latter could quite conceivably have a lower component count than the keyer. The nature of the input ports are determined by the application of the beacon; of this more later.

Weather

Of particular interest to the VHF/UHF orientated amateur are the prevailing weather conditions. These can be measured without great difficulty in electrical terms and can be converted into digital signals acceptable by the microprocessor's input ports. The system could then, for instance, measure the barometric pressure and transmit this for the benefit of those amateurs interested in working DX on the VHF/UHF bands. Also of use would be temperature and humidity, which can both be measured without too much difficulty.

Output Format

In its simplest form, the output would consist of Morse, modulating the carrier as at present, with the data being presented in plain language as far as possible, but because of the restriction on the time available the format would have to be fairly compact. Since the object of the beacon is to be of maximum possible use to the greatest number of people, and since extra facilities can be added at practically the cost of the memory used to contain the required programme (i.e. very little), the beacon could send the data in RTTY (Murray Code); and also perhaps in the recently permitted ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange—an 8-bit code without the shift characters of Murray).

There is no reason why the output format should not be exactly the same as on Morse, the appropriate carriage control characters being inserted at the end of each line. Thus a typical print-out might be:

```
GB3MPU GB3MPU GB3MPU
GB3MPU ON 144.95
QTH WROTHAM
QRA ZZ11A
NGR TQ111111
TEMP 17C
BARO 1030 MB
HUMIDITY 32 PER CENT
DE GB3MPU GB3MPU GB3MPU.
```

If this line of thought is continued, there is no reason why other, more exotic modes of transmission should not be sent, SSTV for instance. The format of the picture and the generation of synchronous pulses would present no problem to the microprocessor, especially if the picture sent were restricted to the callsign of the beacon. If the number of stations equipped to receive it justified its inclusion, facsimile could similarly be sent. Since these facilities would inevitably be used less than those of CW and RTTY, transmission would best be restricted to a fairly infrequent basis, perhaps every 30 minutes. This service would enable amateurs to align equipment without the use of test-tapes and the attendant problems of speed variations etc.
THE 1977 "MAGAZINE" CLUB CONTEST
THIRTY-SECOND ANNUAL EVENT

By "Club Secretary"

MCC again: this time your scribe is not just an invigilator and making horse laughs, but doing the sorting and donkey-work. Thus the thirty-second MCC report may look a bit different from those of previous years; don't shoot the pianist, he's doing his best!

Now, it will be recalled that we ran MCC late last year, and as a result of the protests we moved it back to November; but still the number of entries dropped, as anyone who had been monitoring the band over the last years could have expected. Rather odd, then, that the winners Guernsey in fact managed a higher score than last year's top-dog; and what's more they created what must be the record DX for any MCC when they hooked 3B8DT! The rig was a Trio TS-820, driving a folded dipole at eighty feet and running E-W, so that it was laying down (and receiving!) a fat signal all over the U.K. They say it was their first effort at a CW-only contest; and as for the QRM, how about a loud firework display going on just a few yards away—one can just imagine the tense looks outside every now and again to see whether the aerial was still in its accustomed place!

That conditions were a little odd was noted by many contestors, and said if we disqualified him please use it as a check log. Needless to say, we accepted this entry! One minor contre-temps occurred when we noted the first page of one station's log was missing—it followed up a day or two later it was almost entirely transceivers, some of them used in conjunction with transverters to get them on to the band; one particularly neat idea was used by the Cheltenham association—just two days old as a club in its own right!—in that the receive part of their transverter had a Q-Multiplier built in to sharpen things up a bit. The power supplies, the transverter and all the gubbins are fitted in the Heath loudspeaker-cabinet to match all the rest of the station; as the photograph shows, a nicely-built and contrived machine but what a pity they were only able to get in 1 1/2 hours of operating on the Saturday due to visitors, and none on Sunday. A couple of stations used the traditional gear, with Clifton using a 6AG7 PA valve and CR-100, Yeovil and Yaesu FR-50B. One station with an FT-401 went as far as to keep a power meter in the line all the time, and certify it as never going "over the top," while another station with an FT-401 took the alternative path of using it into an outboard PA stage.

The standard of the logs was very high indeed, with the exception of just one—and he was most apologetic and said if we disqualified him please use it as a check log. Needless to say, we accepted this entry! One minor contre-temps occurred when we noted the first page of one station's log was missing—it followed up a day or two later it was almost entirely transceivers, some of them used in conjunction with transverters to get them on to the band; one particularly neat idea was used by the Cheltenham association—just two days old as a club in its own right!—in that the receive part of their transverter had a Q-Multiplier built in to sharpen things up a bit. The power supplies, the transverter and all the gubbins are fitted in the Heath loudspeaker-cabinet to match all the rest of the station; as the photograph shows, a nicely-built and contrived machine but what a pity they were only able to get in 1 1/2 hours of operating on the Saturday due to visitors, and none on Sunday. A couple of stations used the traditional gear, with Clifton using a 6AG7 PA valve and CR-100, Yeovil and Yaesu FR-50B. One station with an FT-401 went as far as to keep a power meter in the line all the time, and certify it as never going "over the top," while another station with an FT-401 took the alternative path of using it into an outboard PA stage.

The standard of the logs was very high indeed, with the exception of just one—and he was most apologetic and said if we disqualified him please use it as a check log. Needless to say, we accepted this entry! One minor contre-temps occurred when we noted the first page of one station's log was missing—it followed up a day or two later it was almost entirely transceivers, some of them used in conjunction with transverters to get them on to the band; one particularly neat idea was used by the Cheltenham association—just two days old as a club in its own right!—in that the receive part of their transverter had a Q-Multiplier built in to sharpen things up a bit. The power supplies, the transverter and all the gubbins are fitted in the Heath loudspeaker-cabinet to match all the rest of the station; as the photograph shows, a nicely-built and contrived machine but what a pity they were only able to get in 1 1/2 hours of operating on the Saturday due to visitors, and none on Sunday. A couple of stations used the traditional gear, with Clifton using a 6AG7 PA valve and CR-100, Yeovil and Yaesu FR-50B. One station with an FT-401 went as far as to keep a power meter in the line all the time, and certify it as never going "over the top," while another station with an FT-401 took the alternative path of using it into an outboard PA stage.

The standard of the logs was very high indeed, with the exception of just one—and he was most apologetic and said if we disqualified him please use it as a check log. Needless to say, we accepted this entry! One minor contre-temps occurred when we noted the first page of one station's log was missing—it followed up a day or two later it was almost entirely transceivers, some of them used in conjunction with transverters to get them on to the band; one particularly neat idea was used by the Cheltenham association—just two days old as a club in its own right!—in that the receive part of their transverter had a Q-Multiplier built in to sharpen things up a bit. The power supplies, the transverter and all the gubbins are fitted in the Heath loudspeaker-cabinet to match all the rest of the station; as the photograph shows, a nicely-built and contrived machine but what a pity they were only able to get in 1 1/2 hours of operating on the Saturday due to visitors, and none on Sunday. A couple of stations used the traditional gear, with Clifton using a 6AG7 PA valve and CR-100, Yeovil and Yaesu FR-50B. One station with an FT-401 went as far as to keep a power meter in the line all the time, and certify it as never going "over the top," while another station with an FT-401 took the alternative path of using it into an outboard PA stage.

The standard of the logs was very high indeed, with the exception of just one—and he was most apologetic and said if we disqualified him please use it as a check log. Needless to say, we accepted this entry! One minor contre-temps occurred when we noted the first page of one station's log was missing—it followed up a day or two later it was almost entirely transceivers, some of them used in conjunction with transverters to get them on to the band; one particularly neat idea was used by the Cheltenham association—just two days old as a club in its own right!—in that the receive part of their transverter had a Q-Multiplier built in to sharpen things up a bit. The power supplies, the transverter and all the gubbins are fitted in the Heath loudspeaker-cabinet to match all the rest of the station; as the photograph shows, a nicely-built and contrived machine but what a pity they were only able to get in 1 1/2 hours of operating on the Saturday due to visitors, and none on Sunday. A couple of stations used the traditional gear, with Clifton using a 6AG7 PA valve and CR-100, Yeovil and Yaesu FR-50B. One station with an FT-401 went as far as to keep a power meter in the line all the time, and certify it as never going "over the top," while another station with an FT-401 took the alternative path of using it into an outboard PA stage.

The standard of the logs was very high indeed, with the exception of just one—and he was most apologetic and said if we disqualified him please use it as a check log. Needless to say, we accepted this entry! One minor contre-temps occurred when we noted the first page of one station's log was missing—it followed up a day or two later it was almost entirely transceivers, some of them used in conjunction with transverters to get them on to the band; one particularly neat idea was used by the Cheltenham association—just two days old as a club in its own right!—in that the receive part of their transverter had a Q-Multiplier built in to sharpen things up a bit. The power supplies, the transverter and all the gubbins are fitted in the Heath loudspeaker-cabinet to match all the rest of the station; as the photograph shows, a nicely-built and contrived machine but what a pity they were only able to get in 1 1/2 hours of operating on the Saturday due to visitors, and none on Sunday. A couple of stations used the traditional gear, with Clifton using a 6AG7 PA valve and CR-100, Yeovil and Yaesu FR-50B. One station with an FT-401 went as far as to keep a power meter in the line all the time, and certify it as never going "over the top," while another station with an FT-401 took the alternative path of using it into an outboard PA stage.

The standard of the logs was very high indeed, with the exception of just one—and he was most apologetic and said if we disqualified him please use it as a check log. Needless to say, we accepted this entry! One minor contre-temps occurred when we noted the first page of one station's log was missing—it followed up a day or two later it was almost entirely transceivers, some of them used in conjunction with transverters to get them on to the band; one particularly neat idea was used by the Cheltenham association—just two days old as a club in its own right!—in that the receive part of their transverter had a Q-Multiplier built in to sharpen things up a bit. The power supplies, the transverter and all the gubbins are fitted in the Heath loudspeaker-cabinet to match all the rest of the station; as the photograph shows, a nicely-built and contrived machine but what a pity they were only able to get in 1 1/2 hours of operating on the Saturday due to visitors, and none on Sunday. A couple of stations used the traditional gear, with Clifton using a 6AG7 PA valve and CR-100, Yeovil and Yaesu FR-50B. One station with an FT-401 went as far as to keep a power meter in the line all the time, and certify it as never going "over the top," while another station with an FT-401 took the alternative path of using it into an outboard PA stage.

The standard of the logs was very high indeed, with the exception of just one—and he was most apologetic and said if we disqualified him please use it as a check log. Needless to say, we accepted this entry! One minor contre-temps occurred when we noted the first page of one station's log was missing—it followed up a day or two later it was almost entirely transceivers, some of them used in conjunction with transverters to get them on to the band; one particularly neat idea was used by the Cheltenham association—just two days old as a club in its own right!—in that the receive part of their transverter had a Q-Multiplier built in to sharpen things up a bit. The power supplies, the transverter and all the gubbins are fitted in the Heath loudspeaker-cabinet to match all the rest of the station; as the photograph shows, a nicely-built and contrived machine but what a pity they were only able to get in 1 1/2 hours of operating on the Saturday due to visitors, and none on Sunday. A couple of stations used the traditional gear, with Clifton using a 6AG7 PA valve and CR-100, Yeovil and Yaesu FR-50B. One station with an FT-401 went as far as to keep a power meter in the line all the time, and certify it as never going "over the top," while another station with an FT-401 took the alternative path of using it into an outboard PA stage.
so later and worried the office no end. This being said, all of them were good, and some quite outstanding in their presentation.

Although some groups were of the opinion that the Saturday conditions were poorer than the Sunday, the logs show differently in looking at the overall picture. Perhaps also on the Sunday there was some deterioration in the Westerly direction, as the Leprechauns at EI4LRC swapped reports a couple of S-points down both ways with Plymouth on the Sunday as compared with the Saturday.

Signals generally were of pretty good quality, with very few drifters or key-clicks to annoy, despite the likelihood that at least some stations almost certainly were operating under reduced mains-voltage conditions. While, as we have indicated, the numbers of logs were down, it would seem quite likely that some clubs went to 144 MHz (one was heard there after the contest, who was a “regular” in previous years) and of course for the tough guys who really know the contesting game 7 MHz had its attractions—but almost everyone said we will run it again next year. Let us answer that one right now and say “of course we will, have no fear.”

Beefs: for all practical purposes, none. One group did moan about non-club stations not stopping to give their locations, and singled-out G3BMY in particular; but frankly we can’t believe Tom Cashmore as unlikely to “know the form” as far as Top Band or MCC are concerned.

Log Comments

Some of the humour was deliberate, some of it accidental—for instance: “Overall sore, 19747” (Guernsey) . . . “Band was very poor on the Saturday night” (Dundee Kingsway Technical College) . . . “Contest rules seemed biased against the G’s” (Kirkcaldy) . . . “An enjoyable contest though the QSO rate at times was low; our first attempt at the 160 metre contest” (Lisnas-harragh High School) . . . “The 3B8 was a great surprise—it remains to be seen whether he is genuine or not. He gave name as Joe and QSL to DLI1IZ” (White Rose) . . . “Maybe Guy Fawkes has blown up MCC 1977!” (IRTS Region One “B”) . . . “First night fairly flat and with heavy QRN; second night excellent” (Plymouth) . . . “Things just didn’t go the way we planned.” (Maidstone Y) . . . “Please keep one contest on Top Band, and over two legs” (Sutton & Cheam A) . . . “Nearly couldn’t enter because of damage to antenna coils. Remedied by sawing out the bent piece of tubing and piecing it out, only to find the whole issue resonant on about 2 MHz; added a ten-turn loading-coil about an hour out, only to find the whole issue resonant on about 1835 kHz. Phew!” (Torbay) . . . “Several periods of rain static on Saturday, up to 29 + 25dB.” (Edgware) . . . “Plenty of Fun and beer!” (North Staffs) . . . “We lost our aerial in the wind between 2000 and 2100 on Saturday—wondered why the band was so flat!” (Surrey) . . . “We thought our first T9c report was C for Club—then someone thought they make it plain it meant C for Chirp!” (Ed. note: Creditably, they went QRT for 30 minutes to sort it out.) (South Manchester) . . . “Conditions were very peculiar at times; however, enjoyed by all those taking part.” (Acton, Brentford & Chiswick) . . . “I think GM4AAF had trouble with his receiver at times; he gave us RST 529!” (STC Paignton).

Summary

Quite a few stations were worried about the question of repeating QSO’s on the second leg. The intention was quite clear in our minds that one could work a particular station once on each night—but we have to admit that the rules weren’t clear and a note has been made to that effect. The question of “standard abbreviations” has been made before and we stick to our opinion that since so many clubs use MCC as a forcing-ground for the bigger contests, we should stick to our existing system and make the novices pin their ears back!

There is a widespread feeling that the contest is not fair to the G’s—and in fact this comment has been made by one club or another every year since your scribe has had anything to do with MCC, no matter how the Rules were “adjusted.” In fact, if one considers it all rather carefully, the main method of “adjusting” things for fairness is in essence either the starting time, or the date. The reason is this: the chaps in GM, GI, EI, and so on, haven’t got many “locals” in the way of three or six-pointers to work, only the single-point stations and none too many of them, until the band starts to open to elsewhere. Meanwhile the G stations, which are largely grouped together in or near the massive conurbations (horrible word, isn’t it!) are harvesting their locals at a massive rate of knots, and at the half-way mark have usually quite a good lead which is whittled away by the DX’y station later on in the evening. Thus, a switch to December is not very desirable as it gives too much of the edge to the DX, and a look at the 1978 contest calendar shows the first two weekends of November as already pre-empted by the RSGB 7 MHz and 1.8 MHz respectively. It would seem a bit much to have another Top Band shindig just a week after the RSGB one, and the last week of November would bias things too much, we feel, in favour of the GM’s. So, provisionally for the moment, we are setting MCC to the last weekend in October, which should be enough to “bias the PA” against the DX just a little more. That gives us then October 28-29, 1978 for the next MCC. See you there!
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**YAESU MUSEN EXCLUDING VAT**

- FT301 T/Rx 1:8-30, 100W: £485.00
- FT301D Digital Readout: £585.00
- FT3015 10W PEP 70W: £460.00
- FP301 External VFO: £62.00
- FP301 PSU/Speaker: £79.00
- FP301D FP301 + Clock: £125.00
- FDK Quartz -16: £125.00
- FDK Multi U -11: £122.00
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**MISCELLANEOUS**

- TLM Trunk lip mount: £339.00
- UCL Mid loaded: £314.00
- B5U I432 MHz: £321.00
- MB Magnetic base: £50.00
- Unwanted base deduction: £50.00

**SMC Monitorscope £69.00 + 8% VAT**

**FRG-7 Digital £199.00 + 12% VAT**

Available ex-stock—NOW.

**FREE PHONE**

All FDK and Yaesu equipment orders accepted by telephone transfer charge on 01-864 6080—same day despatch by SECURICOR.

**MISCELLANEOUS ALL CARRIAGE PAID**

- JD 110 Power, VSWR, Field Strength Meter £99.00 + 8% VAT
- SWR SWR/Power Twin Meters £115.00 + 8% VAT
- GDR 123 20W AC: £125.00
- Power Supply 3amps (5amps Peak) £125.00 + 8% VAT
- CO-AX Slider Switches: £50.00
- TWS 120 1 in 2 out: £50.00 + 8% VAT
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LEE ELECTRONICS LTD.

Established for More than Two Decades
01-723 5521
Closed Thursdays
G8JVL

400 Edgware Rd., Paddington, W.2
London's Largest Stockists of YAESU
• ANTENNA SPECIALISTS • STANDARD • ICOM
BANTEX • JAYBEE • REVCO • QM70 • ATLAS, ETC.

SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER
Perspex Dust Covers designed and manufactured by us to keep your Yaesu equipment in mint condition. Suitable for Models FT101, 101B, FL101, FR101, FT201, FT101E, FL2100, FT277, FT286A, FRG7, MY200, YA200, etc. Price £3.95 each inc. VAT. Carry case, etc. FT301, FT321, FT220, FT620, £3.00 each inc. VAT. Carriage 45p.

YAESU MUSEN PRICES—FREE DELIVERY WITHIN UK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£85.00</td>
<td>FT303 T/Rx 1/8-30, 10W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£80.00</td>
<td>FT303D Digital Readout 301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£85.00</td>
<td>FT305 10W PEP 301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£80.00</td>
<td>FP301 External VFO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£79.00</td>
<td>FP301 P/SU, Speaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£92.00</td>
<td>FT200B T/Rx 3-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£45.00</td>
<td>FT201R T/Rx 2m. L25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Transceivers finished metal cases and only need 3 connections and approximately 25 min. fitting time.

All microwave-modules subject to VAT in U.K. — 8% on frequency counters, all other models + 124% after 1972.

MICROWAVE-MODULES DISPATCHED WORLD-WIDE — POST-FREE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£79.00</td>
<td>MMT 144/28 2m. Transverter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£79.00</td>
<td>MMT 142/28 70cm. Transmitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£97.00</td>
<td>MMT258/144 70cm, Transmitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£97.00</td>
<td>MMT 1/3 power supply 12v. 3 amp stabilised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£119.00</td>
<td>MMT 423/283 with Exalt Oscar Shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£131.00</td>
<td>MMT 423/144 with Exalt Repeat Shift</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Frequency Counters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£62.00</td>
<td>MMD 050, 50 MHz Counter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£79.00</td>
<td>MMD 050/500, 500 MHz Counter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£35.00</td>
<td>100p Pre-scaler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£30.00</td>
<td>MMV 1296, 250 Varactor.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All microwave-modules dispatched worldwide — post-free.

ICOM RANGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£146.00</td>
<td>IC215, 2m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£153.90</td>
<td>IC205, 2m. Mobile 3dB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£153.90</td>
<td>IC220, 10W. Mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£159.10</td>
<td>IC240, 10W. Mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£158.00</td>
<td>IC245, 10W. FM/SSB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£189.00</td>
<td>IC211E, 10W. FM/SSB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Super-Scan digital read-out with 40 channel auto scanner for £69.00 + 12% VAT.

FRG7 — DIGITAL-DISPLAY

Yes. The world famous FRG-7 is now available with the Lee Electronics Digital Display Module fitted in place of the kaths dial. Special Price £180 + VAT

For customers who already own FRG-7's we can supply the digital read-out complete with installation instructions £28.00 + VAT FRG7. The above display modules are supplied wired in grey, finished metal cases and only need 3 connections and approximately 25 min. fitting time.

FRG7 Digital £180
FRG7 with analogue dial £145.00
FR7 Perspex cover as illustrated £3.50
All plus 12½% VAT.

Send 25p in stamps for full Yaesu and ICOM catalogues.
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**COMMUNICATION SERIES OF I.C's**

- Untested consisting of
  - 0-2" LEDS Red at 15p, Green at 18p, Orange at 18p.
  - 5.5 MHz CERAMIC FILTERS at 27p each.
  - 455 kHz VERSION OF LP 1175 FILTER at 55p.
  - SILICON STUD DIODES BYX 38.300.
  - ELECTRET MICROPHONE INSERT with FET Pre-amp at £1.85.
  - 100 MULLARD C280 CAPACITORS Assorted for 57p.
  - 20 WATT ZENERS BYZ 93 types 6.8v., 7.5v., 8.2v., 9.1v., 10v.
  - TANTALUM BEAD CAPACITORS MINIATURE ROTARY SWITCHES 2 Pole 4 Way at 29p each.
  - WIRE ENDED CRYSTALS 28 kHz, 28.5 kHz.
  - FM I.C's TBA 120S Untested with data at 6 for 60p.
  - UNI UNIONS TIS 43 type at 20p, MEU 21 at 22p, MU 4894 at £1.65.
  - FT 243 CRYSTALS 8040, 8100 kHz at 75p ea., 7620, 7720, 7900, 79661, 2.5 GHz DUAL NPN TRANSISTORS Untested with data.
  - VISCONEL CAPACITORS 0005uf 25Kv.w. at 40p, 0005uf 75Kv.w.
  - SPECIAL FM FRONT END with circuit at £2.
  - HIGH VOLTAGE DISCS 500pf 11Kv.w 1000pf 10Kv,w.
  - FM FRONT END with conversion data for Aircraft Band, or 144 MHz.
  - 100 POLYSTYRENE CAPACITORS Assorted for 57p.
  - DISC CERAMICS 100 Assorted for 57p.

**BRANDED TRANSISTORS**

- BC 107, BC 108, BC 109, BC 177 at £1.10.
- BCX 36 TRANSISTORS at £10.
- RCA 40410 PNP 90V 100 MHz TRANSISTOR 5 watt at 18p.
- BUTTERFLY PRE-SET TUNING CAPACITORS Spindle easily extended. 25x25pf at 75p, 38x38pf Wide Spaced at 65p.
- TESA 240 V P 300mA at 18p each.

**X BAND GUNN DIODES**

- with data at £1.65

**X BAND TUNING VARACTOR DIODES**

- 1 To 2pf or 3 To 4pf with data at £1.65

**SPECIAL 2 GHz STRIPE NPN LOW NOISE TRANSISTORS**

- £1
- Nut Fixing 1000pf
- FEED THRU's 500v. 15p each

**50 ASSORTED TANTALUM BEAD CAPACITORS**

- for £5.10
- DAU TRIMMERS
  - 2 to 9pf at 10p
  - 5 To 38pf at 10p, 6 To 45pf at 10p, 8 To 125pf at 12p, 8 To 140pf at 15p

**TRIPLE DEMODULATOR AM, SSB, FM I.C.**

- Untested with data at 30p ea.
- AMPLIFIER YOGAD.
- With side tone untested with data at 30p.
- SSB, AM, DETECTOR AGC GENERATOR.
- Untested with data at 30p.

**TUNING CAPACITORS**

- with Slow Motion Drive.
- 300+300pf at 55p, 300+400pf at 55p, 300+500pf at 55p, 300+500+25+25pf at 55p, 5 X 25+25+20+20+20pf at 55p.
- TUNING CAPACITOR Direct Drive.
- 5pf at 75p, 10pf at 75p, 20pf at 75p, 50pf at 75p, 100pf at 75p, 200pf at 75p, 300pf at 75p, 500pf at 75p, 1000pf at 75p.
- TUNING CAPACITORS with Slow Motion Drive.

**50 ASSORTED TRANSISTOR ELECTROLYTICS**

- for 57p.
- SOLDER-IN TUBE TRIMMERS 3pf, 6pf at 5p ea at 8p.

**UNMARKED GOOD BFY 51 TRANSISTORS**

- at 10p.

**BRANDED TRANSISTORS**

- 50 ASSORTED TANTALUM DISC CERAMICS for 57p.

**BRANDED RESISTORS**

- at £1.65.

**ELECTROLYCS**

- Screw Terminal Types. 6800uf 160v. at 40p, 1300uf 36v. at 55p, 15,000uf at 75p, £1, 33,000uf 16v. at 75p, 47,000uf 10v. at 75p, £50, Tab Ended. 500uf 70v. at 35p, 3000uf 10v. at 30p, 1000uf 10v. at 75p, 3000uf 25v. at 50p, £700uf 25v. at 50p, 3000uf 35v. at 60p, Wire Ended. 220uf 63v. at 30p, 330uf 40v. at 25p, 300uf 63v. at 25p, 470uf 6v. at 50p, 370uf 40v. at 25p.

**MULLARD NUT FIXING 18p TUBULAR TRIMMERS at 50p.
- WIRE ENDED CRYSTALS Untested at 40p.
- MULLARD NUT FIXING 50 ASSORTED BC 107-8-9 TRANSISTORS Untested for 57p.

**20 WATT ZENERS**

- at 10 for 60p.

**UNMARKED GOOD BFY 51 TRANSISTORS**

- at 10 for 40p.

**50 ASSORTED GOOD TUBULAR TRIMMERS at 50p.
- 20 ASSORTED FT 24IA CRYSTALS 96th Harmonic 71 To 96 MHz at £1-10.

**BRANDED TRANSISTORS**

- for £1.

**50 ASSORTED TANTALUM DISC CERAMICS for 57p.
- BRANDED TRANSISTORS BC 107, BC 108, BC 109, BC 177 at £1.10.
- 50 ASSORTED TUBULAR TRIMMERS at 50p.
- 100 POLYSTYRENE CAPACITORS Assorted for 57p.
- 200 ASSORTED TUBE TRIMMERS 3pf, 6pf at 5p ea at 8p.

**SOLDER-IN TUBULAR TRIMMERS**

- at £1.

**RCA CA 3089Q FM I.C.**

- at £1-10.

**PISTON TRIMMERS**

- 0 To 20pf at 22p, 9 To 28pf at 33p.

**PHOTO TRANSISTORS**

- at 15p.

**DINING TRAVERS**

- for £1.10.

**SOLDER-IN TUBULAR TRIMMERS**

- 3pf, 6pf at 5p ea at 8p.

**SOLDER-IN TUBULAR TRIMMERS**

- 3pf, 6pf at 5p ea at 8p.
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- 3pf, 6pf at 5p ea at 8p.
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- 3pf, 6pf at 5p ea at 8p.
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- 3pf, 6pf at 5p ea at 8p.
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- 3pf, 6pf at 5p ea at 8p.
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- 3pf, 6pf at 5p ea at 8p.
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- 3pf, 6pf at 5p ea at 8p.
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- 3pf, 6pf at 5p ea at 8p.
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- 3pf, 6pf at 5p ea at 8p.
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- 3pf, 6pf at 5p ea at 8p.
ADVANCED PRODUCTS FOR THE DISCERNING AMATEUR

Our new active receiving antenna model ADI70 was featured in detail in December's advertisement. A comprehensive data sheet is now available free on request. Another new data sheet describes our mains power unit Models MPU and MPU/I.

FREQUENCY-AGILE AUDIO FILTER
MODEL FLI

A versatile bandpass or band-reject filter with fully variable bandwidth and centre frequency plus unique search/lock/track capability for automatic removal of heterodyne whistles. Improves reception of CW, RTTY, and SSB. Connects between receiver and loudspeaker.

R.F. SPEECH CLIPPER
MODEL RFC

Processes speech as a SSB signal at 60 kHz to increase its ratio of average to peak levels without adding harmonic distortion. Improves talk power of SSB, FM, and AM transmitters without increasing the peak transmitted power. Connects between microphone and transmitter. (See articles by Dr. D. A. Tong, Wireless World Feb. 1975, 79-82 and Oct. 1976, 77-81).

UP-CONVERTER MODEL UC/1

Adds full receiving coverage from 90 kHz to 30 MHz to existing receivers or transceivers tuning 28-29 MHz or 144-145 MHz. The full range is covered in thirty 1 MHz wide synthesizer controlled segments. Also works as a two-metre converter. Connects between receiver and antenna.

NEW PRODUCTS!

MODEL ADI70 A compact active receiving antenna covering 100 kHz to 70 MHz without tuning or matching units. Price £29.50 (£33.19 inc. VAT).
MODELS MPU and MPU/I Mains power units for FLI, UC/1 or ADI70. MPU has integral 13A mains plug, MPU/I has 18" mains lead. Price £5.50 (£6.19 inc. VAT).
MODEL ADI70-UC/I or MPU/I Package price £33.00 (£37.13 inc. VAT).

The descriptions above are brief. Please send for free copies of our data sheets and read the full story.

UC/I £105.00; FL-I £53.00; RFC/M £21.50; RFC £40.00 (with either 4-pin or stereo jack input connectors).

All plus VAT at 121/2%, prices include delivery within UK. A range of accessory leads is also available, full price list on request.

DATONG ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Spence Mills, Mill Lane, Bramley, Leeds LS13 3HE. Tel: Pudsey (0532) 552461.

Optimum Performance with KW

Decca KW-103 Combined SWR/RF Power Meter is an instrument for measuring a 50 ohm coaxial line feeding an Aerial System or Dummy Load (1) Standing Wave Radio. (2) RF Power with two ranges 0-100 & 0-1000W when used with a 50 ohm Dummy Load.

Decca-KW Dummy Load is air convection cooled and has been designed as a purely resistive 50 ohm load up to 30 MHz. Power capability up to 1000 watts.

Decca-KW Balun Mk. II, The Decca-KW Balun is broadband—3 to 30 MHz, rated up to 3kW p.e.p. 1:1 Ratio 50 ohms "unbalanced" feed to "balanced" output. Waterproof moulded case. Suitable for dipole and Beam aerials.

Note: The well-known KW LOW PASS FILTER passing 3-30 MHz is available from stock.

Decca-KW Antenna Tuning System including E-Z match, SWR/RF Power meter, Dummy Load, Antenna switch. High power version KW 109 is available.

KW COMMUNICATIONS LTD
Crampton Road, Otford, Sevenoaks, Kent. Tel: Sevenoaks (0732) 50911

Write or phone for catalogue. "Easy terms on equipment" available over 12, 18 or 24 months.

KW SERVING RADIO AMATEURS WORLD-WIDE

Amateur Radio Products
DECCA COMMUNICATIONS LTD
Crampton Road, Otford, Sevenoaks Kent. Tel: Sevenoaks (0732) 50911

Come to us in 1977... the Forty Years of KW World Wide Antennas 

OTHER KW FAVOURITES

E-Z match, KW the original and Dipoles, KW Switch, KW Antenna, KW Gain Benches for vehicles, KW CDR, Telephone, etc. KW Micros are normally stocked for delivery of five years. Write or phone for catalogue.

Amateur Radio Products
DECCA COMMUNICATIONS LTD
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SEM

P.O. BOX 6, CASTLETOWN, ISLE OF MAN Tel. PORT ERIN (0624) 833714

NEW! SENTINEL V.H.F. TRANSMIT POWER AMPLIFIER AND RECEIVE PRE-AMPLIFIER

A new concept in add on units to improve 2 metre performance on transmit and receive.

On transmit the Power Amplifier produces a power gain of 4, up to a maximum of 12 watts in, for 43 watts out. The circuit is suitable for all transmission modes with a sophisticated bias stabilisation circuit for correct full power operation rather than the simple diode arrangement normally used.

The receive pre-amplifier has the same performance as our standard Sentinel or Sentinel Auto

Supply voltage is 13-6 nominal (12-15v), 5mA on receive, up to 6 amps on transmit.

Size : 6" x 2" front panel, 4½" deep. Sockets are SO239.

Price £33.00 + VAT = £39-62.

Also available without the receive pre-amplifier at £44-00 + VAT = £49-60. BOTH IN STOCK.

THE SENTINEL STANDARD 2 METRE PRE-AMPLIFIER

Same circuit as the one above but without the RF switching.

Price : £7.75 + VAT = £8-72. IN STOCK.

THE PA3

Size only about 1 cubic inch to fit inside your transceiver. N.F. 2dB gain 18dB. Price : £5.57 + VAT = £6-27. IN STOCK.

H.F. PRE-AMPLIFIERS

Many people are using these devices as an ACTIVE AERIAL. In our workshop for example, an AVO meter, with its normal test leads, used as an aerial into the H.F. pre-amp gives similar reception to a full size outside resonant dipole, without the Sentinel pre-amp. Of course. The receiver used was an FR101.

SENTINEL H.F. PRE-AMPLIFIER. These are wideband pre-amplifiers from 1-40 MHz N.F. 1 dB, gain 15 dB. Size : 2⅝ x 1⅞ x ¾. Price: £7.00 + VAT = £7.87. IN STOCK.

SENTINEL H.F. PRE-AMPLIFIER with change over relay. Same specification as above but including a change over relay for switching straight through. This can be operated by your transceiver for direct connection in your aerial coax. Price : £9-00 + VAT = £10-12. IN STOCK.

SEM ‘Z’ MATCH

A compact and attractive A.T.U. 80-10 metres tested at 1kW into 50 ohms. Slow motion calibrated dials. Size only 8⅛ x 4 x 7⅞. SO239 and screw terminals for co-ax fed or wire aerials, Balanced or unbalanced. Price : £32-00 + VAT = £36-00.

SEM EUROPA C

Now includes a relay controlled by the ON/OFF switch for switching the H.F. equipment between the Europa or your H.F. aerial. I.E. NO PLUG CHANGING.

* Receive converter - 2dB N.F. 30dB gain with MOSFETS.
* Transmit converter 200MW drive for 200W input.
* Spurious output - 80dB !

Price only £100 + VAT = £112-50. IN STOCK.

Complete to plug into Yaesu equipment. Complete power supply for Europa £45-00 + VAT = £50-62. IN STOCK.

ALL OUR PRODUCTS CARRY A 12-MONTH GUARANTEE

To order : C.W.O. or credit card. We take credit card orders from anywhere in the world, just send or phone your card number for same day service. All prices are post paid in Britain.

We welcome trade enquiries from anywhere in the world.

If you require more detailed information or help do not hesitate to ring or write.
Can YOUR Antenna do all this?

You've read our ads with their recent testimonials and user histories—so this month we thought we'd remind readers of the selling points of the

JOYSTICK VFA (World Patents)
- Only 7ft, 6in. long, comes in 3 easily assembled sections.
- Tunes 0.5-30 MHz, no gaps.
- Matching Antenna Tuner.
- No harmonic resonances—means that the highest efficiency transfer of power and waveform from TX to ether takes place, in turn this ensures that TVI and other spurious emissions are just not substantially present.
- Low angle radiation as an effective ground plane—that hushed power goes on to reach destination with the least number of loss-making skips.
- Gives receiver additional front end selectivity and gain—reduces cross-mod and out of band blocking.
- Your installation can be "tailored" to space available. Install VFA on mast or chimney or in roof space with a long or short feeder—or SIMPLY STAND IN THE SHACK. One delighted user proved his VFA by operating FROM A BASEMENT!

IN USE BY AMATEUR TRANSMITTING AND SWL STATIONS WORLD-WIDE AND IN GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATION

SYSTEM 'A' £36.00
250w. p.e.p. OR for the SWL

SYSTEM 'J' £42.60
500w. p.e.p. (improved 'Q' on receive)

PARTRIDGE SUPER PACKAGES

COMPLETE RADIO STATION FOR ANY LOCATION
All packages feature the World Record Joystick Aerial (System "A"), with 8ft. feeder, all necessary cables, matching communication headphones. Delivery Securicor our risk. ASSEMBLED IN SECONDS ! — BIG CASH SAVINGS !

PACKAGE No. 1 As above with R.300 RX SAVE £17.28 £210.55
PACKAGE No. 2 Is offered with the FRG7 RX SAVE £12.31 £195.00
PACKAGE No. 3 NEW — LOW PRICED PACKAGE. The all solid state SMC 73 with all the Partridge extras. SAVE £17.28 £154.86

RECEIVERS ONLY, inclusive delivery, etc
R.300 £184.50 FRG7 £162.00 SMC73 £128.81

BARCLAYCARD
Just telephone your card number
Phone 0843 62535 (or 62839 after office hours) or write for details—send 9p stamp

NOTE: All prices are those current at the time of closing for press inclusive of 12½% VAT and carriage.

BOX 4, PARTRIDGE HOUSE, PROSPECT ROAD, BROADSTAIRS, CT10 1LD. (Callers by appointment).

Eimac tubes fly everywhere

Eimac stock popular tube types, duty free, at Zürich Airport.

For fast, competitive service, contact:
Bob Bowles, Eimac Division,
Varian AG, P. O. Box, 6300 Zug, Switzerland
Tel. 042 / 316655
Telex 78789 or 78841
Sales offices in:
Zug, Switzerland and
Paris, London, Munich, Torino,
Amsterdam, Brussels, Stockholm.
R. T. & I. ELECTRONICS LTD.

where equipment is fully overhauled

TRIO QR666 Receiver .................................. £120.00 (3.00)
TRIO JR10 B.S. Receiver ................................ £90.00 (3.00)
EDDYSTONE EC10 MK1 Receiver ....................... £110.00 (3.00)
HAMMARLUND HG71RA B.S. Receiver ............... £150.00 (4.00)
KW.201 B.S. Receiver ................................ £130.00 (4.00)
EDDYSTONE 940 ......................................... £140.00 (4.00)
EDDYSTONE 680X Receiver ................................ £160.00 (4.00)
NATIONAL NC190 Receiver ............................... £180.00 (4.00)
HALLICRAFTERS SX100 Receiver ....................... £200.00 (4.00)
HEATHKIT SB303 Receiver ............................... £250.00 (4.00)
EDDYSTONE 940 ......................................... £170.00 (4.00)
EDDYSTONE EB35 Receiver ................................ £120.00 (4.00)
TRIO R100 Receiver .................................. £120.00 (4.00)
KW.202 B.S. Receiver ................................ £130.00 (4.00)

We are MAIN DISTRIBUTORS for AVO, MEGGER, TAYLOR and SULLIVAN INSTRUMENTS

All types of AVOMETERS and MEGGERS, normally in stock also accessories and spares

We also repair all types of instruments

Trade and Educational enquiries invited

S. G. BROWN'S HEADPHONES. Type "F" 120 ohm, 2000 ohm, 4000 ohm, £14.50 (4.00); $12.50 40p
Standard Jack plugs, 24p (4p).

EDDYSTONE DIGITAL MULTIMETERS

PDM35 ........................................... £49.00 (11.20)
PDM10 ........................................... £39.95 (9.50)

YAESU MUSEN FRG-7 Receiver in stock ............... £145.00 (3.00)
YAESU MUSEN FT-221-R Transceiver .................. £339.00 (9.40)

In present conditions we regret that all prices are subject to alteration without notice.

NOTE: 12½% VAT must be added to all prices, new and secondhand, except Test Equipment which is 8%, inc. carr. and packing.


FREE SHURE MIC. WITH EVERY KW TRANSMITTER or TRANSCEIVER purchased

We have full H.P. facilities.
Part exchanges are a pleasure.
We offer a first-class overhaul service for your electronic equipment, whether you are an amateur or professional user.
We welcome your enquiries for specific items which although not advertised, may very well be in stock.

Note—Partridge prices include postage, packing and VAT.

TRIO EQUIPMENT:

new Trio R-100 Receiver, in stock £164.00 (3.00)
All Bands with VFO calibrator.
SHURE MICROPHONES, 526T, £30.80 (10.00); 444S, £25.40 (8.00);
401A, £13.00 (4.00); 202, £12.00 (4.00); 201, £11.40 (4.00);
414A, £19.50 (5.00); 414B, £19.50 (5.00). Full details on request.

KEYNECTORS, piano key mains connector units, £4.25 (10p). Trade enquiries welcome.

VALVES. Please state your requirements.

ADVANCE TEST EQUIPMENT—we are agents—your enquiries please.

TNK METERS : TM500, £21.75 (75p), TV200C, £27.50 (50p), TPSSN, £13.00 (60p), Model 700, £47.50 (75p), also cases for same.

We also supply PHILIPS & LABGEAR COLOUR TV TEST EQUIPMENT, including Colour Bar Generators, Cross Hatch Generators. Degaussing Coils, Oscilloscopes, CRT Testers, Transistor Testers, etc., etc.

KW EQUIPMENT: (Don't forget your FREE mic. with every Tx. and Tcr. I) KW204, £25.00 (7.00); KW1000 Linear £25.00 (4.00); KW1000 Linear £20.00 (7.00); KW E-Z MATCH £29.00 (11.00); KW100, £20.00 (7.00); KW100 Monitor Scope, £35.00 (11.00); KW100 Terminal Unit, £18.00 (6.00); KW100, £17.00 (6.00); KW Balun, £18.00 (7.00); KW Antenna Switch, £18.00 (7.00), etc.

NOTE: 12½% VAT must be added to all prices, new and secondhand, except Test Equipment which is 8%, inc. carr. and packing.


FREE SHURE MIC. WITH EVERY KW TRANSMITTER or TRANSCEIVER purchased

At R.T. & I.

R. T. & I. ELECTRONICS LTD.

Ashville Old Hall, Ashville Road, London E11 4DX Tel. 01-539 4986

NEAREST STATION: LONDON ACHTER (Central Line)

HOURS—9.30 a.m.—5.30 p.m. MON.—FRI. CLOSED SATURDAYS

We'll put you on the air.

Learn how to become a radio-amateur in contact with the whole world. We give skilled preparation for the G.P.O. licence.

Brochure without obligation to:

British National Radio & Electronic School
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.

NAME
ADDRESS

Block caps please
VHF DIGITAL FREQUENCY METER—
Model DFM S

The updated version of the Catronics Frequency Meter with extended frequency range up to 250 MHz with a restyled cabinet and front panel.

- Full 7 digit 0.35" amber display.
- I.C. memory giving a "non-blanking" display.
- Automatic suppressed zeros on 3 leading digits to reduce power consumption.
- TTL and ECL i.c.s. used to give good reliability.
- 10 MHz master oscillator for high accuracy.
- 12v. (—ve earth) d.c. input and 210-350v. mains p.s.u. fitted.

Price only £148.50 incl. VAT

40W on 2M for £19.25

A Kit for building a 40 watt r.f. power amplifier for boosting the output of 10 watt F.M. mobile transmitters. Automatic solid-state T/R switching is incorporated.

NOW published—the AUTUMN 1977 edition which includes articles on 70 cm. FM transceiver (Part 2) Frequency Multipliers 70 cm. Bandpass Filter Yagi antennas 10 GHz transceiver (Part 2) Linear Capacitance Meter

Send £1-15 for a copy of this edition or £4-30 for complete 1977 subscription

VHF COMMUNICATIONS is the English language edition of the German publication UKW-BERICHTE, a quarterly amateur radio magazine especially catering for vhf/uhf/shf technology published in spring, summer, autumn and winter.

All special components required for the construction of the described equipment, such as printed circuit boards, coil formers, semiconductors and crystals, as well as complete kits, are available for despatch direct from Germany. Many of the printed circuit boards, in addition to a few selected kits, are stocked in the U.K. A price list of kits and materials is available—send s.a.e. for your copy.

ORDERS TO: VHF COMMUNICATIONS AT ADDRESS BELOW
Cheques and POs should be crossed and made payable to "Catronics Ltd." or "VHF Communications," as appropriate.
TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES
COMMUNICATION AIDS

RX BAND PASS FILTER ★ 9 integrated circuits ★ 1 watt O/P stage ★ headphone socket ★ 8 switched positions of filter ★ high pass—2.5 kHz-2.0 kHz-1.5 kHz-200 Hz-110 kHz-80 kHz. ★ Bandwidths selected for optimum readability on AM, SSB, FM, CW ★ giving the operator total control over bandwidth and QRM conditions ★ makes the poor RX superb and the superb RX better ★ runs from any supply from 9v. to 15v., £26.00 + VAT (12½%) + 50p P. & P.

PRINTED CIRCUIT MODULE including rotary switch, £15.00 + VAT (12½%) + 25p P. & P. (Type B.P.11)

AUDIO COMPRESSOR ★ Suitable for SSB/AM/PM ★ pure compression, no clipping! ★ 24 to 26dBs of compression, with less than 1% distortion ★ variable decay time, on front panel ★ variable noise gate on front panel prevents ambient noise level tripping vox or being tx in pauses in speech ★ all functions routed to output in "off" position ★ goes between mic and tx no mods involved ★ these compressors have been tested alongside commercial rf clippers, the only difference at the receiving end was superior audio quality, £24.00 + VAT (12½%) + 50p P. & P.

PRINTED CIRCUIT MODULE. Supply your own case and knobs. Assembled and tested. Type A.C.I, £14.00 + 12½% VAT + 25p P. & P.

RX PEAK AND NOTCH FILTER ★ no gimmicks ★ all integrated circuits ★ will clear QRM in seconds ★ 1 watt o/p stage ★ headphone socket ★ goes between RX and loudspeaker ★ by-pass switch ★ notch-width control for optimum width of notch ★ tune control allows you to put the notch or peak where you want it ★ runs from any supply from 9v. to 15v. ★ will also peak up CW signals, £26.00 + 50p P. & P.

PRINTED CIRCUIT MODULE. Including all pots and switch. Assembled and tested, £15.00 + VAT (12½%) + 25p P. & P. (Type P.N.I.)

THE TECH ASSOCIATES PRE-SELECTOR. Peaks all signals, amateur bands + broadcast bands ★ tunable from 1.6 MHz to 31 MHz ★ three switched bands ★ R.F. gain control to prevent strong station overload ★ S.O.259 I/P and O/P sockets ★ three transistors F.E.T. R.F. amp + bi-polar emitter follower for 50-75Ω O/P ★ two types available. ★ TYPE 1 with ant. changeover relay for transceiver use, £26.00 + 12½% VAT + 75p P. & P. ★ TYPE 2 for S.W.L. without ant. relay, £23.00 + 12½% VAT + 75p P. & P.

XTAL CALIBRATOR + deluxe unit with seven ranges down to 1 kHz ★ Switch selected from front panel ★ 1 MHz-500Hz-100 kHz-50kHz-10kHz-5kHz-1 kHz ★ Radiometers from its own 8 inch ant. ★ Markets usable from 1 MHz to UHF ★ Complete with ant. ready to use, just connect a 9v. battery, £20.00 + VAT (8%) + 50p P. & P.

NEW! TONE BURST GENERATOR

TBG-2
★ Crystal controlled for dependable repeater access. ★ Small size, fits any transceiver. 22.54L x 12.50W x 11.60H. Just connect in the push-to-talk line 5-15V. ±ve or —ve earth. 16-way DIL package may be soldered on to a PCB or simply glued into a convenient position. Supplied with full instructions. £8.00 each + 12½% VAT, post free.

OEM enquiries invited for these and logic compatible crystal oscillators (iC XO), 240Hz-20MHz.

INTERFACE QUARTZ DEVICES LTD.
29 Market St., Crewkerne, Somerset. Tel. (0460) 74433. Telex: 46283

Ref. 119


Basic Kit (less case, meter) ... ... ... £12.50
Full Kit as illustrated ... ... ... £20.00
Ready made ... ... ... £23.50 + Tax at 3%. P.P. £1.25

TELERADIO ELECTRONICS
325 Fore Street, Edmonton, London, N.9
The shop on the corner with the warm welcome, the hot coffee, and the standing invitation to come and look over our extensive and constantly-changing stock of equipment, both new and secondhand. Buying or selling, come and see us first... you'll be glad you did.

**WINTER LISTENING**

**FRG-7**, the finest general-coverage synthesised communications receiver on the market, now available in two versions.

Analogue at £162 inc. VAT  Digital at £223 inc. VAT.

Available from us with special 2m converter and accessories, all for just an extra £17.

**WINTER TRANSMITTING**

**FT-227R**, a new era in 2m transceivers, with 400 fully synthesised channels, 5kc spacing, memory button for recall of previous channel, ± 600kc for Repeater or any other off-set on push-button, tone-burst, Hi-Lo power, sub-audio tone squelch, and many other features, all for just £189 inc. VAT.

Phone for details of current stocks—new and secondhand—and opening hours

**C.B. ELECTRONICS**

UNIT 3, 771 ORMSKIRK ROAD, PEMBERTON, WIGAN, WN5 8AT

Telephone: Wigan (0942) 216567

**WITHOUT DOUBT THE BEST IN THE NORTH-WEST**

The people with a wealth of technical experience and know how, relating to amateur radio techniques, requirements and servicing—who will always be pleased to advise and assist in all respects, whether it be Sales, Service or Information.

**HOW TO FIND US**:

- From M6 junction 26 follow signs for Wigan A577 at first traffic lights (T junction) turn right towards Wigan. At next traffic lights you are there, BUT turn left and 10 yards further turn right by telephone kiosk. Premises are slightly to your right. Plenty of parking space. Mileage from motorway ¼ mile.
- From Wigan follow the A577 Skelmersdale to traffic lights at Fleet Street, Pemberton (Ye Olde White Swan on your left). Turn right then 10 yards right again. By telephone kiosk. Mileage from Wigan 2½ miles.

**otyping**: FT101E  ... £482-62  FT227R  ... £189-00  FT101EE  ... £459-00  FT227R  ... £381-00  FRG7  ... £162-00  FT301  ... £545-62  FRG7 Dig.  ... £223-00  FP301D  ... £140-00  FR201D  ... £438-00  FT223  ... £162-00  F.D.K.  ... £169-00  KW204  ... £285-00  Quartz 16  ... £169-00  KW100  ... £281-25  Multi U11  ... £249-00  KW107  ... £95-63  Multi 11  ... £219-00  KW109  ... £118-12  Multi 2700  ... £489-00  TMS48  ... £85-00  UNIDEN  ... £162-00  EDL144  ... £151-90  2030...  ... £162-00  NR56 receiver  ... £54-00  Low Monitor receiver complete with 11 xtals  ... £67-50

**MICROWAVE MODULES**

- Converters
- Transverters
- Counters

**J. BEAM LTD.**

**ANTENNA SPECIALISTS**

- Mobile Antennas
- Boot Lid and magnetic mounts

**WANTED**: RECEIVERS & TRANSCEIVERS HF or VHF

**PART EXCHANGES WELCOME**  **S.A.E. ALL ENQUIRIES**  **H.P. AND CREDIT TERM**
SST RANDOM WIRE ANTENNA TUNER

All band operation (160-10 metres) with any random length of wire. 200 watt output power capability—will work with virtually any transceiver. Ideal for portable or home operation. Great for apartments and hotel rooms—simply run a wire inside, out a window, or any place available. Toroid inductor for small size: 4 1/4" x 2 1/8" x 3". Built-in neon tune-up indicator. SO-239 connector. Attractive bronze finished enclosure.

Only £23.40 including VAT and carr.

Everything you need is in the Heathkit Catalogue

SW-717 Short Wave Radio
* 4 bands
* Solid state circuitry
* Advanced design
* 120 or 240V operation at 50-60Hz
* Takes about 5 evenings to assemble * £81.17 including postage

HR-1680 SSB/CW Receiver
* High performance
* Built-in AC power supply or external battery operation
* Excellent sensitivity
* Complete 80-10 metres coverage
* £206.00 including postage

Send for your free Heathkit Catalogue!
To: Heath (Gloucester) Limited, Department SW-18
Bristol Road, Gloucester, GL2 6EE.
Please send a copy of the Heathkit Catalogue. I enclose 11p in stamps to cover postage only.

There are more than 200 kits for radio and electronics enthusiasts in the Heathkit Catalogue.
The features and specifications are excellent but they are easy to build and your success is guaranteed.
Use the coupon now.

HEATH
The world's biggest producers of electronic kits.
LEADING MAKES OF MICROWAVE OVENS FROM £199 INC. VAT.

CRISTALS FOR THE NEW BRITISH 70 cm CHANNELS
We are stocking the following channels: RSBO(434/433/35-1), RB14(434/433/35), SUB(433-35), SUB1(433/35), SU8(434/35), TX & RX for use with FTY UHF Westminster (W15U), UFH Cambridge (U100), Pocketfone (PF1) and STORNO QUC/QCU 662 all at £32-56 plus VAT (H). The RX crystals for SU8, SU12 and SU24 can be ordered with transverter 70 cm shift crystals FREE!!

SPECIAL OFFER! If ordered with transverter 70 cm shift crystals FREE!!

The TX crystals for all 70 cm frequencies are now available at £199 each plus VAT (H). Please send 3x-RTTY SU16-433-40 and SU22 433-55 for the above apparatus are available at £2-90 plus VAT (H).

CRISTALS TO COMMERCIAL SPECIFICATIONS
We can supply crystals to most commercial and MIL specifications, with an easy order service for direct use with a MICROAVE MODULE MMT34/14 which we can supply for £133-00 plus VAT (H). SPECIAL OFFER! If ordered with transverter 70 cm shift crystal FREE!!

HONDA GENERATORS
AT KEENEST PRICES!

300-4000 Watts AC, 6-24 Volts DC, incl. THE NEW E3500-115/230V AC and /2Y DC and THE VERY QUIET EM300. Used Equipment

FRDX400 160-10m. ... 145-00

LINER 2 As New ... 120-00

ARAC 102 ... 80-00

TM56B FDK Monitor Rx 10CH ... 75-00

DATONG CLIPPER As New ... 38-00

N. B. NEW ADDRESS
2, ALEXANDER DRIVE, HESWALL,
WIRRAL, MERSEY SID, L61 6XT

Tel: 051-342 4443 (4.30-7p.m.)
Cables: CRYSTAL BIRKENHEAD Telex 627371

CRISTALS FOR PROFESSIONAL USE

CABLES: CRYSTAL BIRKENHEAD

HENDERS

IN STOCK AGAIN
NYE-VIKING SPEED-X MORSE KEYS
ALL BRASS WITH GOLD PLATED CONTACTS £8.75 Post Paid
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**NEW SAMSON ETM-3C**

C-MOS KEYER

- 1 µA battery drain—Why switch off?
- Self-completing dots/dashes/spaces.
- Can be used either as a normal electronic keyer or as an iambic mode squeeze keyer.
- 8-50 wpm.
- Constants: 3:1 dash-dot ratio, 6 C-MOS 12-bit transistors.
- Plug-in PCB.
- Long battery life—typically 1 µA drain when idling—Built-in battery holder for 4 x 1.5v. batteries (but will work over 3-10v. range).
- PCB has built-in a reed relay (250v., 0.5 amp., 25w. max.), and a switching transistor (300v., 30 mA max.)—either keying method can be used.
- Has the well-known fully-adjustable Samson precision twin keying lever assembly.
- Operate/Tune button.
- Sidetone oscillator.
- Grey case 4" x 2" x 6").
- £33.75

ETM-4C MEMORY KEYER: As ETM-3C but with 4 memories

- £36.88

**BUILT FOR DEPENDABLE MARINE AND COMMERCIAL SERVICE**

JUNKER PRECISION HAND KEY

- A superbly engineered straight key used for many years by professionals all over the world.
- Front and back contacts—fully-adjustable gap/tension.
- £27.95

BAUER KEYING PADDLE

- Single-paddle unit on 1⅛" x 2" base for home-built E1-bugs. Adjustable gap/tensions, £10.85.

**88 mH TOROIDs**

- £28.13

For CW, RTTY, SSTV and other filters, 90p each.

All prices post paid UK and include 12½% VAT.

Please send stamp with enquiries.

**SPACEMARK LTD.**

THORNFIELD HOUSE, DELAMER ROAD

ALTRINCHAM, CHESHIRE

(Tel: 061-928 8489)

---

**SITUATIONS**

VHF Service Technician required by London Car Telephones to work on base station and mobile radio equipment. Very well equipped busy workshop in Croydon with occasional work in the field, ample opportunities for unlimited overtime. Experienced persons only, salary and bonuses commensurate with ability. Contact J. S. Clark, 01-680 1010.

Tutor/Writer wanted for work at home. Must be a qualified Radio Amateur, teaching experience an advantage. Write to: Walkers Advertising Associates Ltd., Royde House, Midvale Road, St. Helier, Jersey, Channel Islands.

---

**TRADE**

Valves: Brand new and boxed: 6JM6/A, 6JS6/C, 6JB6/A, 6KD6, 6LQ6, 6146B, 6HF5, many other types available. Send s.a.e. for list.—G4AZM, QTHR. (Tel: Bolton 54165.)

Speak to the World without a licence!!—Worldwide Tapetalk, 35 The Gardens, Harrow. Britain’s largest Tape-X-Change (cassette or reel).

FT-101 Experts. Service and Sales.—Holdings Ltd., 39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn. Tel: 59595/6.

February issue: Due to appear January 27th. Single copies at 50p post free will be sent by first class mail for orders received by Wednesday, January 25th, as available.

Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

Radio Amateur Examination City & Guilds. Pass this important Examination and obtain your G8 Licence with an RRC Home-Study Course. For details of this and other Courses (GCE, professional examinations etc.) write or phone: The Rapid Results College, Dept. JV/1, Tuition House, London SW19 4DS. Careers Advisory Service, 01-947 7272 or ring 01-946 1102 for prospectus only (24-hour answering service).

QSL cards: Sample pack and price list forwarded on receipt of 20p stamp.—Derwent Press, 69 Langstone High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

---

**“SITUATIONS” AND “TRADE”**

15p per word, minimum charge £1.80. No series discount. All charges payable with order. Insertions of radio interest only accepted. Add 50% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Box Numbers 35p extra. No responsibility accepted for transcription errors. Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to the Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EQ.
**READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS**

8p per word, minimum charge £1-20, payable with order. Add 25% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Please write clearly, using full punctuation and recognised abbreviations. No responsibility accepted for transcription errors. Box Numbers 35p extra. Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to the Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EQ.

**READERS**

**Wanted:** Instruction manual for Hammarlund HQ-170. Your price paid—Stanfield, 125 Park Road, Elland, West Yorks. HX5 9HZ.

**For Sale:** Eddystone EC-10 Mk. II, meticulous condition, little used, £95. Radio mast, 27ft. in 3ft. screwed sections, ex-gov't. quality (nylon guys need renewing), £20. Daiwa antenna coupler, new, 6 bands, 3-5-28 MHz, maximum power 500W, £30—Ring Leighton, Guildford 66543.

**Sale:** Grundig “Satellit” 2000, with manual, phones and special headphones, very good condition, £100.—Ring Dye, 01-642 5921 evenings.

**Selling:** Yaesu FT-2FB transceiver, fitted 12 channels (11 simplex and R6), £175. FT-2FB crystals for R7 £3 pair.—Clarke, G81.XY, 126 Putteridge Road, Luton, Beds. LU2 8HQ.

**Selling:** Belcom AMR-217B Marine receiver, fitted 17 channels, new (still in box), £90 or near offer.—Mansi, 5 Elder Green, Gorleston-on-Sea, Yarmouth, Norfolk NR31 8RA.

**Sale:** Eddystone 840A Rx, with manual and spare set of valves, very good condition, £45.—Morrell, 29 Thorn Tree Gardens, Eastwood, Notts. (Tel: Langley Mill 5721.)

**Offering:** Drake L4-B linear, new and unused; CD-44 rotator, complete, two months old only; mustang high-power beam, as new; KW-109 high-power Supermatch, new. Best offer secures. (Glam.)—Box No. 5617, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

**Wanted:** HRO coil, 1-7-40 MHz. Or will exchange two other HRO coils, 180-430 kHz and 480-960 kHz, for same. (London.)—Box No. 5617, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

**For sale:** Codar CR-70A Mk. II receiver, as new, little used (surplus to requirements, good set), recently checked by maker.—Smith, 3 Dargie Road, Invergowrie, Dundee.

**Offering:** Collins 75S-3B, 32S-3, KWM-2A, 30L-1, 516F-2, 312-B4. Drake: T4X-C with Magnum 6; late-model R4-C with noise blanker, filters and speaker; L4-B. All mint condition. Offers?—Ring Pilkington, G3NNT, 0695-422203.

**Sale:** IC-201 2m, all-mode transceiver, mobile or mains, good condition, £180. Linear amplifier, 40w., for above, £30. Mobile 2- whip and di-plexer. The lot, £200.—Ring Collins, Calne 813028.

---

**SPECIAL EVENT STATION**

**GB3MSA**

**TELEX 45137**

**POLDHU HOTEL**

**TELE**

**MULLION**

**240339**

**POLDHU COVE, MULLION, CORNWALL**

**Saturday, 14th, to Saturday, 21st January, 1978**, commemorates the 75th Anniversary of Marconi’s first commercial two-way trans-oceanic spark-gap radio transmission. To mark this exciting event the Cornish Radio Amateur Club are establishing a special radio room at the Poldhu Hotel which will be worked 24 hours a day from noon 14th January to noon 21st January, 1978.

During some vital experiments Marconi’s aerial structure was blown down in a gale. This resulted in him sending an aerial aloft in a giant kite. This dramatic kite transmission will be re-created on Sunday, 15th January, on the very foundations of Marconi’s Station at Poldhu.

A static display of equipment, books, plans and photographs will be at the Poldhu Hotel all that week.

For this week only we are able to offer very special terms, to all enthusiasts, of £10.00 per day for dinner, bed and breakfast, at the very hotel where Marconi once stayed.

For further details please contact A. Rickets.

P.S.—If you have one, bring your licence with you.

---

**G. W. M. RADIO LTD.**

All prices include VAT and post carriage.

**RECEIVERS 63H.**


**AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL.**

10 watt A.M. Transmitter by G.E.C., also rack mounted and has AC supply, £15. HEAVY ITEMS COST A LOT LESS IF COLLECTED—CARRIAGE IS VERY EXPENSIVE!

Manufacturers surplus major assemblies to make 430 Mc/s all transistor Transmitter/Receiver, egg type, pull aerial and speaker. Uses 2N5915 output transistor (5j watts) and is P.M. One rig already in use as Repeater station, £18-50. Circuits and instructions (also available separately) 50p.

**VALVE VOLTMETERS.** CT208. Mains powered. 1/100v. DC 1-5-150v. AC. Complete probe and mains lead, £18.

**NOISE GENERATOR.** CT410. 15 kc/s—100 MHz, 8 minute timer, 5-25-100 ma Diode Current, metered. Output impedance 100-2000 ohms, attenuator and power meter. AC mains powered, £14.

**AKG Lightweight HEAD & MIKE SETS, model K58.** Mike 2/300 ohms, headphones 75v. Ideal for mobile use and in excellent condition, £5-50.

**ALARM CLOCKS.** Wehrle Commander. Steady/repeat alarm. Large, magnificant and brand new, £9-50.

Still a few left of the STD T4188 Transmitter PA units for linear construction. 2-8 to 18 Mc/s., manual or 28v. motor tuning. 13" x 8" x 8". Pair CV2519 (4x150), 28v, blower cooled. Bases are NOT VHF type. Still the same price, £11-50.

**AIRLITE model 62 head and boom mike sets, £5-50.**

**AERIAL INSULATORS.** egg type, white china 1" 6 for £1. Transmitting CAPACITORS. 15 100pf twin stator, £1-50. Reed relays for recent auto keyer designs, 200 ohm coil. £5 plus 10p per any number. SIGNAL GENERATORS. Oscillator Test No. 1, CT132, covers 5 kc/s to 32 Mc/s in 7 bands. CM-AM-CW-FM Attenuator | Microvolt to 1 volt. AC Mains or 12v. DC. Complete with leads, checked over and operable. Compact and well made, £27-50.

**EXECUTIVE leather open-flat tool case, like briefcase when closed.** £55. Precision DC Voltmeters. 0-3, 0-50v, approx. I/100v. DC 1.5-Volt.


Carriage charges included are for England and Wales only.

Terms: Cash with orders. Early closing Wednesday.

**40-42 PORTLAND ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX**

**Telephone:** 34897
Call Books

International:
Radio Amateur Call Books (1977)
"DX Listings"... O/P
"U.S. Listings"... O/P

Maps

"Short Wave Magazine"
DX Zone Map (Great Circle)
In colour. New 6th Edition. £2.00

Radio Amateur Map of the World
Mercator Projection — Much DX
Information — In colour. Second Edition £1.05

Radio Amateur's World Atlas
In booklet form, Mercator projection, for desk use. Gives Zones and Prefixes (New Edition). £1.80

Log Books

Standard Log (New Glossy Cover) £1.30
Receiving Station Log £1.35
Minilog (New style) £1.80
(above prices include postage and packing)

Available from
Short Wave Magazine
Publications Dept., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ - Tel. Welwyn (043871) 5208/7
(Counter Service, 9.30-5.15, Mon. to Fri.)
(GIRO A/C No. 547 6151)

Ian Austin (G4FLN)

Mondays Lane, Orford, Woodbridge, Suffolk IP12 2LX

Valves available as listed in November '77 issue.
Varlacs General Radio 2 amp 230 volt i/p, £7.80.
Electronic Multipliers American Services Type T5505B/U. 2-5-1000 VDC 2.5-500VAC, 150m. £1.15 volts i/p. Few only left at £1.12-90.
ARN6 Aircraft D.F. Receivers 100kHz-1.72MHz. Contains 5-gang tuning capacitor and 16 valves types 12SK7, 12SY7, 12597, 1259Y, 256A7, 2050 and etc. £9.00.
Tektronix RM15 Oscilloscope, good clean calibrated condition, £190-00.
Tektronix 545A Oscilloscope with Type CA dual trace pre-amp, D.C. 30MHz, 300V 50c. 20-20 V/cm., good clean calibrated condition, £190-00.
Tektronix Type CA Plug-in pre-amps, £40-00 Type K, £34-00 carriage extra.
QQZ03/20A Quick Heat Version of QQV03/20A guaranteed and tested, £3-00.
Boten Cooling Fans 9" dia., 350VAC, £6.00.
Coax Sockets, BNC Single Hole Fixing, 4 for £1.00 S0239, 5 for £1.00...

For sale: 6146 valves: one new, £3.25; one nearly new, £2; one well-used, postage only. Postage 25p extra per valve, or the lot for £5.25 inc. post/packing.—Elliott, G3ZOG, QTHR. (Tel: 0783-280080, 6-8 p.m.)

Wanted: Good price paid for Nems-Clarke Model 1907 VHF Rx manual (or copy); or generous deposit for loan. Also manual for R.220 VHF Rx; and 6688, 7077 valves.—Ring Fletcher, Nottingham (0602) 397446 (reverse charges)

Selling: Trio 9R-59D general coverage Rx, £35 or near offer. Wanted: Trio R-300, or Yaesu FRG-7. Details and price please.—Holland, 71 Barnard's Green Road, Malvern (3505), Worcs.

For sale: Yaesu FRG-7, with Microwave Modules 2m. converter, 3 months old, fine tune, mint condition, £135 including delivery by Securicor.—Ring Beech, 0924-825025.

Wanted: Burndept BE-470, £71 or £47. Exchange for Standard C.146A 2m. gear complete with Nicads, rubber antenna and external mic., 5 weeks old.—Mansi, 3 Elder Green, Gorleston-on-Sea, Yarmouth, Norfolk NR31 8RA.

For sale: Drake SPR-4 receiver, complete with noise blanker, xtal calibrator, loop antenna and all amateur and broadcast bands crystals, excellent condition, £300.—Ring Clarke, Harlow 415717 (working hours)

Wanted: Used correspondence course for radio amateur licence (for OAP).—Ring Dutfield, Ludlow 2527.

Selling: Trio 7200G mobile, 12 simplex and 5 repeater plus 4 reverse channels, auto tone burst, time-out alarm, 10 watts FM, modified facia layout, complete with mobile mount and circuits etc., £200 or offer.—Ring Gorman, 0352-57498 after 8 p.m.

Wanted: Manual and/or circuit diagram for Bendix RA-1B. Postage on replies refunded.—Addyman, 27 Lion Street, Hay-on-Wye, Hereford.

Sale: Eddystone 840C Rx, coverage 500 kHz to 30 MHz, good condition, £80. Marconi CR-300, coverage 15 kHz to 25 MHz, £25.—Ring Norris, Preston (0772) 615243.

For sale: Collins 75S-3B, serial number 16685, offers over £300.—Wilson, G4AZM, QTHR. (Tel: Bolton 54165).

For sale: Linear-2, with pre-amp., plug-in speech clipper, mains PSU, mint, £120. Wanted: FT-200 or KW-2000A/B/E, must be mind and unmodified. Details and price please. (Lancs.)—Box No. 5619, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

Selling: QM-70 transverter, 28/144 MHz, 2 watt output, £30. Two-metre FM Rx strip, requires only local oscillator and AF output amp. (circuit supplied), £7. 65 assorted brand new TTL/LIN/Vol/Reg and op-amp. IC's (list price over £35), £17.—Sowels, GM8LVA, Quetta, Lesmurdie Place, Lossiemouth, Moray IV31 6AQ.
Offering: Widow of SWL has for disposal CR-150 with speaker, phones and handbook; also Marconi Gannet Rx. Offers please. (Norfolk).—Box No. 5618, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

Wanted: Grid dip meter; 12AVQ vertical; Z-Match ATU (KW-109 or similar); wattmeter; general coverage receiver e.g. AR88, must be in good condition and with S-meter. Details and price please. For sale: BC-221 modulated, mains, immaculate, £25.—Cook, GM3OPW, 6 Chemiss Road, Methilhill, Fife. (Tel: 0592-758868/712795).

Giving up: Clearing good books and equipment, bargains, RAE bargains. s.a.e. list.—Leavesley, 1 Park Road, Halesworth, Suffolk.

Selling: FT-200B with PSU, plus G3LLL’s RF clipper made for this model, spare 7630 bal. mod., as new, little used, £275.—Ring Plant, G4DLW, Thorton-le-Moors 433.

Sale: XCR-30 Mk. II, mint condition, £100 or near offer for quick sale.—White, 39 St. Pauls Road, Thornaby, Cleveland.

Sale: Marconi Mk. II TV camera system, complete except for focus supply and SPG, space needed urgently, £50 or near offer (will deliver). Wanted: Small TV camera.—Ring Loach, Abingdon (0235) 20005.

Caribbean-bound 37-foot sailboat needs amateur radio operator as crewmember, leaving mid-January, six-week passage, expenses paid.—Ring Jackson, Erith 33440.

Selling: Pair of PF1 Pocketfones, crystalled for RB6, complete with batteries and Pye battery charger, also two spare receiver batteries, £50 or offer.—Ring Gorman, 0352-57498 after 8 p.m.

Sell or exchange: TS-700G, as new, £310 or near offer. Will accept TR-2200GX as part-payment.—Barker, 372 Gosbrook Road, Caversham, Reading.

For sale: Eddystone EC-10, £60 or near offer.—Ring Hammond, Crowthorne 5672.


Offering: Trio TS-700G and VOX unit, 4 months old and hardly used; reasonable offers, please. Trio JR-310 with mechanical filter. Offers?—Ring Redfern, G4CLN, 05304-5735.

For sale: B.41 receiver, coverage 15-700 kHz in 5 bands, working OK, £30. Buyer collects. (Essex).—Box No. 5620, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

February issue: Due to appear January 27th. Single copies at 50p post free will be sent by first class mail for orders received by Wednesday, January 25th, as available.—Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.
WANTED NOW
AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT IN SUPERB CONDITION — ALSO TEST EQUIPMENT FOR RF. AND COMMERCIAL MOBILE RIT

Pulse Technical Communications
167 LONDON ROAD, BURGESS HILL, SUSSEX RH15 8LH

JOHNS RADIO
424 BRADFORD ROAD, BATLEY, YORKS.
Telephone 0924-476159 (9.30 a.m. to 1 p.m.)
Communication Receiver Racal RA-117E, Frequency Range 1-30 MHz in 30 Bands 1 MHz wide. Effective Scale Length 145 ft. 6 in. corresponds to 100 kcf/s. Power 100-125 or 200-250 AC. Internal Speaker. Crystal Filter. Bandwidth 100 Hz to 13 kHz by six stages, with S-Meter, two IF stages. Slow Motion BFO, uses 27 Valves (BG7 and BG9). As new condition, with handbook and circuit (in metal louvred case), £300 (carriage approx. £10). All our sets are bought direct from the Government.

JOHNS RADIO
424 BRADFORD ROAD, BATLEY, YORKS.
Telephone 0924-476159 (9.30 a.m. to 1 p.m.)

MORSE CODE RECEIVING AND SENDING
CASSETTE A For Amateur Radio examination preparation. Speed slowly increasing from 1-12 w.p.m.
CASSETTE B For Professional examination preparation. Computer produced morse from 12-24 w.p.m. Including international procedure signs and symbols and their incorporation into messages.

Selling: Heath HR-108 receiver, £45 or near offer. Wanted: AR88D with manual (no rubbish, please).—Wright, 33a Bruce Road, Mitcham, Surrey.

JOHNS RADIO

JOHNS RADIO
Wanted: Original wartime Aerial Base, for vehicle mounting, to take 6ft. dia. aerial used with military No. 9 Set—either rigid base or pull-over (spring-tensioned from below) type; also No. 9 and No. 11 Set manuals.—Ring Thomas, 01-452 2902.

JOHNS RADIO

JOHNS RADIO
Wanted: B.2, complete and in first-class condition. Details and price please.—Coleman, 55 Dafforne Road, London SW17 8TY. (Tel: 01-672 7592.)

JOHNS RADIO
Sale: KW-2000A, with AC-PSU/Speaker, Shure mic., manual and circuit, £145. KW-1000 linear amp., £120. FT-101E, mint condition, £365.—Jackson, G3JJY, QTHR. (Tel: 01-764 2744 between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.).

JOHNS RADIO
Wanted: Circuit diagram and operating instructions for Heathkit “Mohican” (photostat will do).—Krzykowski, Star Hotel, Bradford BD1 2RD.

JOHNS RADIO
For sale: Codar AT5 Tx, no PSU, £15. Sentinel FET 70 MHz pre-amp., £3. PFI Pockefone, working on 466 MHz, complete with spare PFI for spares, £10. Cambridge AM-10D, working on 70-375 MHz, with xtals and cradle, £25. Cambridge AM-10B with all control gear, low-band 12-5 kHz, £30. All equipment in good working order.—Axford, G4AOZ, QTHR. (Tel: 025-584 632 after 6 p.m.).

JOHNS RADIO
For sale: Teletype 15 teleprinter with perforator and power supply, excellent condition, £35. 30 paper rolls, £7. Circuit, components for terminal unit, £4. Geiger counter, £3. Approx. £100-worth of components, brand new and tested, £28. Carriage extra. s.a.e. with all enquiries, please.—Dolman, G4EXN, 139 Rupert Street, Norwich, Norfolk NR2 2AX.

JOHNS RADIO
Sale: Heathkit matching units: SB-401 Tx, SB-303 Rx, HM-102 SWR/Power meter, all connecting cables, with chromed-zinc desk microphone, complete station, £400 or near offer.—Bryson, 44 Isla Road, Lincarty, Perth PH1 2HN.

JOHNS RADIO
Wanted: Telford Communications TC-7 Rx in working order. Details and price please.—Brown, 165 Canterbury Road, Morden, Surrey SM4 6QG. (Tel: 01-648 0028 after 6 p.m.)

NEW YEARS OFFERS . . .
Revo Mobile Antennas, 2 wave STC, stainless steel, from 68-200 MHz. State Fk required. ... £5-75, post 75p, any number MA1089 Magnetic Base with 2 wave whip, £18-50. MG3FT/8th Mobile, for either 2m. or Marine Band or High Band. State type required. ... £8-10, post 90p, any number SBB Mobile PTT Microphones, med. imp. O.K. for Icom, Yareli/Trio or Pye, Cambridge etc., with curly lead and mounting clip. ... £6-00, post 45p 300 ohm Twin Ribbon Feeder, new line in stock at 8p per m., post 1p per m. 500 mixed Carbon Film Resistors, mixed values/wattages £2, post 60p 10 mixed miniature New Xtals, my choice for £1-00, post 10p 20 mixed pieces PCB for £1-00, post 50p 100m. mixed equipment Wire, 5m. x 20 colours, stranded, £3.00 for £1-00, post 40p UR95, 50 ohm miniature Nylon covered at 4p per m., post 4p per m. 8-core Screened Cable, to 50m., 2-core runs at 12p per m., post 2p per m., S.A.E. for full lists.
W. H. WESTLAKE, GBMW, Clawton, Holsworthy, Devon.
CREATE YOUR OWN REFERENCE LIBRARY

The "EASIBINDER" is designed to bind 12 copies of the Magazine as you receive them month by month, eventually providing a handsomely bound volume for the bookshelf. No need to wait until twelve copies are assembled. As each copy is received, it is quickly and simply inserted into the binder. Whether partially or completely filled, the binder is equally effective, giving the appearance of a book, with each page opening flat.

Strongly made with stiff covers and attractively bound in maroon Rexalon and Milskin, the binders have only the title gold-blocked on the spine and the date frame.

Price £2.35 (incl. P & P)

PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
34 HIGH STREET,
WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9EG

Subscription rate to Short Wave Magazine is £5.50 for a year of twelve issues, post free.

G2DYM ANTI-TVI AERIALS
Do overcome TVI problems for both the SWL and Transmitting Amateur. A 12p SAE and 3p stamps bring you full details, article on aerials and copies of genuine testimonials from satisfied customers with their names and full addresses.

LAMBDA, WHITEHALL, WELLINGTON, SOMERSET

MORSE MADE EASY BY THE RHYTHM METHOD!
FACT NOT FICTION. If you start RIGHT you will be reading amateur and commercial Morse within a month. (Normal progress to be expected).
Using scientifically prepared 3-speed records you automatically learn to recognise the code RHYTHM without translating. You can't help it, it's as easy as learning a tune. 18-W.P.M. in 4 weeks guaranteed. For Complete Course 3 Records & Books send £5.00 including P.P.I. etc. (overseas surface mail £1 extra).
For further details of course Ring 01-660 2896 or send 7p stamp for explanatory booklet to: S. BENNETT, GHSC.
(Box 14) 45 GREEN LANE, PURLEY, SURREY

RADIO AMATEUR PREFIX-COUNTRY-ZONE LIST
published by GEOFF WATTS
Editor of "DX News-Sheet" 1962-1976
The List you have always needed, the list that gives you everything, and all on one line! For each country:—
a. its DXCC "status"
b. the normal prefix
c. the special prefixes
d. the ITU call sign block allocation
e. the continent
f. the "CQ" Zone No.
g. the ITU Zone No.

Full information on Antarctic stations, USSR Klub stations, obsolete prefixes used during the past 5 years, and much more, and the List can be kept always up-to-date because ample space has been provided for adding every new prefix, each new ITU allocation, etc.
Everything arranged alphabetically and numerically in order of prefix. Ideal for Contest operators and SWL's.
Tell your Club-memories about it. Order a gift copy for that overseas friend. 15 pages. Price 40p (UK) or sent overseas (air-mail) for $1 or 5 IRCs (55p)

GEOFF WATTS
62 BELMORE ROAD, NORWICH, NR7 0PU, ENGLAND
Have you got all these ARRL titles on your shelf? . . . .

SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (New Title)  . . .  £5.35
ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK  . . .  £3.25
ANTENNA BOOK, 13th Edition  . . .  £3.43
UNDERSTANDING AMATEUR RADIO  . . .  £3.28
A COURSE IN RADIO FUNDAMENTALS  . . .  £2.18
FM AND REPEATERS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR  . . .  £3.05
RADIO AMATEUR HANDBOOK 1977 (soft-cover)  . . .  O/P
RADIO AMATEUR HANDBOOK 1977 (hard-cover)  . . .  O/P
SPECIALISED COMMUNICATIONS TECHNIQUES FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR  . . .  £2.60
HINTS AND KINKS  . . .  £1.88
SINGLE SIDEBAND FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR  . . .  £3.30
VHF MANUAL  . . .  £3.20

(all prices include post/packing)

Available from SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Publications Dept.,
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN, HERTS., AL6 9EQ. Telephone: Welwyn 5206/7

BUTTERWORTH TITLES NOW IN STOCK . . .

The Practical Aerial Handbook, 2nd Edition
by Gordon J. King
232 pages (Hard Cover) £6.20 inc. post
Foundations of Wireless and Electronics, 9th Edition
by M. G. Scroggie
521 pages (Soft Cover) £4.50 inc post
Radio and Electronic Laboratory Handbook, 8th Edition
by M. G. Scroggie
614 pages (Hard Cover) £8.75 inc. post

Available from Publications Dept.,
Short Wave Magazine Ltd.,
34 High Street, Welwyn Herts., AL6 9EQ

HAM RADIO
A BEGINNER'S GUIDE
by R. H. Warring
Written by a well-known author, this book deals with transmitting and receiving equipment; its installation and maintenance; the operation of amateur stations; call signs; amateur transmitting licences; Morse Code transmission described in detail.
Excellent reading for those wishing to gain a sound knowledge of Amateur Radio without the need to become too technically expert.
152 pages £3.33 inc. post

Publications Dept.,
Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ. Tel: Welwyn (043871) 5206/7

S.W.M. “DX ZONE MAP”
NEW 8th EDITION ! !
in four colours, on durable paper for wall mounting, 33" in. wide by 24" in. deep. Giving essential DX information—bearing and distance of all parts of the world relative to the U.K., the Zone areas into which the world is divided for Amateur Radio purposes, with major prefixes listed separately. Distance scale in miles and kilometres. Time scale in GMT. Marking of Lat./Lon. close enough for accurate plotting. Hundreds of place names, mainly the unusual ones, and most of the rare islands
Prefixes corrected to August 1977
Price £2.00
including postage and special packing in postal tube to avoid damage in transit

Available from Post Office
S.W.M. Limited,
34 High Street, Welwyn, AL6 9EQ.

Beginner’s Guide to Radio
New 8th Edition ! !
232 pages £3.05 inc. post

Beginner’s Guide to Electronics
Latest 3rd Edition
240 pages £2.60 inc. post

Publications Dept.,
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.,
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EQ
## Technical Books and Manuals

### AERIAL INFORMATION
- Practical Aerial Handbook, 2nd Edition (King): £6.20
- Aerial Handbook (Briggs): £1.10
- Beam Antenna Handbook: O/S
- Cubical Quad Antennae, 2nd Edition: O/S
- Simple Low Cost Wire Antennas, by Orr: O/S
- 73 Vertical Beam and Triangle Antennas (E. M. Noll): £3.75
- 73 Dipole and Long-Wire Antennas (E. M. Noll): £3.75
- Antenna Handbook (ARRL) 13th Edition: £3.43

### BOOKS FOR THE BEGINNER
- "Short Wave Magazine" R.A.E. Questions and Answers, 1972-1976: £2.15
- Solid State Short Wave Receivers for Beginners (R. A. Penfold): £1.10
- Electronics Self-Taught: £2.20
- Beginners Guide to Electronics: £2.60
- Course in Radio Fundamentals, ARL: £2.18
- Ham Radio (A Beginners Guide) by R. H. Warring: £3.33
- Learning the RT code (ARRL): 75p
- Morse code for the Radio Amateur (RSGB): 50p
- Radio Amateur Examination Manual (RSGB): £1.60
- Simple Short Wave Receivers (Data): £1.05
- Understanding Amateur Radio (ARRL): £3.28

### GENERAL
- How to Make Walkie-Talkies (Rayer): £1.45
- Amateur Television, new 2nd Edition (BATC): £2.30
- 50 (FET) Field Effect Transistor Projects, by F. G. Rayer: £1.40
- Amateur Radio Awards (RSGB): £2.10
- How to Build Advanced Short Wave Receivers (Penfold): £1.35
- 50 CMOS IC Projects (R. A. Penfold): £1.15
- 50 Projects Using IC CA3130 (R. A. Penfold): £1.15
- Better Short Wave Reception, New 4th Edition: O/S
- FM & Repeaters for the Radio Amateur (ARRL): £3.05
- Eastblinder (to hold 12 copies of "Short Wave Magazine" together): £2.35
- Radio Engineers Pocket Book (Newnes): O/S
- Test Equipment for the Radio Amateur (RSGB): O/P
- World's SW, MW, LW, FM and TV Broadcasting Stations Listing: O/S

### HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS
- RSGB

### USEFUL REFERENCE BOOKS
- Engineers Pocket Book, 6th Edition: £2.03
- U.K. Call Book 1977 (RSGB): O/P
-Hints and Kinks (ARRL): £1.88
- Radio Data Reference Book RSGB: £3.60
- Single Sideband for the Radio Amateur (ARRL): £3.30
- Sun, Earth and Radio: £2.30
- NBFM Manual (RSGB): £1.35
- Electronics Data Book (ARRL): £3.25

### VALVE AND TRANSISTOR MANUALS
- Digital IC Equivalents & Pin Connections: £2.82
- Transistor Audio & Radio Circuits—2nd Ed. (Mullard): £3.05
- Towers' International Transistor Selector, (New Revised Edition): £5.15
- Service Valve and Semiconductor Equivalents: £5.5p
- Radio Valve and Semiconductor Data (6th Ed.): £2.86
- Popular Valve/Transistor Substitution Guide: £2.15

### VHF PUBLICATIONS
- VHF Handbook, Wm. 1 Orr (New Ed.): £3.95
- VHF Manual (ARRL): £3.20
- VHF/UHF Manual (RSGB), New 3rd Ed.: £6.70

---

**Available from**

**SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE**

**Publications Dept.**

34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ - Welwyn (043871) 5206/7

(Counter Service. 9.30-5.00. Mon. to Fri.)

(GIRO A/C No. 547 6151)
ALL BELOW — ADD 8% VAT
MAIN TRANSFORMERS, TYPE 60/2, Mains input 220-240-250 VAC. Output 0-20-40-60 V at 2A, in Metal and Plastic cases. Approx. 4 x 4 x 4, fully fused (ideal for PSU).
MAIN TRANSFORMERS, TYPE 15/300. Mains input 220-240 VAC, 50-60 Hz; Output 0-5-10-15-20 V at 2A, in Metal and Plastic cases. Approx. 4 x 4 x 4, fully fused. MAINTENANCE KITS, 300V. 50p each.
MAIN TRANSFORMERS, TYPE 45/100. Mains input 220-240 VAC, 50-60 Hz; Output 0-5-10-15-20 V at 2A, in Metal and Plastic cases. Approx. 4 x 4 x 4, fully fused. MAINTENANCE KITS, 100V. 50p each.

MECHANICAL COUNTERS

MECHANICAL COUNTERS, 500,000 or 1,000,000 impulses. Output 0-5-10-15-20 V at 2A, in Metal and Plastic cases. Approx. 4 x 4 x 4, fully fused. MAINTENANCE KITS, 100V. 50p each.

LARGE ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS, contains range of large electrolytic capacitors, low and high voltage types, over 40 pieces, £3.00 per pack (plus 12% VAT).

A RANGE OF DRAPER TOOLS FOR THE ELECTRONICS ENTHUSIAST

A NEW RANGE OF QUALITY BOXES AND INSTRUMENT CASES

ALUMINIUM BOXES WITH LIDS

AB101, 150 x 150 x 50, £1.00 each.
AB102, 150 x 150 x 70, £1.50 each.
AB103, 150 x 200 x 50, £2.00 each.
AB104, 150 x 200 x 70, £2.50 each.
AB105, 200 x 150 x 50, £2.00 each.
AB106, 200 x 150 x 70, £2.50 each.
AB107, 200 x 200 x 50, £3.00 each.
AB108, 200 x 200 x 70, £3.50 each.

ALUMINIUM BOXES WITH LIDS AND WHITE LIDS

AB251, 150 x 150 x 50, £1.00 each.
AB252, 150 x 150 x 70, £1.50 each.
AB253, 150 x 200 x 50, £2.00 each.
AB254, 150 x 200 x 70, £2.50 each.
AB255, 200 x 200 x 50, £3.00 each.
AB256, 200 x 200 x 70, £3.50 each.

VYSEL Coated Instrument Cases

Light Blue Tops and White lower sections. Very smart finish.

WB4, 5 x 2.5 x 4, £0.20 each.
WB5, 6 x 4 x 3, £0.40 each.
WB6, 7 x 5 x 2, £0.50 each.
WB7, 8 x 4 x 2, £0.60 each.
WB853, 8 x 4 x 3, £0.80 each.

PLUGS & SOCKETS

BNC PLUGS (ex-equip.), 5 for £1.50.
PL-259 PLUGS (PTFE). Brand new, Pack with reducers, 65p each.
SO239 SOCKETS (PTFE). Brand new (4-hole fixing type), 50p each.
N-TYPE PLUGS, 50 ohm, 60p each.
GREENPAR (GE30015). Chassis Lead Terminations. (These are the units which bolt on to the chassis, and the leads which are secured by screw cap, and the inner of the coax passes through the chassis), 30p each. For £1.00.
MULTICORE SOLDER. Site CS1AV/8 Savit, 18 SWG (1 lb), £40/60, 20 SWG on plastic reel, £3.00.
ALU-SOL ALUMINIUM SOLDER (Made by Multicore) Solders Aluminium to lead solder. Brass, Steel, Nickel or Tintape, 165SWG with multicore flux with instructions, approx. 1 Metre coil 40p pack.
SOLDER SOCKERS (Plunger type).
Standard model. £0.50. Model with Edison screw, £0.60. Spare nozzles, 60p each.
UR41 ATTENUATOR CABLE. Nominal 72 Ohm. overall dia. approx. 1.5mm, Att. per 100 m at 1000 Hz 140dB, 600 Hz 42dBA, 3000 Hz 62dBA. Ideal for use on Low Voltage test fix attenuators. Supplied with attenuation graph. 4 metres for £1.00.

B. BAMBER ELECTRONICS
DEPT S 5 STATION ROAD, LITTLEPORT, CAMBS., CB6 1QE
Tel.: Ely (0353) 860185 (Tuesday - Saturday)

PLEASE ADD VAT AS SHOWN

ALL BELOW — ADD 8% VAT
WELLER TCP2 and PU2D PSU. Temperature controlled soldering iron with matching Power Supply. £45 each, containing sponge and spring stand, £30.00.
CHARGER PCBs for ITT Starphone batteries (12V), with battery compartment. Requires 20V, 60mA. Contains transistorised circuit for constant current limiting, £15.75.
RED LEDs (Min. type), 3 for 70p.
DVC01 SCAN COILS (2-turn type, but no data) complete with vidicon base, £6.50 each. Brand New.

TRANSISTORS

TO3 TRANSISTOR INSULATOR SETS, 10 sets for 50p.
BSX20 transistors (VHF OSC/MULT), 3 for 50p.
BC108 (metal can), 4 for 50p.
PBC108 (plastic BC108), 5 for 50p.
PNP AUDIO TYPE TRANSISTORS, 13 for 35p.
BPYS1 TRANSISTORS, 4 for 60p.
BF152 (UHF AMP/MIXER), 3 for 50p.
2N3819 Fets. 3 for 60p.
BC148 NPN SILICON, 4 for 50p.
BC158 PNP SILICON, 4 for 50p.
BAY11 Signal Diodes, 10 for 35p.
BYX3/100 Study Rectifiers, 300v at 2.5A, £4 for 60p.
BYX121 Varicap Diodes, 4 for 50p.
IN914 DIODES, 10 for 25p.
741/CG RCA OP AMPS, £1.00 each.

VALVES

QQV03/20A (ex equipment), £1.00.
QQV03/10 (ex equipment), £1.00 or £1.20.
DE7/2 (ex equipment), 2 for £1.00.
6B16 (ex equipment), 2 for 50p.
All the above valves are tested, except for heaters, and no guarantees of percentage of emission is given. Sorry, no returns.
6BV6 VALVES (BRAND NEW), 50p each or 2 for £1.50.
MULLARD 8AS 825, 8AS, STABILISER VALVES (Brand New), 70p each or 2 for £1.20.

ALL BELOW — ADD 12% VAT
BARGAIN PACK OF LOW VOLTAGE ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS. Up to 50v, working, Seastronic manufacture. Approx. 100, £1.50 per pack.

A large range of capacitors available at bargain prices, S.A.E. for list.

TV PLUGS (metal type), 4 or 50p.
TV LINE CONNECTORS (back-to-back type), £4 for 50p.
DIN 3-pin LINE SOCKETS, 15p each.
3 PIN DIN PLUGS, 15p each.

ELECTROLIGHTS

ELECTROLIGHTS, 50uF, 450v, 2 for 50p.
ELECTROLIGHTS, 100uF, 275v, 2 for 50p.
ELECTROLIGHTS, 470uF 63v, 3 for 50p.
ELECTROLIGHTS, 1,000uF 30v, 3 for 50p.
ELECTROLIGHTS, 5,000uF 50v, 50 for 50p.
ELECTROLIGHTS, 5,000uF 50v, 50p each.
ITT ELECTROLIGHTS, 6,800mfd at 25v, high grade, £5.00 per pack, with mounting clip, 50p each.
MULLARD ELCI1043/05 VARICAP TV TUNERS. Brand New, £1.40 each.

TERMS OF BUSINESS: CASH WITH ORDER. MINIMUM ORDER OF £20. ALL PRICES NOW INCLUDE POST & PACKING (UK ONLY).

EXPORT ENQUIRIES PLEASE ENCLOSE STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE WITH ALL ENQUIRIES.

January 1978